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Resumo - Portuguese Abstract

O desenho de sistemas interactivos é uma tarefa árdua que requer a

atenção dos designers a uma grande diversidade de factores, variando

estes desde as necessidades dos utilizadores finais até ao contexto em

que a solução final vai ser utilizada. Nesse sentido, as metodologias

de desenho e as técnicas que estas englobam foram introduzidas com

o objectivo de auxiliar os designers, oferecendo guias e procedimentos

que suportam o processo de desenho de aplicações e suas interfaces

durante as suas várias fases.

No entanto, o recente aparecimento de conceitos como a computação

móvel e ub́ıqua, suportados por uma série de novos dispositivos em

constante crescimento, introduziu um conjunto de dificuldades e de-

safios extra no processo de desenho de aplicações para este tipo de

plataforma. Dadas as caracteŕısticas espećıficas e peculiares dos dis-

positivos móveis, especialmente a sua natureza ub́ıqua e permanente,

tamanho reduzido e variadas modalidades de interacção, um novo

leque de paradigmas de utilização tem vindo a surgir. Como con-

sequência, novas aproximações e técnicas, focando as potencialidades

únicas e as limitações inerentes aos dispositivos móveis, a sua ubiq-

uidade, utilização recorrente e permanente em ambientes e locais difer-

entes, tem vindo a ganhar cada vez mais atenção.

Em particular, trabalhos recentes nesta área têm mostrado que, no

caso particular do desenho de aplicações e de interfaces para disposi-

tivos móveis, o processo de desenho e desenvolvimento deve ser neces-

sariamente transportado para fora do laboratório, levando o processo

a cabo em cenários e condições realistas, superando os frequentemente

utilizados testes de laboratório e, consequentemente, produzindo re-

sultados mais fiáveis e um processo de desenho mais eficiente e coer-

ente.



Mesmo assim, apesar de provas cada vez mais contundentes das van-

tagens do desenho de aplicações móveis no contexto de utilização, a

maioria das técnicas existentes e descritas na literatura assentam em

simulações dentro de ambientes laboratoriais e tentam recriar variáveis

e caracteŕısticas de localizações exteriores dentro de laboratórios, sob

condições controladas. Estas aproximações tentam evitar o trabalho

extra que levar o processo de desenho para o exterior do laboratório

pode requerer.

A necessidade de recolher dados e avaliar aplicações fora do labo-

ratório implica, na maioria dos casos, a necessidade de seleccionar ou

definir cenários e contextos nos quais praticar estes procedimentos.

Entre outros, a fraca adesão que o desenho fora do laboratório tem,

apesar das suas vantagens, é um reflexo da inexistência de guias e

regras que ajudem designers na tentativa de conduzir o processo de

desenho e avaliação de aplicações móveis em contextos reais. A quan-

tidade cŕıtica de posśıveis situações de uso, em conjunto com os vários

aspectos que devem, necessariamente, ser levados em consideração du-

rante o processo de desenho para dispositivos com caracteŕısticas tão

particulares, são dif́ıceis de gerir e geralmente levam ao esquecimento

de detalhes, negligência de inúmeros aspectos e a resultados aquém

do esperado.

Neste momento, e face à falta de suporte, ao tentar superar estas di-

ficuldades, os designers optam frequentemente por fazer o porte de

aplicações existentes, geralmente dispońıveis para plataformas com

maiores dimensões (e.g., PCs), para os dispositivos móveis, ajustando

alguns detalhes imprescind́ıveis para o funcionamento básico das mes-

mas. No entanto, esta aproximação leva, na maioria dos casos, a

aplicações pouco elegantes e usáveis que, mesmo sendo providas de

um conteúdo brilhante, em pouco tempo se tornam obsoletas e evi-

tadas pelos utilizadores. Mais uma vez, o factor primordial para

que os designers sigam tal aproximação centra-se na inexistência de



metodologias e técnicas espećıficas para dispositivos portáteis, de mão

e ub́ıquos.

Apesar de algumas guias e regras de desenho, presentes nas tradi-

cionais metodologias de desenho centradas no utilizador, se poderem

aplicar a este processo de desenho tão espećıfico, as caracteŕısticas

únicas dos dispositivos, as restrições impostas por determinados con-

textos e a liberdade que surge como consequência da sua portabil-

idade, juntamente com os demais desafios que são introduzidos no

processo, requerem novas, ou no mı́nimo aproximações altamente re-

finadas.

Três fases do processo desenho - (1) recolha e análise de requisitos;

(2) prototipagem; e (3) avaliação - são particularmente senśıveis e

apresentam um maior número de dificuldades.

1. Análise e recolha de requisitos em cenários móveis, onde o uso

constante do dispositivo ou aplicação móvel, é feito em contextos

mutáveis, introduz detalhes que dificilmente são detectáveis com

a utilização de métodos tradicionais. Poder-se-á até imaginar

que, conhecendo todos os contextos de utilização posśıveis, a

aplicação de métodos tradicionais poderá resultar na detecção

da influência do contexto nesses cenários espećıficos. No entanto,

para além de esta ser uma perspectiva irrealista, as implicações

de mudar de contexto e como esta mudança afecta o utilizador e

os seus requisitos perante a aplicação, passam despercebidos.

2. No processo de criação de esboços e construção de protótipos de

baixa fidelidades, existem também vários problemas que afec-

tam o processo de forma evidente. Os protótipos de baixa-

fidelidade, tal como são presentemente utilizados, são inadequa-

dos às peculiaridades dos dispositivos móveis e aos seus cenários

de uso. Estes métodos de prototipagem pouco adequados, para

além de levarem a resultados erróneos, especialmente quando os

utilizadores finais são envolvidos, têm também repercussões nas

fases posteriores de avaliação.



3. De facto, no que toca à avaliação da usabilidade de aplicações

móveis, dada a ausência de métodos espećıficos e guias que aux-

iliem os designers, esta fase do processo de desenho é frequente-

mente ignorada. Este problema surge não só como uma con-

sequência de protótipos pouco adequados a testes em cenários

reais, tal como à ausência de técnicas que facilitem, mais uma

vez, a recolha de dados nestas situações. No geral, as dificul-

dades inerentes ao processo de desenho de aplicações para este

tipo de dispositivos requerem novas aproximações e extensões às

técnicas e ferramentas fornecidas pelas metodologias de desenho

centradas no utilizador.

Esta tese apresenta soluções e experiências que abordam estes prob-

lemas e visam resolver as questões que afectam as várias fases de

desenho. Em particular, como primeira contribuição, para os estágios

iniciais, onde é feita a análise de requisitos e a sua recolha, é sugerida

uma moldura conceptual para a selecção e geração de cenários de

suporte para o desenho. Esta apresenta componentes atómicos que,

quando conjugados, definem contextos de utilização detalhados e que

enfatizam as variáveis mais predispostas a afectar a experiência de

utilização móvel. Como complemento, são ainda oferecidas sugestões

para a recolha de dados, em fases iniciais do processo, nos contextos

móveis definidos pela moldura conceptual.

No que diz respeito à prototipagem, especialmente a de baixa-fidelidade,

a tese contribui também para a evolução das técnicas existentes de

modo a suportarem, de forma adequada, a construção de protótipos

e a sua avaliação em cenários reais. Nesse sentido, são descritas novas

abordagens de prototipagem que para além de promoverem o real-

ismo e a participação dos utilizadores finais, facilitam, de forma sig-

nificativa, a sua avaliação. Nesta última fase, este trabalho contribui

também com a introdução de um conjunto de guias que sugerem for-

mas de capitalizar a participação dos utilizadores finais durante a

recolha de dados em sessões de avaliação e, mais ainda, mecanismos



e ferramentas que permitem a monitorização à distância, quer em

modo diferido, como em tempo real, das actividades dos utilizadores

em cenários reais. Estes métodos permitem portanto a detecção de

problemas de usabilidade em fases muito iniciais do processo de de-

senho, com custos muito baixos.

Finalmente, como última contribuição do trabalho descrito nesta tese,

é apresentada uma plataforma de software, denominada MobPro, que

leva em consideração todas as técnicas acima descritas e oferece, num

ambiente de desenvolvimento integrado, funcionalidades de suporte

às duas fases principais do processo de desenho: a prototipagem e

avaliação. A plataforma, constitúıda por várias ferramentas, oferece

de forma simples e sem requerer conhecimentos de programação, fun-

cionalidades como:

• Construção de protótipos de várias fidelidades - A utilização de

protótipos de várias fidelidades, desde esboços desenhados à mão,

com áreas interactivas, até protótipos de software com compo-

nentes visuais, permite a avaliação e detecção de problemas de

usabilidade a vários ńıveis (e.g., problemas de navegação, local-

ização de botões, dimensão dos vários ı́cones).

• Prototipagem directamente nos dispositivos móveis - a possibili-

dade de editar e actualizar os protótipos nos dispositivos onde são

experimentados, configurando pequenos detalhes como sequências

de ecrãs ou localização de componentes, permite aos designers

corrigir problemas de usabilidade e testar várias alternativas nos

contextos reais onde decorrem as sessões de avaliação, sem ne-

cessidade de interromper a sessão ou de equipamento de labo-

ratório para criar novos protótipos. Mais ainda, tendo em conta

o processo de edição guiado e sem necessidade de programação, a

participação dos utilizadores finais é fomentada, abrindo portas

para a utilização de técnicas como as sondas e desenho partici-

pado directamente nos contextos finais de utilização.



• Regras de usabilidade integradas - em protótipos de média e alta-

fidelidade, a plataforma oferece um conjunto de guias de usabil-

idade que podem ser automaticamente aplicadas, quando esta

opção for seleccionada pelo designer. Estas estabelecem, por ex-

emplo, regras no que diz respeito à posição dos componentes,

ao seu tamanho, à quantidade de informação para cada ecrã e

à disposição dos vários elementos visuais relativamente uns aos

outros. Estas guias são configuráveis e podem ser orientadas a

domı́nios espećıficos (e.g., e-health, educação). A ferramenta

de prototipagem inclui ainda funcionalidades que apresentam

várias alternativas para os protótipos criados (e.g., apresentar

um protótipo com uma modalidade alternativa de interacção -

conjunto de botões em substituição de uma lista).

• Melhoria do realismo da experiência de utilização - capitalizando

as lições resultantes das técnicas de prototipagem anteriormente

descritas, a plataforma permite a utilização dos protótipos, e a

sua consequente avaliação, directamente nos dispositivos móveis

para os quais as aplicações e interfaces estão destinadas. Ao uti-

lizar dispositivos reais, problemas relativos ao peso do mesmo,

tamanho e resolução do ecrã, a sua forma e modalidades de in-

teracção são automaticamente solucionados. Mais ainda, como

uma vantagem adicional, surge a possibilidade, para os utilizadores

finais, de interagir com os protótipos em cenários reais, sem as

complicações das técnicas tradicionais.

• Suporte automático à técnica “Wizard-of-Oz” - ao serem utiliza-

dos dispositivos reais e ao permitir a inclusão de áreas inter-

activas em protótipos de baixa-fidelidade (incluindo protótipos

baseados em esboços à mão), a ferramenta permite a utilizadores

finais a interacção directa com estes, sem a necessidade de um

designer simular o comportamento do sistema.

• Recolha de dados de modo passivo e activo - no caso de recolha

de dados de modo passivo, todas as acções do utilizador, perante



o sistema, são automaticamente registadas, com granularidade

configurável. No modo de recolha activa, técnicas como o ESM

- Método de amostragem de experiência (herdado da psicologia)

ou registos diários, são directamente integradas nos protótipos,

permitindo a recolha de dados de uma forma alternativa. Ques-

tionários integrados podem ser automaticamente apresentados

ao utilizador durante ou imediatamente depois da utilização do

protótipo, facilitando a sua resposta e consequente recolha de

dados.

• Anotação e ordenação contextual de ecrãs/cartões - cada ecrã

do protótipo pode ser numerado e anotado directamente no local

onde está a ser utilizado, definindo a sequência de navegação num

contexto em particular. Esta técnica permite que os designers

seleccionem configurações óptimas para as aplicações e interfaces

que estão a ser desenhados. Mais ainda, oferece uma base para

a percepção de condições de adaptabilidade aquando do desenho

de aplicações adaptáveis.

• Funcionalidades de análise - levando em consideração a importância

da análise de dados recolhidos durante as sessões de avaliação,

o MobPro inclui um conjunto de funcionalidades de análise que

permite a revisão completa e detalhada da toda a interacção que

o utilizador teve com a interface. Mais ainda, inclui também

mecanismos de navegação pelos resultados dos questionários e

registos que são feitos quando são utilizadas técnicas de recolha

de dados activas. Estas funcionalidades, juntamente com as

técnicas de recolha de dados que a plataforma integra, resolvem

parcialmente os problemas de seguir e observar utilizadores du-

rante as fases de avaliação.

• Arquitectura extenśıvel e modular - toda a plataforma está de-

senhada de modo a poder evoluir e crescer. Os componentes que

a mesma disponibiliza, usados na criação dos protótipos e inter-

faces correspondentes (e.g., botões, ı́cones) podem ser ajustados,



estendidos e facilmente integrados nas várias ferramentas que a

plataforma integra.

Tanto para esta plataforma, como para as experiências e técnicas que

a motivaram (e.g., recolha de dados, prototipagem e avaliação) são

ainda detalhadas, ao longo da tese, as várias aproximações e casos

de estudo onde estas contribuições foram aplicadas, validando não só

a sua influência em cada uma das fases a que se destinam, como no

conjunto do processo de desenho.

Em resumo, nesta tese são apresentadas novas técnicas e ferramentas

que suportam o processo de desenho de interfaces para aplicações e

dispositivos móveis, superando alguns dos problemas descritos na lit-

eratura dispońıvel e preenchendo as lacunas existentes nas metodolo-

gias de desenho tradicionais.

Palavras Chave: Interacção Móvel, Metodologias de Desenho, Pro-

totipagem, Avaliação, Usabilidade, Interfaces Pessoa-Máquina



Abstract

Design methodologies and techniques are essential tools that have

been successfully used by developers and designers to create usable

applications for a wide variety of purposes. However, the recent burst

of mobile devices and their constant use amongst several contexts has

introduced new challenges that are awkwardly or scarcely handled

by these methodologies. Their characteristics impose restrictions and

incorporate potentialities that present new usage paradigms.

This thesis addresses these challenges, providing and extending con-

cepts that are particularly devoted to mobile applications. The main

umbrella goal is to facilitate the design process of mobile applications

by updating and introducing several practical techniques that target

the most affected design stages. Overall, besides providing concep-

tual directives that point specific concerns and concepts that need to

be regarded during the entire process, the main focus is directed to

(1) initial requirements gathering and specification; (2) low-fidelity

prototyping and sketching for mobile devices; and (3) both early and

final stage evaluation.

Through these several stages, specific notations and procedures are

assessed and used, providing new tools to define, prototype and test

mobile applications. Additionally, and based on the results from ex-

periments with these techniques, a mixed-fidelity prototyping frame-

work is also be presented. It includes mechanisms to create and use

low-fidelity and software prototypes on actual devices, allowing de-

signers to define presentation and interaction, arrange navigation and

gather usage and behaviour information on realistic usage settings.

Keywords: Mobile Interaction, Design Methodologies, Prototyping,

Evaluation, Usability, User Interfaces
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent developments in mobile technology, particularly the appearance and mass

commercialization of personal computing devices such as PDAs, (smart)phones,

portable GPS systems, UMPCs (Ultra Mobile PCs), etc., have introduced new

paradigms in the way applications and technology are used. Devices are now

utilised ubiquitously by a wide variety of users with varied intentions, moving

between different contexts and environments with different characteristics. They

have transitioned from recreational and luxury products to necessary items in-

cluded on multiple parts of users’ lives. Furthermore, given their characteristics

they are also highly adaptable to cooperative scenarios (Duarte et al., 2007, 2008;

Zurita et al., 2006) supporting several activities while simultaneously offering dif-

ferent connectivity and communication options (Wadekar & Fagoonee, 2006).

Accordingly, as new ways to use the devices appear, new applications have

also been made available. These extend the scope of software development, in-

troducing behaviour, new media utilisation possibilities and even new interaction

options, trying to adjust the user interface or features to the surrounding and

available resources. In addition and in concert with these advances, mobile user

interfaces are increasingly leaning towards multimodality, supporting different

interaction options that better suit the current utilisation requirements (Lem-

melä et al., 2008; Solon et al., 2004).

These advances and features, as well as their implications become more chal-

lenging when users circulate through different settings arbitrarily. Still, the stan-

dards of usability and quality that users are now accustomed to, on traditional
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1. INTRODUCTION

applications, need to be maintained, even throughout the usage experience. More

importantly, usability levels should match the requirements of the variety of ac-

tivities and intensive use that also characterise ubiquitous technology, especially

within the adverse settings of specific locations, where interaction can be re-

stricted by a large set of phenomenona. For this to happen, new ways to create,

design and evaluate these applications should also be made available.

Contrarily to technology, design methodologies and techniques did not follow

closely the emergence of mobile computing. The delay on design methodologies’

evolution and the lack of specific approaches for mobile systems is retracting from

the applications and user interfaces’ quality and usability. Even if most of the

currently used design techniques are quite flexible, the specific characteristics and

potentialities offered by mobile devices are not easily or clearly accommodated by

most approaches and, usually, they are not even considered (Kjeldskov & Graham,

2003; Lee & Benbasat, 2003). This results in applications that even if composed

by brilliant content, quickly become unusable on realistic settings, mainly due

to the demanding or specific characteristics of some of the scenarios in which

they need to be used. Moreover, designers often opt to port existing applications

to mobile devices or reuse them on ubiquitous environments, generally leading

to cumbersome and unusable applications (Lee & Benbasat, 2003) or requiring

alternative, intrusive and expensive techniques and material (Nakajima, 2006).

In general, attention must be paid to the user behaviour that changes accord-

ing to the surrounding environment, the variables that trigger these changes and

how they affect usability. Different approaches regarding the design process, tar-

geting prototyping, User Interface (UI) design and evaluation are required, taking

into account the challenges posed by the volatile and endless usage contexts that

shape the user experience. Extensions and new concepts, which are specific to

ubiquitous and active applications or multi-device architectures, are crucial for a

more efficient and sound design process and better software applications.

1.1 Motivation

Overall, the difficulties found while designing two software systems, that include

mobile devices, were the main motivation behind this work. Both systems were
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developed to run on several hardware platforms although the primary target were

PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants). This choice was based on these devices’ most

marking characteristics and their adequateness to the initial requirement, namely:

• Great mobility

• Easy transportation

• Large battery life

• Small size and weight

• Various input/interaction modalities

Given these characteristics, the applications, their features and user interface,

can be adjusted to specific settings and to the devices’ characteristics. Besides

the already stated difficulties inherent to mobile and ubiquitous computing, one

of these systems was to be used in critical scenarios (e.g. psychotherapy), further

increasing the design challenges and usability demands of the expected outcome.

Throughout the design process, several problems were encountered on various

stages. Some were solved using on-the-fly solutions that resolved occasional prob-

lems. Others required additional effort and time in order to achieve acceptable

levels of usability on the developed solutions while a few had to be neglected

in order to comply with design deadlines. The two following sections provide a

detailed description of the applications’ main goals, domains and restrictions, in-

troducing the initial requirements that led to the aforementioned design process.

1.1.1 Application 1 - Psychotherapy

Psychotherapy, through various approaches and methods, aims at understand-

ing patients’ problems or disorders and ultimately to overcome them as possible.

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) is a particular method where patients

assume a participative role collaborating closely with therapists during extended

periods of time (Mahoney, 2003; Neimeyer, 1993). Activities are highly perva-

sive for therapist and patient, taking place in various settings and environments.

The first’s off-sessions tasks include the analysis of data that is gathered during

3
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sessions and the adjustment of therapy accordingly, also taking into consideration

patients’ homework and evolution as well as annotations taken during conversa-

tions. These activities are performed individually. During sessions therapists su-

pervise patients’ activities, annotate their reactions, relevant subjects and gather

information from the available sources (e.g. used artefacts and patient homework)

and often collaborate with patients during their tasks. For patients, tasks com-

prise in-session activities (e.g. conversations with the therapist, completing tests

and questionnaires) done individually or in cooperation with the therapist and off-

session activities generally regarded as homework and completed independently

during the patient’s daily life. These make use of the same questionnaires and

tests also including thought registration together with activity planning tables.

Overall, CBT presents an interesting opportunity to take advantage of a tech-

nological approach that could enhance the process and facilitate the various ac-

tivities that it includes, allowing both actors to focus on the relevant details of

the therapy and diagnosis process. This was the starting point of project SCOPE

(Supporting Cognition Outlines on Psychological Evaluation) (Carriço & de Sá,

2005). SCOPE aimed to provide users with tools that would allow therapists

to manage, gather and customize all the data and therapy artefacts relieving

patients from demanding activities, thus facilitating therapy and diagnosis and

hopefully improving the process and reducing costs and time spent for these pur-

poses (de Sá, 2005; de Sá & Carriço, 2004, 2005a). Although some work had

already addressed these topics (Gega et al., 2004; Newman, 2004; Przeworski

& Newman, 2004), it focused either therapist or patient isolated solutions with-

out providing any customization and personalization options. Furthermore, most

of these solutions adopted fixed platforms which are intrusive (Das, 2002) or

incompatible with the described scenarios. In fact, the understanding of these

problems, the pervasiveness of the activities and the ubiquitous nature of the

process, yielded, on the first approaches to the project, the need for handheld

devices and an overall mobile architecture (Carriço et al., 2006a,b; de Sá et al.,

2006, 2007a,b; Reis et al., 2006).
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1.1.2 Application 2 - Education

M-Learning is an increasingly important concept amongst educational commu-

nities. Several system have now become widely available supporting a diverse

set of activities. While some might act merely as replacement of paper artefacts

with some enhancements (Ljungblad et al., 2004), others are directed to tutors

and teachers enabling the organization and scheduling of classes, search within

content, access to dictionaries, etc. (Kortenkamp & Materlik, 2004; Virvou &

Alepis, 2005). For students, the majority allows the completion of simple tests,

the access to digital books or even some cooperative chat tools (Perry, 2003;

Pownell & Bailey, 2000; Smith & Kent, 2003). Recent work has also introduced

collaborative tools that allow students to exchange more complex information

and cooperate in difficult tasks (Alford & Ruocco, 2001).

Furthermore, supporting this recent movement that aims to convey educa-

tional matters with mobile technology, various studies have proven the efficacy

and benefits of allying hand-held devices with school activities (Abowd et al.,

1997; Graham, 1997; Segall et al., 2004). However, most of the existing systems

are directed to either students or to teachers (de Sá & Carriço, 2005b). More-

over, a great deal focuses on specific subjects or courses (Alford & Ruocco, 2001;

Kortenkamp & Materlik, 2004), or specific ages (Inkpen, 1999; Mandrik, 2001)

failing to capture the needs of a wider range of students and teachers.

The need for a generic tool that enabled teachers to create specific and per-

sonalized studying material was the motivation behind project Test-IT (de Sá

& Carriço, 2006a). Test-IT is a framework available for desktop computers that

provides teachers with the necessary mechanisms to define tests and studying

material for their students. Overall, it contains a tool that includes several spec-

ification options which enable users, without programming knowledge, to create

artefacts with different characteristics. Depending on the subject, content, tar-

get students or even stage of the educational process, teachers are able to include

images, drawings, text, multiple-choice or open ended questions and gauges on

every artefact. Furthermore, hints, links and cross-referencing between different

contents are also part of the tool paraphernalia.
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However, the greatest contribution, is the possibility of utilising all this con-

tent and tests on mobile devices. Every artefact created by a teacher can be easily

transferred to a student’s personal device (e.g. PDA or Smartphone). Therefore,

tests and studying material can be (re)viewed during classes, at home, on field

trips, etc. Furthermore, the data stored and introduced by both students and

teachers can be easily exchanged, propelling cooperation. The electronic medium

also facilitates the analysis of test results and student data.

1.1.3 Chosen Methodology and Main Problems

The design of SCOPE, Test-IT and all their tools followed a traditional User Cen-

tred Design (UCD) methodology, Contextual Design (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998).

With UCD methodologies users take a central role and participate on the pro-

cess allowing a detailed understanding of work flow problems, users’ difficulties,

cultural and social issues. The methodology and included techniques have been

widely applied in several studies, some on critical scenarios, with positive results,

improving the design life cycle and the projects’ outcome (Mao et al., 2001).

However, despite its many advantages and adequateness to several scenarios and

problems, this approach had several limitations that hindered the design process

on most stages for both these cases.

On the initial experiences with SCOPE, which preceded Test-IT, problems

appeared through various stages, mainly because of the lack of adequate advice

and techniques to tackle the added efforts that the mobile settings and activities

required. These were once again felt during the design of Test-IT. Furthermore,

at this time, a secondary objective was to understand if the problems felt on the

previous design experience were domain independent and would be recurrent on

this new context.

Overall, during the design process of both these applications, initial problems

that were felt hindered the design process and affected its outcome by compro-

mising the initial prototypes’ quality and how these performed usability wise. At

the end of the process, the design team was left with the feeling of need for tech-

niques better suited to all the constraints and requirements that were inherited

by the mobile domains.
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1.2 Challenges and Concerns

Although the encountered problems can be summed up as the absence of a specific

design approach, including appropriate techniques that cope with mutating and

volatile contextual settings and tackle the specific problems brought by mobile

devices’ characteristics, it is important to stress the various difficulties that were

encountered in each specific design stage.

1.2.1 Requirement Analysis and Data Gathering

The first problems appeared while gathering information and requirements through

interviews and ethnographic sessions. These two techniques usually bring design-

ers the possibility to understand the work flow on various activities and detect

problems that might be solved by introducing a technological system. However,

on such pervasive and mobile activities, the chosen methodology proved to be

quite unable to provide sufficient detail and guidelines in how to achieve such

results and even on how to apply both techniques. Which settings to select while

conducting ethnographic sessions, how to conduct these sessions while moving

between settings, what questions to ask and what details to look at were some

of the issues that affected these procedures. Little or no information on how to

apply requirement assessment and data gathering techniques for mobile settings

and multiple contexts was available. No directions on how to select relevant sce-

narios or define effective conceptual frameworks were found. Consequentially, it

was difficult to cope with all the working contexts, locations, and endeavours

that needed to be contemplated when addressing psychotherapy and education,

within our projects’ requirements and goals. This led to the identification of the

first main problem.

There were no guidelines or suggestions on how to gather

information and assess requirements for mobile systems,

identifying problems on pervasive/ubiquitous activities and

scenarios. Some of the used techniques for data collec-

tion and requirement assessment, available in the litera-

7
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ture, were inadequate to mobile scenarios and others needed

extensions and clear examples of procedures to follow.

In order to mitigate this problem to a certain extent, data was gathered by

reviewing videos of current psychotherapy practices (Davidson et al., 2000) and

simulations; questionnaires were given to users (on both domains) for them to

complete on specific settings; and school classes were evaluated and analysed.

Complementing this information, scenario-based simulations (Jones & Mars-

den, 2006) were made, covering a considerable roll of activities and contexts (e.g.

to complete a diagnostic test at home, at school, at the therapist’s office and at

the supermarket; do homework on various settings, transfer completed test to

teacher, etc.). For session/class/cooperative tasks the same approach was used

establishing different scenarios and representations of what usually occurs during

a session (e.g. simple conversation, annotation process, fetching new artefacts

for the patient, engaging on collaborative activities). Overall, this scenario-based

exercise provided insight on a large deal of problems that might occur on several

activities. However, it required a great amount of effort, time and planning.

Still, this approach falls short to cover some possible scenarios and situations

and, if care is not taken, neglect paramount concerns, possibly preventing the de-

tection of errors that might appear on posterior phases of design or even with final

users. Accordingly, the requirement assessment and the definition of the design

concepts took longer than expected and were deemed incomplete as adjustments

would have to be necessarily introduced to cope with future issues.

The selection and identification of crucial concerns when

brainstorming and defining requirements or even when en-

gaging on mobile data collection for specific scenarios re-

quired great effort and still remained incomplete and unfo-

cused on very relevant problems.

1.2.2 Modelling the Data and Representing Context

Afterwards, problems continued with the modelling and representation of the

gathered data. Although the used methodology (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998) sug-

gests a set of notations to model and make sense of all the gathered information,

8
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more specific representations of the contexts of use, the details that characterise

these contexts, and on the users’ behaviour on each were needed. Furthermore,

and most importantly, the behaviour of the user and the new requirements that

emerged each time the context changed and what triggered those changes was

not addressed on the available literature. However, these details were of extreme

importance, taking into consideration that on these particular projects, it was

necessary to understand how users changed their behaviour from location to lo-

cation (e.g. therapist’s office, home, etc.). This process led to the identification

of another problem.

The available notations were limited when trying to rep-

resent and model some of the gathered data, particularly

when addressing context characteristics and commuting be-

tween different contexts implying behaviour, activity and

procedure modifications. Representations that capture the

dynamics of behaviour and changes through various con-

texts, highlighting how the settings affect the usage experi-

ence, would facilitate the design process.

1.2.3 UI Sketching and Low-Fi Prototyping

Once the requirements had been defined, the sketching of UIs on paper cards

started to take place. Various examples on building low-fidelity prototypes were

reviewed, even some particularly applied to mobile devices (Ballagas et al., 2006;

Jones & Marsden, 2006; Weiss, 2002). However, even these few examples of

low-fidelity prototyping for mobile devices that were found, used classic proto-

typing approaches, with simple cards or paper and low accuracy regarding the

screen measurements and available components (e.g. drop boxes, text fields, etc)

(Svanaes & Seland, 2004; Weiss, 2002).

Classic low-fidelity prototyping approaches produced awk-

ward and cumbersome prototypes for mobile devices that

did not capture the devices’ essence regarding interaction,

dimensions, portability and usage patterns, affecting the

sketch and overall UI design process.
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Also regarding the low-fidelity prototyping stage, more realistic tools than

post-its or cards, as exemplified in (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998; Svanaes & Se-

land, 2004; Weiss, 2002) were needed. These materials, besides affecting some of

the sketching process, started to mislead end-users regarding weight, size or the

interaction with the devices.

Common procedures found in the existing literature mixed

UI sketches with the device/hardware prototypes leading to

the creation of ineffective prototypes, hindering the detec-

tion of UI design errors and ultimately, misleading end-

users.

Furthermore, the cards started to deteriorate during tentative outside evalu-

ation sessions, especially each time a user tried to put a paper PDA prototype in

his/her pocket. This affected the experimentation and evaluation of the sketches

that were available and confused the UI design problems with those that de-

pended on the device and used materials. These problems also retracted from

contextual evaluation sessions, requiring the construction of new prototypes each

time new ideas emerged.

Paper-based low-fidelity prototypes created following the

available guidelines were not suited to mobile evaluation

scenarios and obstructed contextual evaluation.

1.2.4 Evaluation

Also, usability evaluation out of the lab, especially on early design stages, which

revealed essential, was not a common procedure (Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003).

Although some recent work addressed this subject (Duh et al., 2006; Jones &

Marsden, 2006; Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003), stressing the need to evaluate the

prototypes on the real situations where they will most likely be used when com-

pleted, these practices are rarely applied (Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003). Accord-

ingly, no advice or guidelines on how, when or within which settings to conduct

evaluation were available.
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No specific techniques for mobile evaluation on real sce-

narios were found at the time. In fact, according to the

available literature, evaluation of mobile devices and user

interfaces on real usage scenarios was scarce and still avoided

by designers.

Furthermore, despite the existing literature, no substantial advice on which

or how to use existing evaluating techniques was available. For instance, the use

of Wizard of Oz techniques (Kelley, 1984) with mobile prototypes was extremely

demanding. Following a user while s/he tests a prototype on every imagined

scenario turned out to be impossible to achieve. Furthermore, the procedure itself

might cause ethical and social problems. This problem was further aggravated

when trying to evaluate the software applications. Here users required privacy and

long periods of time using the applications. Thus, no observation and detection

of usability flaws could be made. Once again, the used methodology, and others

that were found (Mayhew, 1999), provided no guidance on such procedures or

specific techniques that coped with mobile or critical settings.

In addition to the absence of specific techniques for mobile

evaluation, no practical advice on how to apply the tradi-

tional evaluation techniques on mobile scenarios were avail-

able. Once again, ubiquitous data gathering was demanding

and provided poor results.

1.3 Discussion and Objectives

Besides the problems that were already mentioned in the previous section, the

two design experiences made it clear that issues were present in most stages of the

design process. Moreover, and given the entanglement of design stages, issues that

hindered one stage also hindered the consequent activities. Accordingly, problems

are not only technical and related to the used procedures, but also methodological,

requiring adjustments even from the initial stages. Furthermore, and although

the critical scenarios (e.g., psychotherapy) focused in these projects might have
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enhanced and highlighted some domain problems, it is noteworthy that most

of the design problems appeared to be domain independent. In summary, it was

noticeable that designers working with mobile technology are generally faced with

the following unanswered questions:

• Where and what to look for when designing for mobile devices?

• What information is significant for the design process and how can it be

used to represent real usage examples and settings?

• Which techniques can and should be used to gather data within ubiquitous

and realistic usage settings?

• How to design and create proper prototypes and which tools to use in order

to respond to the demanding settings of real world usage experiences?

• How to use the tools and prototypes in efficient ways, collecting usability

data in realistic situations?

• Can technology aid or even enhance this process?

To cope with the identified problems and challenges and focusing on the re-

search questions that emerged, this work aims to study the requirements and

challenges that mobile devices and mobile interaction introduce into the design

process and resulting applications’ usability. Its main goal is to extend and or-

ganize the several steps that are necessary to design into a high level framework

which supplies guidelines to achieve efficient design processes and valuable re-

sults for ubiquitous computing. Therefore, it is particularly important to update

faulty or outdated methods and concepts with the necessary tools and mecha-

nisms which enable designers to effectively conduct the development and design

of usable applications that cope with all the intricate dimensions that mobil-

ity, ubiquity and adaptation might entangle. As a starting point, User Centred

Design (UCD) methodologies will be complemented by introducing new concepts

and guidelines specific to mobile applications and user interfaces. The work spans

from the initial data gathering stage, through low-fidelity prototyping, up to the

evaluation of final products, addressing also mixed-fidelity prototyping solutions.
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To accomplish so, a set of main umbrella goals was defined. Each is composed by

sub-goals that target specific concerns and aim at offering, individually at first,

a global solution to a larger issue:

• Identify the critical concerns and dimensions that affect, and how they

affect, mobile usability, establishing means to cope with them.

• Create new, adapt and organize existing techniques, specific for mobile

user interfaces and applications, for the most crucial stages of common user

centred design methodologies, extending their scope to cope with multiple

contexts, ubiquity and pervasiveness.

• Develop a prototyping framework that conveys the advantages of low-fidelity

prototyping with actual mobiles, providing mechanisms to evaluate pro-

totypes and gather usage information on real-life settings, supporting its

features and functionality on user centred design techniques.

• Apply and validate the aforementioned lessons, techniques and framework

through real-life case studies and design processes and assess the advantages

over existing methods, techniques and tools.

1.4 Dissertation’s Contributions

The work that has been developed within the scope of this PhD has provided

contributions on several facets.

1.4.1 Theoretical contributions

Throughout the experiences and research enterprises that took place during the

course of this PhD, the following theoretical contributions emerged:

• Scenario Generation and Context Selection Framework including guidelines

for the definition of scenarios for design and contexts for evaluation.
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• A notation/specification approach that copes with the concepts and di-

mensions introduced by the Scenario Generation Framework and provides

designers means to describe contexts, transitions and their influence over

the user experience.

1.4.2 Methodological contributions

From a methodological and practical perspective, this thesis has also provided

the following contributions:

• The application of adjusted and new techniques to the initial Data Gath-

ering and Requirements assessment stages.

• A set of Low-Fidelity Prototyping techniques that take into account the

needs of mobile devices and mobile interaction.

• Techniques for the In-Situ Evaluation of Low-Fidelity Mobile Prototypes.

• A Low Cost Mobile Video Capturing Kit for ubiquitous evaluation.

1.4.3 Software contributions

As a result from the techniques and work that was developed during this PhD,

several software tools, (most) included within the MobPro environment were con-

ceived and developed:

• ScoFORMS v2 for PalmOS

• ScoTherapy PocketPC (developed by Lúıs Duarte et al)

• ScWiz

• User Management Tool

• Group Management Tool

• MobPro Prototype Designer

• MobPro Wizard
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• MobPro Desktop Persistance Layer/XML Exporter

• MobPro PocketPC Mobile Editor

• MobPro Pocket PC Runtime Environment (developed by Lúıs Duarte and

Tiago Reis)

• MobPro Log Player (developed by Lúıs Duarte)

1.4.4 Publications

In order to validate and disseminate the various concepts, ideas, contributions and

results from the work presented in this thesis, by and to the Scientific Community,

the papers listed bellow were published.

1.4.4.1 Publications on Theoretical Contributions

1. Marco de Sá, Carlos Duarte, Lúıs Carriço, Tiago Reis. Designing Multi-

modal Mobile Applications. Chapter – , Multimodality in Mobile Comput-

ing and Mobile Devices: Methods for Adaptable Usability, –, pp. —. -

(Eds.), IGI Global, — 2009. ISBN: - - - (to appear - accepted for publica-

tion).

Contribution This is a book chapter that describes a design approach for

mobile multimodal applications. The text discusses how the scenario

generation framework can be extended and applied to the design of

multimodal applications. It also discusses the utilisation of MobPro

for the same end, stressing its multimodal capabilities illustrated by a

case study of a rich digital book player design.

2. Marco de Sá, Luis Carriço. Definição de Cenários para o Desenho e Avaliação

de Interfaces para Dispositivos Móveis (in Portuguese). Proceedings of In-

teracção 2008, 3nd National Conference in Human Computer Interaction,

Évora, Portugal, October 15-17, pp. 115-121. José Creissac Campos, Daniel

Gonçalves, Teresa Romão and Lúıs Rato (Eds.), GPCG, October 2009.

ISBN: 972-98464-9-9.
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Contribution This paper is a short paper written in Portuguese describing

the first experiences that led to the scenario generation framework.

3. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Lessons from Early Stages Design of Mo-

bile Applications. Proceeding of MobileHCI’08, 10th International ACM

Conference on Human Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and Ser-

vices, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2-5 September, pp. 127-136. ACM Press,

September 2008. ISBN:978-1-59593-952-4.

Contribution This is the main full paper that presents the scenario gen-

eration framework and its validation through several case studies. It

describes the framework’s impact on the design process and provides

guidelines for other researchers. The paper also stresses the used tech-

niques and approaches to the initial data gathering stages and following

design and evaluation sessions.

4. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Defining Scenarios for Mobile Design and Eval-

uation. Proceedings of CHI’08, SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in

Computing Systems (extended abstracts), Florence, Italy, April 05 - 10, pp.

2847-2852. ACM Press, April 2008. ISBN: 978-1-60558-012-X.

Contribution This paper is a Work-In-Progress paper describing the first

version of the scenario generation framework. It is the paper that

preceded, and is a subset of, the MobileHCI’08 paper.

1.4.4.2 Publications on Methodological Contributions

1. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Carlos Duarte. Mobile Interaction Design: Tech-

niques for Early Stage In-Situ Design. Human-Computer Interaction: New

Developments, Chapter 10, pp. 191-216. Kikuo Asai (Eds.), I-Tech Educa-

tion and Publishing: Vienna, Austria, EU, October 2008. ISBN 978-953-

7619-14-5.

Contribution This book chapter discusses the early stage low-fidelity pro-

totyping and evaluation techniques in detail, presenting them along

with case studies, placing them in context within an extensive review
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of the current and most relevant literature. The chapter also discusses

results and generic guidelines for both design stages.

2. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Designing for Mobile Devices: Requirements,

Low-Fi Prototyping and Evaluation. Human-Computer Interaction. In-

teraction Platforms and Techniques, 12th International Conference, HCI

International 2007, Proceedings, Part II, Beijing, China, July 22-27, Lec-

ture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 4551/2007, pp. 260–269. Jacko,

Julie A. (Eds.), Springer: Berlin/Heidelberg, August 2007. ISSN: 0302-9743

(Print) 1611-3349 (Online), ISBN: 978-3-540-73106-1, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-

540-73107-829.

Contribution This paper presents the early stage low-fidelity prototyp-

ing and evaluation techniques and was the paper that originated the

invitation for the I-Tech book chapter.

3. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Duarte, João Carvalho and Lúıs Carriço. A Methodology

and a Framework for Mobile Interaction Design. Proceedings of WSMU’07,

1st Workshop in Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems, Coimbra, Portugal, June

22, pp. 30–35. June 2007.

Contribution Presents an overview on the PhD work, superficially ad-

dressing the various design stages and the various MobPro’s software

components.

4. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Low-Fi Prototyping for Mobile Devices. In

Proceedings of CHI’06, SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Comput-

ing Systems (extended abstracts), Montréal, Québec, Canada, pp. 694-699,

ACM Press, April, 2006, ISBN: 1-59593-372-7.

Contribution Work-in-Progress describing the initial experiments and re-

sults from the prototyping techniques discussed in the thesis and on

the papers above.
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1.4.4.3 Publications on Software Contributions

1. Marco de Sá and Lúıs Carriço (2009). An Evaluation Framework for

Mobile User Interfaces. Proceedings of INTERACT 2009, the 12th IFIP

TC13 Conference in Human-Computer Interaction, Uppsala, Sweden, pp. –

, Springer-Verlag, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, (to appear - accepted

for publication).

Contribution Main paper describing MobPro’s evaluation features, dis-

cussing in detail the multimedia Experience Sampling Method and the

intelligent logging mechanisms. The paper also presents case studies

and results.

2. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Lúıs Duarte, Tiago Reis. A Mixed-Fidelity

Prototyping Tool for Mobile Devices. Proceeding of AVI’08, International

Working Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces, Napoli, Italy, pp. 225-

232. ACM Press, Paolo Bottoni, Stefano Levialdi (Eds.), May 2008. ISBN:

1-978-60558-141-5.

Contribution Main paper describing MobPro’s prototyping features.

The paper introduces MobPro’s main goals, its architecture and ad-

dresses the design and mixed-fidelity development features, demon-

strating how they can be used to create both paper-based low-fidelity

prototypes and functional software prototypes.

3. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Lúıs Duarte, Tiago Reis. A Framework for

Mobile Evaluation. Proceedings of CHI’08, SIGCHI Conference on Human

Factors in Computing Systems (extended abstracts), Florence, Italy, April

05 - 10, pp. 2673-2678. ACM Press, April 2008. ISBN: 978-1-60558-012-X.

Extended abstracts acceptance ratio: 38

Contribution Work-In-Progress paper that presents the initial develop-

ments on MobPro’s evaluation features. It originated the full paper

accepted at INTERACT 2009.
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4. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Lúıs Duarte, Tiago Reis (2009). Supporting

the design of mobile interactive artefacts. Journal of Advances in Engineer-

ing Software (JAES), Elsevier (to appear - accepted for publication).

Contribution This journal article focuses on MobPro’s wizard and how it

allows end-users to create their own, personalized mobile interactive

artefacts. Its main contribution lies on the description of the usability

and design guidelines that the tool includes.

5. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Lúıs Duarte, Tiago Reis. Supporting the

Design of Mobile Artefacts for Paper-Based Activities. Computer-Aided

Design of User Interfaces VII, –, pp. —. Vı́ctor López-Jaquero, Francisco

Montero, José Pascual Molina (Eds.), Springer: Dordrecht/Netherlends, —

2009. ISBN: — (Print) — (e-book) . (to appear - accepted for publication).

Contribution This book chapter details MobPro’s wizard explaining its

architecture and included elements and how they can be applied to sup-

port end-user development of mobile artefacts directed towards paper-

based activities. This is the book chapter that originated the invited

journal paper accepted for the Journal of Advances in Engineering

Software.

6. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Lúıs Duarte, Tiago Reis. Multi-Purpose Mo-

bile Artefacts. International Journal of Smart Home, vol. 22, nº 4, pp.

75-88. Sajal K. Das (Eds.), Science and Engineering Research Support

Center, October 2008. ISSN: 1975-4094.

Contribution This journal article presents a set of experiences that illus-

trate how MobPro can be used to support the development of mobile

artefacts for multiple activities and users. It details the overall devel-

opment process by providing a step-by-step description of the various

construction procedures. It also presents case studies in different do-

mains.

7. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Lúıs Duarte, Tiago Reis. Multi-Purpose

Proactive m-Artifacts. In Proceedings of SAC’08, ACM Symposium on
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Applied Computing, Ubiquitous Computing Track, Fortaleza, Brazil, pp.

1629-1633, ACM Press, March, 2008.

Contribution Paper presenting MobPro’s behaviour tools and rule trig-

gers, stressing their ability to include active response on the developed

artefacts without programming needs. This paper is the original paper

that was posteriorly invited to be submitted as an extended version

for the International Journal of Smart Home (IJSH).

1.4.4.4 Publications on Case Studies

1. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Supporting End-User Development of Per-

sonalized Mobile Learning Tools. Human-Computer Interaction. Learning

and Personalisation, 13th International Conference, HCI International 2009,

San Diego, California, U.S.A (to appear - accepted for publication).

Contribution Paper describing MobPro’s Wizard educational counter-

part’s architecture and features applied to end-user development of

tools for mobile learning.

2. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Mobile Support for Personalized Therapies

- OmniSCOPE: Richer Artefacts and Data Collection. 3rd International

Conference on Pervasive Computing Technologies for Healthcare 2009 (Per-

vasiveHealth’09), London, United Kingdom, April 1-3, pp. —, IEEE Press

with Technical Cooperation from ACM SIGCHI, April, 2009.

Contribution This paper focuses on the additional data gathering fea-

tures that MobPro’s psychotherapy counterpart required in order to

extend its scope to therapies such as physiotherapy, aphasia and speech

therapy. Best Student Paper Award.

3. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Detecting Learning Difficulties on Ubiquitous

Scenarios. Human-Computer Interaction. HCI Applications and Services,

12th International Conference, HCI International 2007, Proceedings, Part

IV, Beijing, China, July 22-27, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol.
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4553/2007, pp. 235–244. Jacko, Julie A. (Eds.), Springer: Berlin/Heidel-

berg, August 2007. ISSN: 0302-9743 (Print) 1611-3349 (Online), ISBN:

978-3-540-73109-2, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-540-73111-527.

Contribution Paper discussing how the proactive features and rule-engine

included within MobPro’s runtime environment allowed teachers to

detect learning difficulties and behaviour issues while away from their

students. It provides detail on the used techniques and on the re-

sults that teachers were able to encounter based on their students’

behaviour.

4. Marco de Sá, Luis Carriço, Pedro Antunes, Joaquim Reis, Hugo Lucas.

Defining Personalized Therapies for Handheld Devices. Proceedings of the

22nd Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing, Special Track on

Computer Applications in Health Care (CAHC), Seoul, Korea, pp. 163–

164. ACM Press, March, 2007. ISBN: 1-59593-480-4.

Contribution Short paper introducing MobPro’s dedicated version for

mobile psychotherapy artefact construction. It explains the overall

architecture and data dissemination aspects of the tools.

5. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Pedro Antunes. Ubiquitous Psychotherapy.

IEEE Pervasive Computing, Special Issue on Healthcare, vol. 6, nº 1, pp.

20-27. Gaetano Borriello, Vince Stanford, Chandra Narayanaswami, Walter

Menning (Eds.), IEEE Computer Society, Los Alamitos, CA, USA, January-

March, 2007. ISSN: 1536-1268, http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/

MPRV.2007.23. ISI Impact Factor (2005): 2.036; Number of papers (2005):

39.

Contribution This is a journal article with the extended description of

MobPro’s psychotherapy version (ScWiz), focusing the entire process

and the entire range of tools that the framework includes (e.g., user

manager, group manager and mobile counterparts of the development

tool).
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6. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço, Lúıs Duarte, David Cruz, Cátia Torres. ScWiz:

Personalizing Psychotherapy. Proceedings of Interacção 2006, 2nd National

Conference in Human Computer Interaction, Braga, Portugal, pp. 43-51.

October 2006. ISBN: 972-98464-7-2.

Contribution Full paper that introduces the initial version of ScWiz and

how it tackles the added requirements that psychotherapy artefacts

introduce into the design process and how they can overcome problems

that exist on the traditional approaches.

7. Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Handheld Devices for Cooperative Educa-

tional Activities. In Proceedings of SAC’06, ACM Symposium on Applied

Computing, Mobile Computing and Applications Track, Dijon, France, pp.

1145-1149, ACM Press, April, 2006, ISBN: 1-59593-108-2.

Contribution This paper discusses how MobPro’s education facet and its

various tools are able to support cooperation between students and be-

tween students and their teachers even outside the class environment.

1.4.4.5 Other Related Contributions

The following papers present work that is directly or indirectly related to this

thesis either by discussing how some of the contributions hereby presented were

applied by other researchers and designers or by presenting work that emerged

from the ideas and concepts that will be discussed throughout the thesis. They

are divided into four main areas:

Mobile Multimodality

1. Tiago Reis, Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Designing Universally Accessible

Mobile Multimodal Artefacts. In LNBIP Lecture Notes in Business Infor-

mation Processing. Springer. (to appear - extension of a selected paper in

ICEIS 2008: Designing Multimodal Artefacts).

2. Tiago Reis, Lúıs Carriço, Marco de Sá. Manipulação de Artefactos Moveis

Multimodais: Avaliação e Estudos Comportamentais em Contextos Reais
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(in Portuguese). Proceedings of Interacção 2008, 3nd National Conference

in Human Computer Interaction, Évora, Portugal, October 15-17, pp. 45-

55. José Creissac Campos, Daniel Gonçalves, Teresa Romão and Lúıs Rato

(Eds.), GPCG, October 2009. ISBN: 972-98464-9-9.

3. Tiago Reis, Marco de Sá, Lúıs Carriço. Multimodal Artefact Manipula-

tion: Evaluation in Real Contexts. Proceeding of ICPCA’08, 3rd Interna-
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1.4.5 Extensions and inspiration to others

Besides the aforementioned contributions, MobPro, the data gathering and eval-

uation techniques and the scenario and context framework have been used by

other designers and researchers and were the basis motivation and inspiration for

two MSc Thesis and for three national project submissions.
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1.5 Thesis organisation/structure

This thesis is organised as follows: the first chapter introduces this work and de-

scribes the motivation behind it. Afterwards, currently used techniques, method-

ologies, and tools for mobile interaction design are addressed, focusing their prin-

ciples and main procedures, their limitations, mentioning the most relevant work

in this field. Chapter 3 presents the thesis’ first contributions, a Scenario Gener-

ation and Context Selection Framework and guidelines on how to conduct data

gathering for requirement assessment within ubiquitous settings. Chapter 4 in-

troduces novel low-fidelity prototyping techniques for mobile devices and comple-

ments these with guidelines on how to conduct evaluation in-situ, out-of-the-lab.

Chapter 5 presents the final main contribution, MobPro, a mixed-fidelity pro-

totyping and evaluation framework for mobile devices that takes advantage of

the lessons addressed in the two previous chapters. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses

the results, draws conclusions and presents further research directions and future

work.
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Chapter 2

State-of-the-Art

This chapter introduces the main concepts behind User Centred Design (UCD)

methodologies and describes techniques that are present in different approaches

and UCD methodologies. Its goal is to provide context to the following chapters

by highlighting the existing approaches and tools to support design, also enumer-

ating the problems that are still present and that need to be addressed, as well

as detailing the most relevant research and work within related areas.

2.1 User Centred Design Methodologies

Design methodologies aim to provide designers with mental frameworks and

practical procedures which guide them during the design process of a particu-

lar system. Overcoming the lack of structure and effectiveness of ad-hoc ap-

proaches (Kirby & Heathfield, 1993) they organize several techniques that cor-

relate design stages facilitating iterative design. By assisting developers on the

design process, they allow them to direct efforts to domain problems, mastering

relevant issues that pertain to the complexity of the problem at hands.

User centred design methodologies are a particular type of design method-

ologies where the user, his/her expectations, needs and wishes are taken into

consideration throughout the entire process (Mao et al., 2001). Frequently, given

their central role, users are also involved on the design and evaluation stages pro-

viding input that can be directly used on the design process. Accordingly, these

methodologies are particularly adequate for the design of interactive systems,
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especially on critical scenarios where user input and cooperation is of utmost

importance.

However, currently available literature does not include any specific UCD

methodologies for mobile devices (Hagen et al., 2005; Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003).

As Kjeldskov & Graham point out (2003), the relatively young Mobile HCI field

has focused primarily on producing solutions while reflecting less on methodology,

leading to a reduced amount of knowledge in the field on a methodological level.

The authors review a considerable amount of relevant literature on emerging

Mobile HCI research methods concluding that new methodological approaches

and techniques are necessary. Most of the existing research in this field focuses

particular stages of design (e.g. usability evaluation) (Kjeldskov & Graham,

2003) rarely mentioning its integration within a set of procedures that lead to

good design practices and usable applications. Moreover, other design stages are

scarcely addressed. The few cases in these stages are focused on, are generally

directed towards alternative techniques that require additional effort and material

or retract from contextual and realistic settings utilisation during design.

The following sections describe three different UCD established design ap-

proaches that have been successfully used on the design of many common inter-

active applications. Whereas no particular care is directed to mobile scenarios

and systems, these methodologies include several procedures to design and eval-

uate interactive applications. Accordingly they provide an overview of common

processes and techniques that will be addressed throughout this proposal. Al-

though they are all user centric approaches the procedures described focus on

different user details and activities.

2.1.1 Task-Centred Design

Task-Centred Design (TCD) is a specific UCD approach that deals with

design problems by focusing on how user tasks are accomplished and how this

process can be improved. Although it focuses users and their work on a broad

perspective, it emphasizes procedures and activities that take place, rather than

what users might want to accomplish and need and is yet unavailable. TCD

bases its procedures on the analysis and modelling of user tasks, outputting its
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results into the design and evaluation of the targeted system (Marti, 1996). Be-

sides adopting a rapid prototyping and a multiple design-test perspective, TCD

provides a reduced number of cycles on the design process intending to improve

traceability of design decisions (Marti, 1996).

Data Gathering - To model tasks, TCD relies on a concrete description of

roles and objects, which relate between each other through actions. To identify

and define such concepts the process starts with the analysis of existing work and

how users accomplish it. Data gathering and requirement analysis is accomplished

through simple observation and interviews.

Specification and modelling - The information that results from this stage

is the description of user tasks, specification of goals, roles, etc. This information

is then mapped and specified through models which are verified and analysed

together with the performers of each task. A global task model, synthesizing all

the tasks is then completed, reflecting a global vision of the work that should be

integrated into the new system. This model is used to derive and identify user

requirements in terms of task constraints and functional requirements. Require-

ments and models are posteriorly used to model the future system, much alike to

other methodologies (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998; Mayhew, 1999).

Consolidation and design - Models are then redefined and consolidated

including the new features provided by the system resulting in a new model, the

target task model, representing the connection between the functional specification

and the user interface specification. It includes the same goals and procedures

analysed previously, but now containing the systems’ new functionalities and

respective repercussions that are felt on the activities that make use of them.

This model allows designers to identify new tasks that will be supported by

the new system and to acknowledge how these will fit into the previous work

organisation.

Prototyping and Evaluation - After the models are complete, designers

start to prototype and evaluate possible solutions. Evaluation is usually done

through task scenarios, using previously gathered information to mock up work

settings. These are generally composed of pictorial or diagrammatic descriptions

of a task or a sequence of tasks (Marti, 1996) composing scripts and scenar-

ios that will be latter used to guide evaluation procedures. Users are allowed
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to provide input and opinions that are included on the next prototyping cycle.

This prototyping/evaluation process ends when the design has satisfied the re-

quirements. Evaluation is achieved through predictive methods, walk-throughs

performed by designers and heuristic evaluations where end-users can also par-

ticipate (Marti, 1996).

2.1.2 Scenario-Based Design

Scenario-Based Design (SBD) is another approach to the design process used to

design interactive systems (Belcher et al., 2005; Haynes et al., 2006; Royer, 1995).

Although it has some resemblances to TCD, these two methodologies diverge on

some stages.

Scenario generation and data gathering - The design process starts with

the generation of scenarios. Simplifying, this stage consists of a basic-level anal-

ysis of the domain, gathering information on the procedures and tasks that are

usually accomplished (Carroll & Rosson, 1992).

Specification and data modelling - This information is stored as textual

descriptions or storyboards of typical usages that can be done using specific arte-

facts. The main requirement is that the resulting scenarios are sufficient and

broad enough to cover as many situations as possible. Two types of scenario gen-

eration techniques are available. The first is empirical and is achieved through

direct observation of what users do and how they achieve specific goals (Go &

Carroll, 2004). This approach has inherent limitations since it requires an exist-

ing artefact or system that can be used. Moreover, observing a large quantity

of scenarios will necessarily lead to a large amount of information. The second

is an analytic approach. Overall this approach aims at organising empirically

collected scenarios into categories usually comprehended in user concerns and

also to generate new scenarios. However, when envisioning a system that is yet

to be designed, scenarios have to be extensively described, including potential

users, what they may do with the system and even a description of workplace

context (Go & Carroll, 2004).

Claim generation - Once sufficient scenarios have been identified, described,

carefully detailed and categorized, they are used to generate claims. Claims are
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predictions and assumptions that refer to the actions that users will attempt and

can achieve with a given artefact on a specific scenario or to the psychological

consequence of pursuing such intent or action. Basically, claims are hypothesis of

an action and its correspondent consequence by using the system. This process is

composed by the construction and evaluation of candidate claims. Possible claims

can address the highlighting of certain sentences on the UI, the construction of

sentences on warnings, icons, screen arrangements, etc. To each claim a set of

arguments, both for and against are also created. These are used to justify claims

and to acknowledge their importance as well as to reject or accept hypothesized

claims.

Prototyping and Evaluation - The following stage of design reports to the

use of all the generated claims. The claims are evaluated through the use of the

system on various scenarios, assessing whether a claim is relevant and true or

not. This can be done through a practical approach using a already implemented

system or it can be done with artefacts that do not exist yet, propelling an

iterative redesign and refinement of the prototype. In fact, one of the main goals

of this stage is to derive new scenarios and consequentially new claims, leading

to the design of improved prototypes.

2.1.3 Contextual Design

Contextual design is another popular UCD approach. With this methodology, the

design bootstrap is the construction of a conceptual framework which will guide

designers through the requirements gathering and analysis stage, directing their

attention and efforts to specific issues and concerns that pertain to the domain

and problem that is being studied. Various questions are usually considered when

gathering information for the design process, for example:

• what will the product be used for;

• in what environment will the product be used;

• what are the main problems with the current process/solutions;

• what are the users’ expectations, etc;
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• what should be done to evaluate these needs.

As previously mentioned, UCD methodologies cope with design problems by

focusing on the user’s needs, working habits, and intended use for the required

solution. With contextual design, the main goal is to create a user profile, un-

derstand user’s needs and fulfil them through a usable User Interface (UI) and

application. By understanding the user, the workflow of his/her tasks, cultural

issues that pertain to his/her work and the surroundings that affect his/her pro-

ductivity, designers ensure that resulting products accommodate the necessary

features for a successful support and enhancement of the user’s activities and

work. To achieve so, the process is also divided into several main stages.

Requirements Gathering - The first stage comprises the requirements gath-

ering and assessment where the user profile is created and requirements are anal-

ysed and defined. The most commonly suggested technique is contextual inquiry,

where designers analyse and gather information with users on contextual settings.

Specification and Modelling - Afterwards the work process and all the

details that pertain to the information flow, physical environment, cultural issues

and user data are modelled and consolidated. All these work models are then used

and thoroughly analysed to detect existing problems and generate ideas creating

a vision for a possible system.

Designing the system - Once a vision is created the UI for the application

is structured and modelled and prototypes start to emerge. These are generally

non-functional sketches of a possible UIs composed by paper and post-its. Low-

fidelity prototypes are then used during evaluation sessions to assess the feasibility

and usability of the sketched UIs, generally in a simulated usage scenario. In fact,

these are often the starting point for the final solution.

Prototyping and evaluation - Once the evaluation of a low-fidelity proto-

type proves it is fit to successfully support the intended goals, a software appli-

cation, sometimes derived from a high-fidelity prototype, is implemented. This

version is also the subject of several evaluation trials, evolving from version to

version. Finally, the process stops when a final version of the product is released.

However, user input can still continue through benchmark assessments which will

provide information for future product versions.
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2.1.4 Overview and Discussion

Task Centred Design has been successfully used to design interactive systems,

proving its effectiveness on detecting errors during prototyping cycles and provid-

ing valuable usability evaluations without increasing costs (Marti, 1996). Relying

on simple methods, that require few design cycles and cope with the requirements’

analysis, from a task perspective, prototyping and evaluation, TCD is a valuable

design approach. From a comparison pont of view, most of the procedures that it

includes can be comprised within other, possibly more complete and widely used

approaches. Furthermore, by focusing primarily on tasks, users’ needs might not

be captured with task observation and analysis, thus being forgotten during the

redesign and prototyping stages. This is also true for the evaluation stage where

users are minimally involved. Still, it provides insight on some relevant detail that

can be ported into mobile design, especially considering mobile device’s adequacy

to support a large variety of tasks that might be achieved in different locations

and settings.

Regarding Scenario Based Design, which has been tried on the design of ubiq-

uitous systems (Stromberg et al., 2004), its main difference towards the other

discussed methodologies is the absence of notations to describe concretely the re-

quirements, the scenarios and how they relate to each other, thus indicating that

its adequateness to support design might be limited for particular stages. More-

over, there are no clear guidelines on how to effectively translate justified claims

into usable interfaces. Suggestions regarding evaluation or analysis gathering,

are mainly focused on direct observation. Overall, despite some interesting and

though provoking methods, SBD techniques and suggestions are fairly similar to

the other UCD approaches, since these latter include the stages that Scenario-

Based Design focuses, also providing additional notations and extending them

with more detail. Moreover, with SBD there is no clear distinction between the

several stages of design and how these can be seamlessly arranged into an itera-

tive process nor how to cope with the requirements of mobile devices and their

inherent utilisation on so many possible scenarios. Nevertheless, the generation

of scenarios is a particularly interesting exercise that permits designers to envi-

sion situations that may not be accessible during the design process, reasoning
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on how the user interface or application should cope with them. This possibility

can make SBD and the utilisation of scenarios an important tool when extended

to mobile approaches.

Finally, Contextual Design is a very used user-centred methodology and has

the most detailed procedures and techniques of the three that were addressed.

It involves users in various stages coping with the design process by assessing

requirements and generating ideas based on user experiences and opinions as well

as on what is gathered by designers. Moreover, ideas and concepts are evaluated

with user participation.

Used notations are also extensive and useful targeting a the variety of impli-

cations that emerge throughout the design process and allow the decomposition

of the problem framing issues into particular areas.

Nevertheless, as the main lesson to be extracted from this discussion, despite

the valuable approach that each of these methodologies uses, none of them devotes

particular attention to notions such as volatile contexts, ubiquity and transitions

between usage settings. Even though, as the name points out, contextual design

places a strong emphasis on context as well as on the user, transitions between

different contexts and the users’ mobility are not contemplated on the methodol-

ogy nor on the various techniques that is utilises. It is directed mainly to single

context systems.

For all the described methodologies, the stages they share, in particular, the

data gathering, prototyping and evaluation techniques, albeit efficient for fixed

systems; and even taking into account user participation throughout the process,

need extensions that tackle the added challenges introduced by mobility. As

currently described they maintain procedures that are difficult to use in mobile

settings posing problems to designers and involved users. These facts highlight

the benefits that UCD brings to the design of interactive applications but, at the

same time, also emphasize the need to extend and adjust them in order to cope

with mobile settings, activities and the design challenges that these introduce.

In summary, although following different approaches, the three above depicted

methodologies have tight connections and contact points sharing the same user

centred philosophy and most of their techniques. This clearly suggests that tech-

niques can be re-utilised if properly extended since they are generic and can be
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applied in different conditions and domains. Figure 2.1 depicts a merged high

level schema of various stages that are generally included within different UCD

methodologies, and those that will be discussed throughout this chapter.

For each of the described stages several techniques can be applied. However,

as it will be explained on this thesis, and as a reflection from the methodologies

in which they are used, none of these techniques is specific for mobile devices and

even those that might apply are difficult to use in normal conditions and without

any guidelines or guidance on how to do so. Moreover, in order to facilitate the

design process and conduct an effective set of procedures, context and ubiquity

should be taken into consideration from the initial stages and not only on isolated

techniques.

2.2 Common Design Stages and Techniques

The following sections describe the typical stages of design, shared by various

UCD design methodologies, indicating how these approach the various challenges

of design. The most common techniques for each stage are addressed individ-

ually, detailing how they support design and their adequacy to support mobile

interaction design.

2.2.1 Requirements Gathering and Analysis

UCD methodologies encompass techniques for assessing the user’s wishes, defin-

ing and refining what was originally requested by the user (Preece, 1994) and

assessing the user’s necessities on a more realistic manner. Although user opin-

ions are an important part of the requirement assessment stage, it is necessary to

use other techniques that allow designers to detect details that can be irrelevant

to users but are actually an important part of the workflow, task or context.

Moreover, designers are generally able to envision where and how technology can

be used and are more aware of technological limitations and how these can affect

the design process. Thus, in order to gather sufficient detail while designing spe-

cific systems, and taking into account the different settings and issues that might

exist on different domains, several techniques have been developed and used.
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Figure 2.1: Typical Stages for a User Centred Design Process.
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Overall, requirements can be gathered through the analysis of (1) users’ tasks;

(2) currently used tools and systems; (3) users’ expectations and wishes and (4)

users’ needs. The most common methods to gather requirements (UsabilityNet,

2006) are described on the following subsections.

2.2.1.1 User Surveys

User surveys generally include a broad distribution of questionnaires that aim at

gathering information on user acceptance to possible systems or even user sat-

isfaction on existing systems. These questionnaires can also be used to gather

information on trends, needed features or required functionalities that are cur-

rently unavailable. Generally, a questionnaire is created by designers and focuses

relevant points that pertain to activities, problems, breakdowns, (in)satisfaction

towards current approaches and so on.

Questionnaires can be both quantitative and qualitative and their greatest

advantage is the amount of population they can reach, particularly if technology

is used to disseminate them. Moreover, given their impersonal nature, they allow

users to express their opinion more freely and without embarrassment (Read

et al., 2004).

The quality of the resulting data is strongly dependent on the questions that

it contains. Furthermore, once questionnaires are delivered to users, they can

hardly be updated with last minute discoveries or with contextual information

that might become relevant at some point of the design process. Moreover, they

only provide information based on user opinion and thoughts and are many times

biased, for which they can hardly be used on their own. Nevertheless, they are a

very important tool to gather data from a very wide audience.

Some standard questionnaires are currently available and have been subject

to research. However, they are generally focused on posterior stages of design and

are mainly used for evaluation (van Veenendaal, 1998). In summary, because of

their reach, user surveys can be very helpful in gathering requirements at early

design stages. However, there are no guidelines on how and what to focus while

gathering data and assessing requirements through this type of questionnaires for

mobile systems.
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2.2.1.2 Interviews

Interviews are used to obtain personal opinions from representative users from

a target audience, gathering information on needs, habits, and preferences. In-

terviews are generally preceded by the construction of a script and questionnaire

that is presented and responded orally.

Although interviews can provide richer data and information, mainly because

designers can adjust, on-the-fly, their questions as the interview goes along, as

well as to witness users’ reactions to specific questions and details, they are gen-

erally applied to a much smaller population. Given the time and resources that

they require, it is difficult to interview as many target users as those that can

be reached through questionnaires (e.g., on-line questionnaire or street survey).

Furthermore, interviews can be biased and influenced by the interviewer’s in-

put (Read et al., 2004). However, a major advantage is that they can be used

with a varied type of population (e.g., children, elderly, visually impaired, etc)

(Consolvo et al., 2004) and provide rich data that can be tailored by the designer

to match the current interview or user.

2.2.1.3 User Observation

User Observation comprehends direct observation of a user accomplishing specific

activities on realistic settings without any interference by the designer that is

observing. Its main advantages reside on the richness of the gathered data and

the unbiased perspective of the work flow. Moreover, user’s behaviour is usually

not affected by designer’s questions and interruptions, thus providing a more

realistic notion of how activities are accomplished, users’ reactions and if, how

and why behaviour changes occur.

In order to correctly observe users while accomplishing specific task some

cautions have to be taken. For instance, in Mazzone et al., the authors conducted

a preliminary ethnographic study in order to understand the best locations and

settings and where and how to observe the users (2004).

Similarly to contextual inquiry, user observation will necessarily have some

limitations when ubiquity and mobility are involved. To properly observe a user

while using a mobile device, the designer would have to follow the user everywhere
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while accomplishing a specific task. Moreover, the designer would have to be

extremely close to the user in order to view the user’s interaction with the device

possibly hindering the process.

2.2.1.4 Contextual Inquiry

Contextual inquiry is a specific type of interview that is conducted on the location

where users work, with the usual settings, focusing activities that are taking place

during the interview. It usually includes conversation and interaction between

the designer that conducts the interview and the user that is accomplishing the

activities.

Since it occurs at the location where work is usually accomplished, it provides

extra detail on the work context and existing problems. It merges some of the

advantages of interviewing with some of the advantages of user observation. It has

also been successfully used on critical scenarios. Coble et al. used the contextual

inquiry method to assess requirements on a clinical setting, overcoming previous

experiences that provided poor information on physicians’ needs and consequently

ended with poorly designed solutions and attempts (1997).

However, taking into consideration ubiquitous applications, where tasks can

be accomplished on multiple settings and extend through various contexts, con-

textual inquiry becomes extremely difficult, if not impossible to apply. Conduct-

ing contextual inquiry on an ubiquitous activity would necessary imply that the

interviewer would have to follow the user around interrupting him/her whenever

necessary in order to ask questions. Moreover, certain applications that are di-

rected to personal devices such as PDAs or cellular phones might pose ethical or

privacy restrictions when it comes to user observation.

2.2.1.5 Brainstorming

Brainstorming is the generation of ideas that are discussed within meetings of

various designers, proposing and suggesting possible solutions that are analysed

by all. Although this technique is most frequently used when defining solutions

or inventing new features and approaches, when users are involved in the process,

it can provide information on their needs or required features, also supporting the
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collection of requirements. As a result, it gives designers an idea on how users

think the problems they face could be solved and allows designers to create a

better user profile.

2.2.1.6 Evaluating Existing Systems

The evaluation of existing systems is only possible if the work that is intended

to be supported by the system is already covered by a previous system, either

technology-based or not. It provides an overview of existing solutions, how they

work, their advantages and problems. Moreover, even with existing systems, as

will be discussed later on this work, existing evaluation techniques for mobile

evaluation are yet scarce and rarely used. Moreover, most of the existing tech-

niques that have been designed for fixed desktop systems can not be applied or

require additional effort.

2.2.1.7 Generating Scenarios of Use

Scenarios of use are arrangements and enactments of usage situations that might

provide a deeper understanding of usage patterns within specific settings. De-

signers propose a scenario of use, that might be unavailable for direct observation,

and simulate it, extrapolating what might be relevant for the design of the sys-

tem. Scenarios can also be used during design, innovation and evaluation stages,

which makes them extremely useful design tools.

However, for mobile and ubiquitous applications, many variables have to be

taken into account. Moreover, given the multitude of settings in which work can

occur and the simultaneous activities that can be accomplished simultaneously,

the generation of scenarios that can provide effective data and that might cover

sufficient variables is extremely difficult. Currently, there are no guidelines for

the generation of scenarios for mobile data gathering, mobile design or mobile

evaluation.

2.2.1.8 Task analysis

Task analysis is a thorough analysis of tasks and how they are accomplished

by users prior to developing or imagining a system. This is generally preceded
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by user observation or contextual inquiry, thus inheriting both these techniques’

problems. To analyse a task one must first observe it or request a user to describe

it. The former approach, usually called contextual task analysis, introduces user

observation’s problems, especially for mobile systems. The latter can be biased by

users’ opinions and poorly reflect what actually happens. Still, in both cases, task

analysis provides an overview of how and under which settings users accomplish

their tasks and duties, providing detail on their work procedures and habits.

2.2.1.9 Overview and discussion

Designing interactive applications is a demanding process that requires a deep

understanding of users, their behaviour and the conditions in which they will be

interacting with the envisioned solutions. Accordingly, and in order to support

the design process, the previously discussed techniques and methods have been

introduced through the years targeting various issues and concerns. In particular,

as previously mentioned, those that demonstrated solid results place significant

focus on users and their needs (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998; Mayhew, 1999), relying

on different techniques to characterize them and the working settings, creating

solutions that fit the usage context, providing an easy and fulfilling user experi-

ence.

However, mobile devices possess unique characteristics that equip them with

ubiquity and portability features which introduce a new set of challenges into the

data gathering process (Duh et al., 2006; Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003; Kjeldskov

& Stage, 2003). Opposed to traditional software, the settings in which users in-

teract with a mobile application are highly dynamic and can mutate very quickly.

Moreover, as it has been studied (Barnard et al., 2007), users often conduct one

specific task that spans through various settings and different contexts. Still,

usability has to be maintained throughout the entire usage experience and, in

particular, depending on the specific requirements of demanding and austere set-

tings, it even has to be increased. This highlights the first problem with mobile

data gathering: the need to understand requirements within a variety of settings

by selecting locations, contexts and scenarios (ideally representative of the real

world) in which to identify issues, collect data and requirements.
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To facilitate the process, the definition of scenarios (one of the presented

techniques) and the use of storyboards stand out as a way to limit the involved

effort and to maximize the scope of the gathered requirements. At an initial stage,

and since it is unrealistic to expect that a design team can gather requirements

in a very large amount of settings, one must frame concerns and focus dimensions

that are actually pertinent to the usage experience.

Still, given the ubiquity of mobile systems, the selection and generation of

scenarios and personas during the design process, is an implicitly enormous task,

including an endless variety of combinations and presenting itself as difficult and

demanding for designers (Barnard et al., 2007). Moreover, as strongly suggested

by recent literature that supports in-situ real world design of mobile applica-

tions (Carter et al., 2007; Consolvo & Walker, 2003; Duh et al., 2006; Nielsen

et al., 2006; Sohn et al., 2008), taking into account the actual settings in which

interaction will most likely take place, context selection while defining concepts

or designing solutions is paramount. Moreover, as shown previously, given pri-

vacy issues, with the impossibility of visiting and observing all the possible usage

settings and contexts, the generation of scenarios is many times mandatory and

indispensable during early design stages. Although, when scenarios are only used

at early stages to find requirements, without actually observing real world con-

texts, the reality feel that in-situ design introduces can be lost, this endeavour

will still enhance the design process by raising designers’ attention to particular

details that are generally of utter importance when it comes to mobile interac-

tion and that might emerge only when real usage situations are envisioned and

considered. Additionally, one can imagine, for instance, that if all contexts are

known, traditional methods can acceptably assess the influence of each context

in specific scenarios. However, the implications of changing from one context to

another and how this might influence the user and his/her requirements towards

the applications fail to be understood. This introduces the second problem with

mobile requirement and data gathering: the ability to obtain data and find re-

quirements within real scenarios and especially while changing between contexts,

considering the mobility factor. This problem does not exist in fixed environments

and systems.
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The ability to understand how the contexts and their characteristics affect

users even before planning a solution offers means to enhance the design process

since its inception. In accordance, new techniques, or adjusted ones inherited

from evaluation stages, must be utilised as data gathering instruments for mo-

bile scenarios at the early design and conception stages, allowing designers to

understand the user’s needs from an unbiased perspective, collecting information

on various dimensions and issues from cultural, working and physical restraints.

Overall, requirements can be divided into functional requirements, which per-

tain to the system’s intended functionality; data requirements, representing the

structure and necessary data for the entire system and usability requirements.

Usability requirements define the expected user satisfaction with the system and

the latter’s performance.

The techniques that were described through the previous subsections are all

valid techniques that have been used and applied successfully during the design of

many systems. However, as discussed, the introduction of factors such as mobility

and the pervasiveness of some activities increases the difficulty while using some

of these techniques introduce the two aforementioned problems, suggesting the

need for new approaches or deviations of the existing ones.

Most of the described techniques are self contained (e.g. ethnography, user and

task observation) and focused mainly on a specific setting and scenario. They

rely heavily on the designer’s ability to observe the user, recognize issues and

understand existing problems. As they are generally applied to fixed solutions,

to be used within a single context, scenarios are rarely complex and data gathering

techniques can be easily applied. However, with mobile technology the case is

hardly the same. For example, using ethnographic observations, one can notice

that during meetings, only two or three tasks are accomplished by a user on a

certain setting and with a particular sequence. On the other hand, while at home

only one of these tasks is done and arranged on a different sequence, within a set

of other specific tasks. Furthermore, even within one of these settings, depending

on privacy or social settings, the sequence may be changed once again. Still, there

is no explanation on why and how these changes on usage behaviour happened

and how this should be contemplated by a future solution. All the information
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and issues related to transitions are lost. This problem is generally non existent

on fixed solutions.

Given these issues, designers are necessarily forced to follow users and apply

these procedures outdoors, observing and inquiring users as they go about their

activities and tasks, moving through several scenarios. Although this could pro-

vide great results and useful data, facilitating the analysis of new requirements,

it necessarily introduces yet another set of problems. Firstly, it raises privacy and

ethic issues, depending on the domain for which the solution is being designed.

Secondly, it is extremely difficult to get the agreement of end-users to be fol-

lowed constantly and monitoring while using their personal devices. Thirdly and

lastly, the effort that such endeavours would imply is far too great to justify such

solution in the majority of cases. In fact, the effort involved in following users

throughout different scenarios is the most common cause for the few account of

mobile evaluation (Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003).

In summary, these two problems, the identification of scenarios and concerns

on mobile contexts and the gathering of data within those settings, motivate

the need to introduce guidelines that help designers while selecting contexts and

defining requirements and techniques, or extensions to existing ones, that support

mobile data gathering under such conditions.

2.2.2 Models and Specification

To specify and model the gathered requirements of a forthcoming solution, specific

notations and work models are used and analysed by the design or developing

team before creating a vision of the system. This type of notations is used on all of

the design approaches that were described. Beyer & Holtzblatt (1998), Mayhew

(1999) and Preece (1994) utilise a set of notations that allow designers to specify

and define either users’ behaviour, the application’s behaviour, physical settings

or used artefacts, cultural influences, etc. Furthermore, these provide means for

individuals to share their knowledge and insight with the remaining team. These

work models are based on graphical languages, which provide greater guidance

for thoughts and allow levels of abstraction that textual languages don’t (Beyer

& Holtzblatt, 1998).
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The following subsections describe the most commonly used models, which

cover all the design stages and described approaches; and discuss their respective

problems.

2.2.2.1 Flow Model and User Task Organisation Model

The flow model (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998) represents the communication pat-

terns and information flow between users. It represents and identifies the users,

how they interact and each one’s activities. It also includes representations of the

information flow between individuals, of the artefacts used to support this com-

munication and of the places where work is accomplished. Finally, breakdowns

or problems can also be included on flow models.

Overall, roles can be identified for groups of users, creating a generic repre-

sentation of what happens, who is responsible for it and how and where that is

shared with other users.

The task organisation model (Preece, 1994) offers a similar representation

that organises the various tasks that users achieve, including how they can be

hierarchically structured, providing notations for the involved users and their

roles.

However, in both cases, no representation of the influences that context and

places enforce on this information flow, hierarchies or roles can be represented.

The changes that might occur on that information flow or on the user’s role, from

context to context, are hardly shown through these models. It is arguable that

one can create work flow models for every imagined context, but still, information

regarding changes between context and how these changes reflect the information

flow will be lost. This is a disadvantage since in mobile design these details

are important to be represented and understood from a usability’s perspective

since they can shape the way end users interact with and use their applications.

Naturally, these models are not intended to represent every detail of every activity

nor most of the context aspects. Accordingly, different representations for this

information have to be introduced.
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2.2.2.2 Data Flow Model and Context Diagrams

Data flow models (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998), as their name indicates, represent

how the data within a system is passed between entities. In general, this model

is similar to the above mentioned flow model but traditionally used to represent

data flow within software architectures as it includes representations of processes,

sources and destinations for that data that is transferred between them. Natu-

rally, having a close resemblance to the flow model, it also lacks the ability to

represent context and how it can change and affect the overall usability of a user

interface or application. At a higher level, context diagrams (Preece, 1994), de-

spite their name, are used to represent an entire system as a single process with

major data flows as inputs and outputs. Once again, the inclusion of different

contexts for the same processes, tasks and users, and how they can affect the

workflow are not contemplated.

2.2.2.3 Sequence Model and Task Sequence Model

Sequence models (Preece, 1994) are detailed step-by-step representations of user’s

activities and tasks. They include the events that trigger the actions, the user’s

intention while engaging on a sequence of actions, and the actions that compose

the activity. Individually, sequence models are fairly suited to represent most of

the activities, both on fixed or mobile settings. However, it is difficult to relate

behaviours and actions when contexts change and how these changes affect the

same activities. This also true for the redesigned models, where contemplated

actions are achieved using a possible solution.

2.2.2.4 Artefact Model

The artefact model allows designers to understand how people organize their

work, the things that are created, what they encompass and how they are used.

It gives designers awareness on existing patterns and similarities on artefact’s

structure and detail. In general, artefacts are maintained unaltered independently

of their usage context.
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2.2.2.5 Cultural Model

Cultural models represent restrictions that are hard to define on concrete levels.

They highlight the influences that protocols, ethical issues, habits or other fac-

tors impose on users. Once again, some of these influences vary according to the

context in which users are emerged and should be used during design, providing

means to relate influences and the locations or contexts in which they are im-

portant. For instance, cultural or social influences can be highly restrictive when

users are attending a group therapy session using mobile devices, impacting on

how they interact or even hold the mobile device. Nevertheless, for the same

device and used application, when used in a different setting, when the user is

alone or surrounded by other people that are not aware of the user’s disorder or

do not have any context that related that specific interaction to the motivation

behind it, the influence and the correspondent behaviour might be significantly

different. Although cultural models can provide some detail on this type of data,

they cannot represent what are the actual influences over the users within the

various settings in which interaction might take place.

2.2.2.6 Physical Model

The restrictions imposed by the physical world and environment where work

takes place are represented and included on physical models. These are particu-

larly important when it comes to mobile systems. To represent every scenario and

environment where usual mobile applications can be used can be extremely de-

manding. Still, global physical models, containing various locations and framing

specific concerns into the various components that compose the entire model can

be useful in describing the changes on the requirements under different settings.

Nevertheless, it would be useful to define new mechanisms to represent physi-

cal, location and environmental restrictions over the user’s work, and how these

change and affect context and usability, highlighting the causes and consequence

of mobility during a particular usage experience.
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2.2.2.7 UED Diagram

The User Environment Design (UED) Diagram (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998) orga-

nizes the system’s structure, grouping functionalities according to similarity or in

a way which supports a natural flow of work. Focus areas group functionalities

that pertain to a certain kind of work. Functionalities that share a purpose or

compose a sequence that has a global purpose. These focus areas can be linked

to other areas where users might need to switch between activities.

However, as with the previous models, some applications, which should be

adjusted to the environment in which they are immersed and should provide

mechanisms to cope with different requirements within different settings, possibly

providing alternative configurations, need to be planned and designed with the

utilisation of data such as what and how these settings have impact on the user

experience and thus, on the user interface’s structure and navigation options.

2.2.2.8 Overview and discussion

Overall, although suitable for common fixed applications, and even being able to

represent a large amount of data for various purposes, these maps and models do

not support the modelling of contexts and transitions from a interaction design

perspective, where usage restrictions depend not only on the user and on a fixed

environment but on many other dimensions. For the initial design stages, a

representation that conveys not only the information that is relevant within a

context and specific setting, but also how the user reacts to it and how it affects

requirements, would provide a valuable asset to designers.

With ubiquitous applications, contexts, environments and locations, together

with the restrictions that these entangle, change constantly, possibly influencing

the UIs, the applications’ functionalities, their behaviour and even details that

pertain to the user and his relationship with his surroundings.

Although specific notations for context-sensitive and mobile applications are

extremely scarce (Bergh & Coninx, 2004), some new studies are now attempting

to provide tools which allow designers to model context. In (Bergh & Coninx,

2004) the authors discuss current approaches to model context on the design

of interactive systems, from a model-based perspective. The authors point out
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the dependencies between diagrams and textual models and context and how to

select representations for particular cases. On a more recent study, the same

authors propose a notation that allows designers to model context sensitive user

interface profiles (Bergh & Coninx, 2005). Rukzio et al. also propose a notation

to model mobile interactions with the real world (2005). They define a set of

categories and constraints that divide the physical world in which interaction

will take place. The main categories are the physical constraints, the device’s

features, the temporal context and the social context. The work focuses mostly

the modelling and representation of user interfaces instead of user behaviour or

activities.

Overall, both these works focus specification for automatic generation of user

interfaces rather than a tool to share information and design systems on a user-

centred approach. Nevertheless, the suggestions and lessons learnt can be used

on a design UCD methodology.

Other attempts to classify context have also been used on different areas of

computer science. In (Klein & Giese, 2005), the authors propose a model for the

classification of physical and social contexts. However, most of the details that

are focused are specific to agent systems and can not be applied to user centred

design of interactive applications.

Some of the current studies to model context and use it on the design of in-

teractive systems can provide interesting directions and notations. Still, for their

majority, these are not yet integrated within design methodologies, do not ad-

dress design from an HCI perspective or only provide high level abstract modelling

primitives that focus model based design rather than user-centred methodologies.

Furthermore, these were conceived in order to support user interface profiling and

UI modelling, not including user’s activities and needs within the modelling stage.

Initial stages of requirements gathering and the treatment of the resulting data

describing contexts, activities and most importantly the mutations that occur

whenever they change, which is essential to the successful design process for mo-

bile interaction (Kar et al., 2006), are forgotten or ill-supported (Glinz, 2000).
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2.2.3 Prototyping

Prototypes are an essential tool for many methodologies, including UCD ones.

During the design process of a certain software program, prototypes allow de-

signers to test their ideas and concepts with final users before the final product

is completed (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998; Hanington, 2006; Mayhew, 1999).

In particular, low-fidelity prototypes, which are non-functional User Inter-

faces (UIs) sketched on paper cards or post-its, put together with glue, pins and

cut out with scissors (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998; Holtzblatt et al., 2005; Robert

A. Virzi, 1996), that are used to simulate an actual system, while evaluating its

features and detecting its flaws at early stages can provide a crucial tool for any

designer.

In (Frishberg, 2006a) the importance of low-fidelity prototypes to drive design

and evaluate ideas with low-cost is addressed. The author stresses the need to

provide users with objects that reflect ideas, illustrating assumptions and concepts

on a physical and tangible manner. Accordingly, the use of prototypes facilitates

user interaction with design concepts and challenges users to provide input and

generate ideas. Advantages for designers are also paramount. As detailed in

(Rosenberg, 2006), low-fidelity prototypes provide a way for designers to assess

user satisfaction at very early stages. They also provide a common reference

point for all the design team members, improve the completeness of the product’s

functional specification and substantially reduce the total development cost of the

product.

This type of easy to use and highly configurable prototypes is particularly

interesting for early design stages since they can be quickly built using inexpensive

material (Chandler et al., 2002; Connelly et al., 2005; Kangas & Kinnunen, 2005).

As briefly commented, commonly used materials include small paper cards with

removable widgets made of post-its or pins. These materials enable users and

designers to easily recreate, destroy and change whatever ideas are currently being

evaluated on a given session. Since they are so easy to make and re-arrange,

the possibility of cutting, editing and adjusting them even during evaluation

sessions in which they are used, allows designers and even participant users,

to explore alternatives in a thought provoking way. This usage and creation
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easiness which facilitates user involvement propels innovation and a rapid idea

generation with shorter sketching and evaluation cycles. In (Frishberg, 2006b)

a research experience demonstrates how all kinds of material, even “junk” can

be used to create low-cost but highly effective prototypes. During the course of

the experiences that were conducted, three prototypes were created using “junk”

material such as paper plates, cardboard trays, coffee stirrers, toothpicks, etc.

Besides the aforementioned advantages of using such material in constructing

prototypes, the outcome of the experience highlighted the cooperation efforts that

were necessary and the innovation that resulted from this collaborative process.

Figure 2.2 offers an overview of the typical Wizard-of-Oz paper prototyping

process as it is introduced in the majority of design methodologies. As sketches

gain form and UIs are drawn on paper cards, these are used, following specific

sequences and navigation arrangements in order to simulate the actual application

as it should function. This simulation is usually achieved through techniques such

as the Wizard of Oz technique where a designer acts as the computer, changing

sketches and screens according to the user’s actions, while, if possible, another

designer annotates and analyses the user’s behaviour and errors that might be

detected (Kelley, 1984).

Figure 2.2: Common low-fidelity prototyping and evaluation process.

Overall, when properly used, low-fidelity prototypes, represent a great tool
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for designers since they are the main component, together with users, of every

early stage evaluation sessions.

Virzi (1996) conducted a thorough study focusing specifically on the efficiency

with which low-fi prototypes allow designers to detect design errors, in several

stages of the design process, concluding that these are as effective as high fidelity

prototypes. Furthermore, once again, their low cost and short build time is

emphasized and pointed as some of low-fi prototyping major advantages. In fact,

in some cases, their efficiency is almost as high as software prototypes. Several

studies (Kangas & Kinnunen, 2005; Robert A. Virzi, 1996) have demonstrated

that paper prototypes can be efficiently used to prevent posterior design errors

and unusable applications.

However, even if they are to be viewed as a mere designing tool, many times

these are perceived by users as a very resembling solution to the final application.

In (Holmquist, 2005), the author points designers’ attention to avoid misleading

users while creating prototypes. Often, designers create very appealing prototypes

which please users but are too expensive or impossible to actually implement

generally leading to failure or disappointment, to which the author calls the

“cargo-cult syndrome”. On a more user concerned level, this can also affect the

usability of the resulting applications during evaluation. Since the prototypes

are not realistic and are, at times, far better and more appealing than the actual

version will be, no major usability issues are detected during evaluation. However,

on a final version, without some of the prototyped features, usability issues can

be present in a very obtrusive way.

For instance, using a Letter sized paper to draw a UI, and using post-its as

menus might be an acceptable way to prototype a desktop application. However,

when it comes to mobile applications, specific attention must be taken to details

which compromise their usage on real settings. In fact, here, paper prototyping

may pose a considerable problem and mislead users. For instance, using a post it

with a few key buttons to simulate the use of a PDA with a GPS card might seem

a great idea to test a future application. However, using the real device on one’s

hand throughout the day may be a demanding task, requiring a much different

UI. Testing an application with an artificial keyboard might work if the size of

the letters is large, but using a real device keyboard might be quite different,
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suggesting the need to use alternative solutions. These details may pass without

notice if one does not create suitable prototypes and perform tests on real life

scenarios. It is true that low-fidelity prototypes need to be quick to build and

easy to use (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998; Robert A. Virzi, 1996) but the trade-off

between the effort in building them and the misleading results that they might

provide needs to be carefully analysed.

In summary, to be as profitable and useful as acclaimed, low-fidelity pro-

totypes for mobile devices require special attention. In many situations, when

ill-implemented they might even produce the opposite effect than that expected

(Hanington, 2006; Holmquist, 2005). Users and sometimes designers, tend to vi-

sualize mobile prototypes, even low-fidelity ones, as extremely resembling to final

solutions. If care is not taken, this misleading conduct can affect the result of the

evaluation process and of the use of the prototype itself.

With mobile prototypes, external characteristics to the sketches may influence

the validity of the prototype. Details such as weight, interaction modalities, size

or shape may influence the way in which the sketch is perceived. Furthermore,

simpler restraints such as the screen resolution or area might imply that common

prototyping techniques need to be adapted to such details. Traditionally, mobile

prototypes are regarded as just another case of prototyping. Clearly, due to the

aforementioned characteristics, special attention must be taken when prototyping

for mobile devices, suggesting the need for new approaches regarding this practice.

Currently, low-fidelity prototyping for mobile devices is generally done in a

classic way, creating sketches on paper cards and using post-its as buttons or

menus. The few examples available in literature apply common techniques with

no particular emphasis on the specific characteristics of the devices and their

interaction. For instance, Jones & Marsden provide some examples of prototypes

for mobile devices suggesting how they should be built and used (2006). The

first example shows a prototype for a UI to access a digital library though mobile

handsets. The prototype clearly shows the information that should be presented

and how it should be mapped on the device’s screen, which is a great use for a

prototype and can clearly convey functionality and share the designer’s vision.

However, a closer look shows that to include all the information that is shown

into a cellular phone or perhaps other mobile devices would be extremely difficult
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or impossible to achieve. Alternatively, the authors suggest a second approach to

the prototype where the same interface is recreated with post-its on a whiteboard.

Again, as it is presented, given the common device’s characteristics and available

screen space, the mapping of the UI on a device would be completely different,

possibly misleading both users and designers. Moreover, it would not provide

much help while trying to detect usability problems and errors. More importantly,

realistic evaluation with such prototype would be difficult to achieve. Finally, a

third example shows crucial improvements. Here, the user interface that is being

prototyped targets a cellular phone. Accordingly, the authors use a picture of

a actual mobile phone emulating the device. The picture of the phone is used

with the sketches within a pre-defined scenario. However, once again, no actual

interaction with the prototype is done through a realistic manner and even the

sketches are designed with little concern regarding realism.

These issues are relevant because, as said in (Weiss, 2002), prototypes are most

valuable when they allow designers to conduct usability tests on it. Thus, the

generation of prototypes that can not be carried and used on a usability test seems

rather pointless. On his work, Weiss sees prototyping for mobile devices from a

different perspective 2002. Here, suggestions lead designers to create prototypes

with some degree of realistic features. The author presents a list of material

and advises designers to measure and create sketches following closely the actual

screen real estate of the device counting available character rows and columns.

However, even here, no particular care is given to the characteristics of the device

or to how users will use and interact with it while evaluating it. Contrasting to

the initial statement that justifies the existence of low-fidelity prototypes with

their usefulness for evaluation, the guidelines that are offered, fail to provide

detail on how to actually achieve such objectives. The presented prototypes may

certainly help designers while creating the concept but will provide scarce aid for

evaluation with end-users.

As commented above, most of the times prototypes or sketches are not in

compliance with specific details of the device itself, resulting, many times in

users’ misinterpretation of the prototype (Hanington, 2006; Holmquist, 2005).

Lim et al. also make the point that the validation of a prototype through its

evaluation is not possible if the chosen prototyping technique is not appropriate
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(2006). The authors conducted a study that highlighted key characteristics that

prototypes on several stages must possess in order to provide effective results.

The research concluded that paper prototypes can be valuable tools to evaluate

mobile prototypes only if particular care is taken while creating the prototypes.

Given mobile devices’ portability and adequateness to intensive usage and

their physical characteristics and peculiar interaction modalities, the distinction

between the device and the UI, although rarely addressed and implemented, seems

to be crucial to take into account while creating mobile low-fidelity prototypes.

In (Hanington, 2006) this topic is discussed and some experiences described.

The author explains how paper and physical prototyping are essential to provide

users with notions such as screen real estate, input mechanisms, weight and so

on. Moreover, the authors suggests that integrating the device prototype with

the sketching process inspires inventive and creative products. The research ex-

periences that were conducted included the construction of physical prototypes

using materials such as foam, acetates, and other found materials. Sketches were

drawn on paper and used in concert with the physical prototypes. Positive results

demonstrated that using both concepts and actually creating physical prototypes

enhanced the evaluation and testing processes.

Other research experiences that focus on how prototypes should be built and

what should be their characteristics consider the utilization of various fidelities of

prototypes, including more or less details depending on what is being evaluated.

In (McCurdy et al., 2006) the authors point the differences between prototype

fidelities and present an example of a mixed-fidelity prototype. Accordingly, they

suggest five different dimensions that can be adjusted according to the evalu-

ation that needs to be conducted. The first is the visual refinement which

can vary from hand drawn sketches to pixel-accurate mock-ups. The second di-

mension refers to the breadth of functionality which defines what the user

can actually do with the prototype, ranging from no functionality where no ac-

tion can be done with the prototype, to highly functional prototypes where most

of the final functionalities are available. Closely related is the third dimension,

depth of functionality, which pertains to how accurate the simulation and

level of functionality of each feature is. Finally, the richness of interactivity

and the richness of the data model which refer to how close the interaction
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with the prototype is to the final product and to how representative the actual

domain data employed in the prototype is. Overall, these dimensions allow de-

signers to categorize their prototypes depending on the type of UI or device they

want to evaluate or design for. As previously mentioned, given mobile device’s

characteristics, dimensions such as the level of visual refinement and richness of

functionality are paramount.

High-fidelity prototypes, in opposition to low-fidelity ones, are generally com-

posed by functional software components that can be experimented on the tar-

geted platforms. Although in different ways, some of problems felt with low-

fidelity prototypes, especially the refinement of the prototypes, can also be expe-

rienced with software prototypes. These details are often defining when selecting

the tools that are used to build the prototypes. To support this type of pro-

totyping, generally used at later stages of design, designers utilise developing

environments or prototyping tools. These are discussed in section 2.3.1.

2.2.3.1 Overview and discussion

Globally, it is clear that prototyping is an extremely positive endeavour that

allows designers to propel design, include users on the design process and eval-

uate concepts and ideas on early stages of design. However, as some research

already points, with mobile devices, and given their features and characteristics,

particular care must be taken while generating effective prototypes. Low-fidelity

prototypes play an important role in this process mainly because of their low

cost, easiness to build, rapid development and efficacy to allow error detection.

Current literature, although stating some evidences of evolution and suggest-

ing some new approaches with strong potential (Jones & Marsden, 2006; Weiss,

2002), does not provide practical guidelines on how to develop or use low-fidelity

prototypes for mobile devices. Existing examples, although well intentioned, offer

suggestions that do not comply with the evaluation that is required on mobile

usability, showing inability to cope with the specific characteristics that mobile

devices and their usage requires. Other examples found in the literature follow

different approaches, pointing directions which generally require expensive ma-

terial and can not be easily used on early stages (Ballagas et al., 2006). Other
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alternatives rely on prototyping frameworks that aim to support the creation of

prototypes or their evaluation. These frameworks are addressed on section 2.3.1.

In conclusion, new low-fidelity prototyping approaches, which overcome prob-

lems posed by traditional techniques, having a strong impact on the following

evaluation tasks, are required.

2.2.4 Evaluation

Usability, according to the ISO9241-11 (1998) Guidance on Usability document,

is “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve spec-

ified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of

use”. Thus, evaluating a software application’s usability is a major part of its

development process.

To cope with the demand of evaluating a software system and its user in-

terface during its design process, several studies and techniques (e.g., Heuristic,

Formal and Empirical methods) have been proposed through the years (Nielsen &

Phillips, 1993). An extensive part of HCI literature addresses this topic and var-

ious guidelines, for each of the aforementioned methods, have been established,

on their majority focusing laboratory evaluation sessions (Nielsen, 1993; Rubin,

1994). These guidelines and techniques have also been recurrently used and as-

sessed resulting in various reports of their weaknesses and advantages (Molich

et al., 1999, 2004; Nielsen & Phillips, 1993). In (Karat et al., 1992), the ef-

fectiveness of empirical usability testing and individual and team walk-through

methods is compared. The authors discovered that empirical usability evaluation

provided up to four times more relevant information and error detection than the

counterpart.

Nielsen & Phillips conducted a similar study to compare heuristic, formal and

empirical methods to estimate the relative usability of two interfaces (1993). The

authors defined a specific tasks and designed two different user interfaces that

support such task. The first applied method was the heuristic estimate. The

evaluators inspected the prototypes and created a list of usability problems by

noting deviations from accepted usability principles. Time estimations for accom-

plishing the prescribed task were also made. For the formal analysis, 19 students
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used the GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection Rules) method (Card

et al., 1983). Finally, for the user testing, 20 students tried both prototypes and

were given a two question subjective satisfaction questionnaire. After results were

compared, the authors concluded that user testing is the best method although

alerting that laboratory testing is not a perfect predictor of field performance.

A more recent study comparing various usability evaluation techniques has

been conducted by Molich et al. (2004). The study reports the evaluation of

a single user interface, conducted by various entities using different techniques

and resources. Overall, nine different teams participated over the course of about

one month. Eight of the teams used a think-aloud technique using different

approaches. Some complemented it with some inquiry methods. The remaining

team used a questionnaire and a semi-structured exploration of the product.

The results suggest that both approaches are valid whereas the critical decisions

pertain to the selected tasks and how the methodologies are applied by those in

charge of the tests.

Overall, the main conclusion resulting from the aforementioned studies seems

to point user testing as the most profitable method, providing the most valuable

and reliable results (Nielsen & Phillips, 1993). Contrarily to walk-through ap-

proaches, which are generally preformed by designers and expert users, user test-

ing relies on final users’ evaluations and opinions to propel error discovery (Karat

et al., 1992). Among these we can find several empirical techniques, namely:

• Think-aloud evaluations

• User observation

• Scenario-based reviews

• Questionnaire-based evaluation

Within these techniques, users can either accomplish prescribed tasks or use

the prototype on a self-guided exploration. Prescribed tasks have shown better

results (Karat et al., 1992) and can usually point users to critical areas. However,

care must be taken not to create biased results that overlook on specific features

and fail to detect serious usability problems. Moreover, taking into account that
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usability tests depend on the chosen methodology, on the prescribed tasks and

even on the selected users, the combination of more than one technique is advised.

Molich et al. (2004) recommend that a mix of methods should be used in order

to overcome unique flaws that each may contain.

Although these techniques have been successfully used on a variety of tests

for different systems and applications, the particular requirements that mobile

devices introduce, mainly due to their use on a multitude of contexts, requires

further effort and adjustments to these methods (Hagen et al., 2005; Kjeldskov

& Stage, 2003; Scholtz & Consolvo, 2004). Recent research experiences suggest

that given their intensive and pervasive use, mobile devices and correspondent

applications should be evaluated on multiple and realistic settings (Nielsen et al.,

2006). Contrarily to fixed and desktop hardware, when using mobile devices,

users are constantly faced with distractions and obstacles and often accomplish

several tasks at the same time. Accordingly, recent studies have been addressing

this topic.

Duh et al. conducted a series of tests that aimed at determining the differences

between usability tests conducted within laboratories or field tests with mobile

devices (2006). Similar tests took place in the laboratory and on the field. In the

laboratory test, digital cameras were used to capture the mobile device’s interface

and the user’s facial expressions. On the field test a camera assistant captured

only the facial expression of the user while walking around a specific setting.

Results revealed field observation and tests enabled the detection of many more

usability problems. Furthermore, most of the problems that were detected on the

field tests were categorized as critical.

Nielsen at al. conducted a similar experience (2006). Their results also demon-

strate that field tests provide more valid results and identify significantly more

usability problems. Moreover, task completion times are almost duplicated on

field tests and on real usage settings, suggesting that laboratory tests might pro-

vide erroneous results.

In Barnard et al. the authors show, through a series of tests how context af-

fects human performance in mobile computing systems (2007). In this study, users

were requested to perform some activities on different scenarios. The experiences
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focused lighting and movement (e.g., if the user is standing or walking) condi-

tions. Results show that the user’s surroundings can greatly influence his/her

behaviour. Accordingly, the authors suggest that context and the environment

should take a primordial role while designing and evaluation mobile applications

and new methods to achieve so are necessary. Even so, the reported experiences

were conducted within controlled and simulated environments.

Despite the advantages of field evaluation tests, there are few reports of suc-

cessful experiences and even fewer suggestions and guidelines on how to address

such type of evaluation for mobile devices. Kjeldskov & Graham presented a

study that clearly demonstrates that designers tend to engineer systems using

applied approaches rather than designing and evaluating them (2003). Further-

more, even when these are evaluated, evaluation sessions are generally conducted

on laboratories. In addition, the authors conclude that contextual evaluation

and phenomena observation on real settings is not widely used, presenting an

increasingly required research track on the field of HCI.

Curiously, one of these authors conducted a survey on new emerging tech-

niques to evaluate mobile systems on laboratories. Here, the authors justify this

approach, opposing to field and contextual evaluation, due to three difficulties

that are generally felt while trying to do so. The first pertains to the scenarios

and settings in which tests should be done. It is difficult to select specific sit-

uations that represent a set of contexts to evaluate. Summarizing, key settings

are hard to identify. The difficulty to apply existing evaluation techniques on

mobile settings is the second reason whilst the third is caused by the complicated

data collection. On field evaluations it is demanding to cope with the physical

surroundings and environment that might affect the set-up. This is noticeable

for both the designers that gather the data and for the users which accomplish

tasks. On the other hand the authors defend that in a laboratory settings these

difficulties can be reduced. Although user mobility can be difficult to recreate,

according to the authors, it is preferable to lose realism towards a better quality

of collected data.

Accordingly, they propose two frameworks for mobile evaluation in laborato-

ries. The first focuses on the user’s physical movements while using the mobile

system and on the attention needed to navigate through the software. These two
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dimensions allow designers to arrange tests according to different configurations

simulating various levels of movement and attention. For instance, if there is

constant moving the authors suggest the use of a treadmill with varying speed to

simulate a real situation. As a consequence, conscious attention is required from

the user. The second framework aims to evaluate divided attention, frequently

distracting the user in order to simulate the use of a mobile system in a real world

setting. To evaluate both frameworks, experiences were conducted to assess their

validity comparing them to real world evaluations. The frameworks were com-

pared to a experience where users moved through a pedestrian street while using

the mobile system. Overall, conclusions state that there are no significant differ-

ences between the use of the frameworks or real setting evaluations. In fact, the

situation where most usability problems were identified was while the user was

seating at a table.

However, limiting real settings and contextual influence to physical move-

ment and degree of attention, introduces limitations on any evaluation (Bodker

& Buur, 2002). Using these techniques, it is extremely difficult to assess how

users react to different social environments and the impact of public or privacy

issues on the usability of the mobile system. Pering (2006) conducted a study,

which clearly concluded that users’ behaviour changes according to the privacy

settings of his/her location and working context and that these changes must be

incorporated into applications and usability studies. This kind of issue is further

noticeable when using location-enhanced technology that allows social commu-

nication. Consolvo et al. state that it is crucial to understand why, when and

what users want to share with each other and how this influences their social

behaviour as well as the use of technology (2005). Therefore, it is paramount

to undertake evaluation studies with realistic settings (Duh et al., 2006; Nielsen

et al., 2006; Rogers et al., 2007), where more than physical characteristics of the

environment are emulated. Rogers et al. (Rogers et al., 2007) also conducted

two in-situ studies while evaluating ubicomp tools concluding that results were

very positive and that this type of evaluation was very effective. Still, although

providing great results, they state that in-situ studies are still costly and time

consuming.
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Following these findings, recent studies have addressed the need to evalu-

ate mobile systems on actual scenarios and, most importantly, have investigated

emerging techniques that aim to support these procedures (Duh et al., 2006; Ha-

gen et al., 2005). Hagen et al. categorized currently used techniques as mediated

data collection, simulations and enactments and combinations. On the first, both

users and the used technology collect usage data on natural settings. On the sec-

ond, simulations of real settings are used whilst on the third, combinations of

several techniques are utilised. These three categories comprise a set of different

techniques which can rely on the use of specific data collecting hardware or on

participants collecting data themselves. In fact, this last approach seems to be

gaining momentum (Consolvo & Walker, 2003; Froehlich et al., 2006).

The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) is a technique inherited from the

field of psychology, that relies on questionnaires to gather usage information on

natural settings. Participants of evaluation sessions, using mobile devices, are

prompted with questionnaires, providing usability data that can be latter anal-

ysed and statistically evaluated. As shown in (Consolvo & Walker, 2003), where

users were equipped with PDAs that prompted questionnaires at specific times,

the resulting information can be extremely valuable. Furthermore, since designers

are not present during questionnaire filling-in, bias associated to observation is

reduced. However, despite the positive results, this technique has some problems

as well. Much alike diary studies (Sohn et al., 2008), a similar technique that also

relies on end-users to gather data, it depends greatly on the participants avail-

ability to respond to the questionnaires and on the content of each questionnaire.

While user observation provides factual data and facilitates the detection of un-

expected usability problems, questionnaires generally point problem detection on

specific directions. Nevertheless, the technique has proved to be useful. However,

the practical advice on how to apply it is limited and suggestions on how to use

it with complementary techniques, providing more trustful results, is required.

2.2.4.1 Overview and discussion

As the main conclusion extracted from the various research work and experi-

ences that have been conducted and are available in the literature, one can claim
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that choices and guidelines are still somewhat limited. Apart from the studies

that demonstrate the effectiveness of field studies, most designers still opt not

to conduct any evaluation. Furthermore, the recent examples that start to show

a changing trend and address the need to evaluate mobile interaction and mo-

bile applications are generally conducted within laboratory settings and taking

advantage of role playing exercises.

The main cause for such scarce experiences appears to be the difficulty that

performing user observation on mobile settings or utilising technology to gather

data can pose to the process. Clearly, this affects not only the evaluation of

existing mobile applications but also the evaluation of conceptual prototypes and

works-in-progress.

On a final note, despite some existing techniques that rely on end-users to

gather data by themselves and which show promising results, currently used eval-

uation approaches are still ill suited to mobile scenarios and volatile contexts of

use. This fact calls for new experiences and approaches that extend the existing

techniques to cope with mobility or new methods and tools to evaluate mobile

user interfaces and applications.

2.3 Tools for Mobile Design

2.3.1 Prototyping Frameworks

Although low-fidelity prototypes are extremely useful during early design stages,

some errors and details are not detectable with these. Usability issues of a final

product, especially detailed interaction, may pass unnoticed (Kangas & Kin-

nunen, 2005). Moreover, many times, depending on the complexity of the UI

being developed, more functional prototypes are required. Navigation between

cards, the arrangement of the several screens amongst others are a few examples.

Furthermore, the need for a mediator to act as the application, exchanging cards

may compromise the need to evaluate a prototype on the adequate settings or

environment. Techniques such as Wizard of Oz (Kelley, 1984) are hard to apply

and might even obstruct the evaluation when testing personal applications, often

used on mobile devices.
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However, since the effort of creating a high-fidelity software is big, these are

many times forgotten and the design problems are neglected and only detected

when the software is completed. Some research addressing this issue and a number

of prototyping frameworks that allow designers to sketch or use sketches to create

usable prototypes are available.

Landay (1996) created a system which supports the early stage sketching

maintaining the same principles from paper prototyping, but enhancing it with

the interactivity that the electronic medium provides, encompassing annotations

and quick modification of the sketches. Furthermore, the software recognizes wid-

gets and UI details, allowing the user to easily move and change them. However,

no particular attention toward mobile devices is given.

Damask (Lin, 2003) is another example of a prototyping framework, here

extending its scope to multi-device applications. Using sketches made by the

user and merging them with design patterns, Damask creates usable prototypes

for several devices. These can be later used on a simulator for usability tests.

DENIM (Lin et al., 2000) also gives designers the ability to quickly create

sketch-based prototypes and interact with them on the computer, also including

the possibility of replacing drawn components with actual programmatic compo-

nents. Systems such as SketchWizard (Davis et al., 2007) or SUEDE (Klemmer

et al., 2000) have also emerged, supporting new modalities and interaction modes

such as pen-based input on the former and speech user-interfaces on the latter.

Ex-A-Sketch (Hartmann et al., 2006) also allows designers to quickly animate

sketches drawn on a whiteboard.

More recently, more specific prototyping systems, directed to mobility and

ubiquity are being developed. For instance, Topiary (Li et al., 2004) is a tool

particularly dedicated to location-enhanced applications and enables designers to

use several items and build interfaces and corresponding storyboards. The tool is

divided into two major parts: a Wizard UI and an End User UI. The first allows

users to design the prototypes whilst the second serves testing purposes.

Ripcord is another system that intends to support prototyping and evaluation

of mobile applications (Kraub & Krannich, 2006). It suggests the use of HTML

programming to create the low-fidelity prototypes. The framework includes a

mobile device with an installed web browser where the prototype will be used.
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The mobile device is then connected to other devices such as GPS receivers or

cameras. These devices capture usage data. Although this framework has po-

tential, no detail on how to include these devices or how to conduct evaluation

are provided. Moreover, it depends on the existence of specific software on the

device and requires programming skills in order to create prototypes.

Singh et al. adopted a different approach by utilising immersive video to

generate and evaluate prototypes (2006). However, no support to the prototyping

process is given and no suggestions on how to build or use the prototypes are

provided.

Although these tools have useful functionalities and features, and provide

sketching and quick prototyping mechanisms, the integration with the evaluation

stages is rarely addressed. Moreover, the evolution from early based sketches to

more advanced prototypes or their combination within the same prototypes is

rarely provided and most tools lack crucial components (e.g., sound) and active

behaviour or are deeply focused on specific domains.

Furthermore, none addresses the specific needs of mobile devices or provides

usability guidelines and aids to designers while creating their prototypes. Nev-

ertheless, the automatic support for Wizard-of-Oz prototypes and the ability to

animate hand drawn sketches has shown very positive results.

2.3.1.1 Overview and discussion

Overall, despite the advantages that prototyping tools offer, development facili-

tation, iteration speed up and easier user feedback during early stages; they all

require a certain learning curve and oblige users to sketch on the computer itself

or to use electronic pads and stylus. Still, and most importantly, the main lacking

feature is the possibility of testing the prototypes on actual devices. Although

Silk (Landay, 1996) allows users to run the created prototypes, these are not

meant to be used on mobile devices and no specific features regarding ubiquity

are included. On the other side, Damask (Lin, 2003) claims to provide means to

create prototypes for mobile or multi-devices. However, these cannot be tested

on the devices, retracting from the prototyping and evaluation goal. Topiary (Li

et al., 2004) is an interesting tool but is too specific, preventing users from creating
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prototypes for a wide variety of usages. Finally, Ripcord has interesting features

allowing users to test quickly and semi-functional prototypes on mobile devices.

It also captures some usage data and uses actual devices to conduct evaluation.

However, globally, it supports mid to high-fidelity prototypes that require pro-

gramming skills, does not allow user participation and cannot be adjusted during

evaluation sessions.

Concluding, current prototyping frameworks, even if useful and helpful while

designing and prototyping for multi-device architectures, and offering great fea-

tures for particular domains, still do not allow developers to maintain their prac-

tices and procedures using an enhanced medium. Furthermore, the inability to

use the created prototypes on the corresponding devices retracts from their con-

tribution, limiting the evaluation possibilities and respective results. Globally,

the most noteworthy deficiency on these frameworks is the impossibility to test

and update the prototypes during contextual evaluation sessions in concert with

means to gather contextual usage information or allow participatory design and

user intervention.

2.3.2 Evaluation Frameworks and Tools

Because of the additional challenges that mobile evaluation introduces, the tech-

niques that are usually applied for fixed technologies (e.g., user observation, WOz

simulations) are demanding when applied away from laboratory settings, on mov-

ing contexts, sometimes even inadequate and frequently avoided (Kjeldskov &

Stage, 2003).

To tackle these challenges and overcome some of the existing issues, recent

experiences and research addressing these problems and aiming at further improv-

ing and supporting mobile evaluation, have introduced technological methods to

gather usage data remotely through active (e.g., Experience Sampling Method -

ESM, Diary Studies) and passive modes (e.g., Logging), enabling evaluation on

real settings.

For instance, some evaluation procedures that take advantage of specific hard-

ware are being experimented (Isomursi et al., 2004; Lukander, 2004; Thompson

et al., 2004) with interesting results. In (Isomursi et al., 2004) the authors present
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an experience where users were filmed and followed while using a mobile device.

However, given their presence and the public environment, the user experience

was affected. Another alternative experimented on this work relied on users to

capture images from other users while utilizing the applications. Moreover, since

most of the photographs provided little information when analysed individually,

some users also provided annotations of the events in which the photos were

taken. However, once again users’ annotations did not provide detailed informa-

tion about usability issues. Consequentially, the authors suggest a new approach

called the “experience clip”. The method is based on the usage of a camera phone

and a PDA. The PDA contains the application that is being evaluated whereas

the camera phone is used to capture clips that seem relevant to users. The ex-

perience demonstrated that the technique is able to provide rich data about user

emotions and feelings.

However, users have to be well motivated and have to be clearly instructed on

what they are supposed to capture. Furthermore, the utilisation of two devices

generally requires the participation of more than one user. Similarly to what was

discovered with the first experience that motivated the study, it is likely that the

second presence and experience per se might change and influence the evaluation

results. Nevertheless, the method provides better results than simulating real-life

scenarios within laboratory settings.

On a more technical level, Lukander proposes a system that is able to mea-

sure gaze point with mobile devices (2004). Although this technique and system

alone do not provide sufficient usability details and data to evaluate a mobile

application, their usage in concert with other techniques can provide interesting

results. In (Oulasvirta & Nyyssönen, 2009) the authors created a video capturing

kit with a set of cameras and using data transmission to monitor usage interac-

tion. Another alternative, suggested by Thompson et al. in (2004) uses remote

connections and web services to gather information on usage patterns with mobile

devices.

Similarly, the Momento (Carter et al., 2007), and the MyExperience (Froehlich

et al., 2007) systems provide support for remote data gathering. The first relies on

text messaging and media messaging to distribute data. It gathers usage informa-

tion and prompts questionnaires as required, sending them to a server where an
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experimenter manages the received data through a desktop GUI. On the second,

user activities on mobile phones are logged and stored on the device. These are

then synchronized depending on connection availability. The logging mechanism

detects several events and active evaluation techniques can be triggered according

to contextual settings.

2.3.2.1 Overview and discussion

In summary, none of the current work available in the literature integrates the

in-situ prototyping and evaluation on real devices. Moreover, the inclusion of

means to adjust the prototypes while evaluating them, emulating the traditional

procedures that are used during early evaluation stages is never offered. Addi-

tionally, no current tool provides analysis mechanisms that facilitate the process

of assessing the prototypes, their usage data and how their perform through in-

tuitive and simple to review modes. Furthermore, most frameworks and tools

depend on server-client architectures, requiring a constant connection or frequent

synchronizations, which is, many times, incompatible with a wide set of mobile

scenarios and restricts mobile/in-situ evaluation.

Finally, the alternatives to evaluation frameworks that offer automatic means

to gather data, generally require working software prototypes or expensive equip-

ment (Oulasvirta & Nyyssönen, 2009). Moreover, none combines the prototyping

stage with the ability to gather data in different modalities, especially necessary

given the various contexts in which mobile devices can be used. The possibility

of using different techniques that complement each other is also never covered

by the same tool. Furthermore, no existing tool offers means to review gathered

data and adjust the prototypes in-situ, by both designers and users, promoting

participatory design and quicker concept validation and a sounder design pro-

cess.

2.4 UI Design Guidelines

The design of UIs that are efficient and usable relies greatly on the entire de-

sign process depicted on the previous sections. However, there are some design
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standards, regarding the use of colours, icons, buttons, etc., that can be used on

several situations (Shneiderman, 1992). Although these are extremely useful and

widely spread amongst literature and systems, the particular details and charac-

teristics of mobile devices automatically discard some of them. For instance, the

use of menus must be carefully thought out on small screens such as the num-

ber of shortcuts and use of scrollbars. Moreover, the usage behaviour on mobile

scenarios, were users might be walking or accomplishing simultaneous activities,

suggests changes on the interactive elements’ sizes or even font sizes.

Overall, there is an entire set of characteristics and usage patterns that in-

fluence interaction and necessarily require new design guidelines and UI orga-

nization. These characteristics require specific guidelines which help usability

engineers and designers to easily accomplish their work. On this topic, some

work has already been done. Brewster (2002) suggests a set of guidelines that

help designers to overcome the limited screen space that is usually available on

mobile devices. The study started with a pilot experience that tried to compare

the effectiveness of utilising sound together with visual interfaces. The authors

created two different visual interfaces. On the one hand, the first had small but-

tons and used sound. On the other hand, the second had large buttons with no

sound. The authors expected that sound would improve usability of both inter-

faces. The experiments had twelve participants that used the handheld computers

on several tasks. Initial results pointed that sound could have a positive impact

on the usability of buttons. This initial pilot experience was followed by other

experiences using different and enhanced sounds. General results demonstrated

that the inclusion of sound on visual interfaces for data entry, on mobile devices

such as PDAs improved usability by reducing workload.

Other studies provide generic high level guidelines that are connected to the

system’s usability (Kar et al., 2003) or navigational hints that can be incorporated

into mobile web pages (Sánchez et al., 2005). On the former, the authors propose

a set of guidelines for Mobile Information and Entertainment Services. However,

these guidelines focus on the design approach and provide high level advice on

how to manage architectural details and specific components of network based

systems. On the latter study, the authors suggest ten usability design guidelines
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for mobile devices such as limiting table widths and differentiating headers from

regular text on web pages.

Knoche and McCarthy conducted a study to understand the requirements for

creating applications that allow users to view television on mobile devices (2005).

They suggest that mobile applications for TV should follow the same behaviour as

common TV and detail some guidelines on how to achieve such result. However,

although focusing interaction and usability at some point, most address network

and reception issues.

Other domains have also been subject to similar researches. Hubert is study-

ing and evaluating a set of usability guidelines for mobile devices in home health

monitoring (2006). Main detected problems include the data entry buttons and

input modalities as well as the use of standard instructions. Luchini et al. pro-

pose a set of guidelines for Learner-Centred Handheld Tools. Their work suggests

the automation of user interfaces in order to create more usable handheld tools

and the decomposition of the interface into activities (2004).

On a more practical level, major software and hardware developing companies

propose a set of hints for designers and programmers to create applications for

PocketPCs (Microsoft, 2005), cellphones (Nokia, 2009) and SmartPhones (Apple,

2009). These provide great advice on how to design user interfaces for specific

devices. Still, care must be taken and each case and domain should be studied

since each case might have its particular requirements.

2.4.1 Overview and discussion

Globally, despite these guidelines and sources, studies show that designers still ne-

glect UI design guidelines and continuously make the same mistakes when design-

ing user interfaces (Nielsen, 2009a). This is especially important given the specific

requirements of mobile interaction and the highly demanding task that is design-

ing for devices with such peculiar characteristics and usability needs (Nielsen,

2009b) and that are used by such a large and diverse set of users.
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2.5 Summary and Open Issues

This chapter provided an overview on current user-centred design methodologies

focusing, in detail, the various techniques and procedures that they offer for the

design stages that they comprise. Three different methodologies were reviewed

extracting a set of stages that are common to all of them and provide the basis

for the development and design process, dividing it into the initial data gathering

and requirements assessment process followed by the modulation of the gathered

data which is later used to prototype and evaluate possible solutions.

The various means to gather data and understand requirements for design

were discussed, emphasizing the need to extend used approaches with new meth-

ods that cope with the mobility factor, collecting data on different settings and,

most importantly, making sense of how that data affects the user experience.

Additionally, given the diversity of the possible usage settings and conditions, it

was highlighted that guidelines that aid designers while finding requirements and

on where to gather data could be extremely useful.

As a result from the analysis of existing notations and models used to represent

gathered data, it also becomes noticeable that existing models, although very

useful and extensive, still do not allow for the representation of paramount detail

regarding context, settings, usages, how they affect interaction and how they

change with mobility.

For the following stages of prototyping and evaluation, common techniques

hinder real world experiences and do not provide realistic usage experiences often

misleading users and posing issues to designers. Even the software tools that

try to overcome some of these issues are generally focused on particular domains

or target specific issues and rarely provide support for the transition between

prototyping and evaluation, especially considering in-situ experiences.

Overall, the existing techniques that UCD methodologies offer, although pro-

viding a valuable bootstrap, need extensions that cope with the demands of mo-

bile interaction design. The following areas are particularly important and need

new advances:

• Requirements Analysis and Gathering
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– New guidelines on what to look at.

– Guidelines on how to gather data in mobile scenarios.

• Prototyping and Evaluation

– Guidelines on how to create prototypes suitable for mobile devices.

– Guidelines on how to evaluate and utilise these prototypes, or even

software ones, in the real world.

• Tools

– Tools that integrate prototyping and testing.

– Support for different fidelities and levels of detail within the proto-

types.

– Support for realistic usage experiences within real settings.

– Data collection features that overcome the existing difficulties of tra-

ditional techniques.

– The integration of User Interface design guidelines.
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Chapter 3

Scenario and Context Framework

This chapter introduces the thesis’ first main contribution: the scenario and

context framework. It describes the framework and its components introducing

guidelines on how to define scenarios and select contexts for design and on how

to gather data within ubiquitous settings. A usage example is provided followed

by the evaluation that validated the framework. Case studies and results are

discussed explaining how scenarios and the framework were used to drive design.

The chapter is concluded by an overview and a set of guidelines.

3.1 Main Goals

In order to effectively generate scenarios, identify key settings and manage their

complexity during the design process as well as during the evaluation, a concep-

tual framework which takes into consideration determinant factors that highlight

possible problems and point relevant information to be used on later design stages

was conceived. It aims at combining the initial UCD conceptual framework con-

cepts with the definition of scenarios also applied in UCD methodologies, guiding

designers throughout the process and focusing concerns on the issues that result

from mobility and affect usability.

Although not exhaustive, the framework and examples introduce specific ex-

tensions to common design concerns that proved to be particularly relevant to the

mobile experience and its design, paying special attention to those elements of
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the environment and context that are more prone to affect usability while inter-

acting with mobile devices or while taking advantage of their specific interaction

or multimodal features.

Summarising, the Scenario Generation and Context Selection Framework’s

goals are two folded. Firstly it aims at aiding designers throughout the genera-

tion of scenarios for data gathering and design by eliciting the details that must

be focused, creating richer and comprehensive descriptions of real or possible us-

age settings. These help to frame concerns and issues that could potentially be

neglected untill later stages of design.

Figure 3.1: Scenario Generation Conceptual Framework.

Secondly, the framework can also be used as a tool to select details and con-

texts for the evaluation of prototypes or existing tools/applications, highlighting

details and allowing designers to easily focus the settings and context dimensions
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that affect the user experience. By selecting adequate locations and scenarios,

with particular concerns in mind, the design process can become much more com-

plete and effective, reducing in some degree the amount of locations that have to

be used, the time and the effort that this design stage requires.

3.2 The Framework

The framework defines three main modular concepts that can be arranged and

combined, defining composed scenarios. This systematic approach allows for the

composition and arrangement of different atomic parts that, either autonomously

or in concert with each other, define realistic usage contexts. Schematics and

models can be defined utilising these concepts as shown in figure 3.1. The three

main concepts can be defined as follows:

Figure 3.2: Representations of contextual scenarios.
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3.2.1 Contextual Scenarios

Contextual scenarios are scenarios composed by a set of variables (e.g., location;

persona; device). Globally, a contextual scenario is defined by a single setting,

a user/persona, and a set of variables that characterise each dimension during a

usage period.

Each contextual scenario is valid while the contextual variables remain the

same. Figure 3.2 exemplifies the representation of two different contextual sce-

narios. Each particular scenario, identified as scenario 1 or 2 is composed by the

variables that are written within the square shape (with round edges) that is used

to represent it.

3.2.2 Scenario Transitions

A scenario transition is used to demonstrate that there was a change from one

contextual scenario to another. These occur whenever one of the scenario vari-

ables of one context changes its value, originating a scenario transition and a new

contextual scenario (e.g., user moves from his/her bedroom to the kitchen and

starts using the finger instead of the stylus).

Figure 3.3: Notations used to represent transitions between contextual scenarios.

Transitions are necessary and of utter importance in order to simulate or enact

the movement that is attainable while interacting with mobile devices through
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different settings, especially when achieving a single task (e.g., writing an SMS

while moving around school). They are represented as shown in figure 3.3.

Transitions can be used to express, through an easier notation, the differences

between two scenarios, detailing the changes that occurred and that originated

the transition. For instance, a user’s movement between two different scenarios

(e.g., from one to another and vice-versa), can result in two different transitions.

By inverting the order of the contextual scenarios, transitions are inverted as

well, providing different usage results, which might imply changes on the result-

ing contextual scenarios as well. For example, a user that is interacting with

one hand while seated and starts to interact with two hands while walking will

not necessarily resume interaction with one hand if seated again. Accordingly,

transitions are useful in detailing issues and behaviour patterns that take place

only when activities span through more than one setting.

3.2.3 Scenario variables

Scenario variables are the specific details that compose each contextual scenario.

They are used to characterise all the details that define the settings in which

interaction is taking place. In order to facilitate selection and the organisation of

the various variables these were divided into five main aspects, namely:

1. Locations and Settings

2. Movement and Posture

3. Workloads, Distractions and Activities

4. Devices and Usages

5. Users and Personas

For each of these aspects a set of variables are suggested, which designers can

use while arranging their scenarios, focusing particular dimensions and allowing

designers to identify errors more easily.
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3.2.3.1 Locations and Settings

The location where a user is interacting with a device is one of the most important

influences on the user experience. For instance, if the user is having a private

conversation on a cellular phone, the location of other users surrounding him

might be determinant to the volume that s/he uses. Accordingly, the following

details focus the most relevant issues regarding settings and locations. Locations

should contain combinations of the following:

• Lighting - select scenarios where users achieve specific goals under different

lighting environments (e.g., well lit, medium lit and dark settings; natu-

ral/artificial lights).

• Noise - designers should take into consideration environments with differ-

ent sound conditions (e.g., noisy locations and quiet locations, constant

background noise, occasional noises, etc).

• Weather - different weather conditions might affect the overall usability of

a mobile application. This is particularly true regarding the hardware but

can also be taken into account for the software UI.

• Obstacles - the existence of obstacles on a setting influences the usage of

the device and application. Scenarios that contain obstacles that users

have to avoid allow designers to obtain a realistic perception of common

interruptions and users’ reactions.

• Social Environment - The presence of other users or connectivity with them

also determines the user’s behaviour and interaction with the device. When

users are surrounded by other people, they might want to conceal informa-

tion or what they are doing or the other way around, they might want to

share information with others directly on their device.

3.2.3.2 Movement and Posture

User movement/posture is also paramount during scenario generation. Accu-

racy, speed, and the way the user holds the device while interacting with any
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application are highly influenced by the user’s posture or the presence of move-

ment. Naturally, mobile devices are frequently used in many of these situations.

Accordingly the following variations can be used:

• Sitting - sitting users generally behave and utilize devices differently from

when they are on standing or walking positions. Some of the custom be-

haviours include placing the devices on tables, etc, which generally leads to

different interactions and the detection of usability problems.

• Standing - the way users interact with the applications and devices is dif-

ferent when standing since one hand necessarily handles the hardware and

possibly the software, while the other can be used for accessory activities.

Moreover, the position of the device and distance from the users’ eyes is

also different from the seating position, possibly requiring different font or

icon sizes.

• Walking - user interaction with mobile devices while walking is frequent and

one of the main advantages of using such technology. Accordingly, move-

ment should be addressed while defining usage scenarios. Movement might

also affect the user interface since the users’ accuracy while interacting with

the device is generally much smaller.

3.2.3.3 Devices and Usages

Different devices have different features and characteristics, even within the same

class (e.g., PDAs, digital cameras). Recent technologies such as gesture based

interaction, multi-touch interfaces, etc., have gradually contributed to the dis-

appearance of physical keyboards. Notwithstanding, there are alternatives that

make use of click wheels, numeric keypads, joysticks, etc.. These variables are

also paramount to the design of a user interface and must be considered during

design.

• Single-Handed - some mobile devices can be operated with both hands or

with just one hand. A good user-interface for a mobile device should be

easily used with both approaches.
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• Dual-Handed - dual handed interaction provides a quicker way to generate

data (depending on the device and input modalities) and is frequently used.

However, the user interface must allow users to take advantage of this type

of interaction.

• Device/Screen Size - the burst of available mobile technology (e.g., smart-

phones, PDAs, Portable Media Players) has propelled the appearance of a

very large diversity of mobile devices, varying in shapes and sizes which nec-

essarily affect the device’s screen size and resolution. Consequentially, these

different characteristics offer different user experiences and can strongly af-

fect the suitability of a device for a specific goal. Moreover, while designing

a user interface for a mobile device, designers must necessarily take into

consideration the device’s size, screen estate and resolution.

• Stylus/Finger/Keyboard/Numeric Pad - a wide range of mobile devices

(e.g., PDAs, Smart Phones, Portable Media Players, etc) include touch

screens and stylus and different types of keyboards. Accordingly, the user

interface should allow users to interact with it using various utensils or

members (e.g., pen, finger) as well. This might require specific attention

towards details such as button locations or size.

3.2.3.4 Workloads, Distractions and Activities

Different workloads and several levels of cognitive effort should also be assessed

on different scenarios. As mobile devices can be used almost everywhere and

almost any time they are frequently used as adjunct tools and user interfaces

should take this into account.

• Criticality - critical activities, settings or domains require different degrees

of attention and concentration, possibly affecting the design of the user

interface. Accordingly, they should also be considered while specifying sce-

narios.

• Cognitive distractions - Real-world activities are generally achieved amongst

distractions and/or cooperative environments. Scenarios and storyboards
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should also include cognitive distractions (e.g., phone ringing, conversation

with colleague, etc), in order to assess details such as the ease of use and

cognitive recovery.

• Physical distractions - are also frequent while using mobile applications.

Accordingly, these should also be integrated within possible scenarios and

storyboards. In concert with the selection of various locations and settings,

different routes, with several actors and interruptions should be selected.

• Activities - certain activities introduce specific details or challenges to the

design of a mobile application and its user interface. Activities that require

frequent communication with other users or interaction with other devices

are an example.

3.2.3.5 Users and Personas

The mass distribution and globalisation of mobile devices has turned them into

every day tools for a large portion of us, in a wide range of cultures and soci-

eties. Moreover, their multimodal features and growing capabilities have been

transforming them into ideal tools to overcome user’s disabilities and limitations.

Most importantly, as universal tools and devices, their applications and respective

user interfaces must also be universal and accessible to as many users as possible.

User selection/Persona specification should take into consideration the following

details:

• Movement impaired - if possible select users or create personas with different

physical capabilities regarding movements and interaction with the devices.

For instance, a user interface with all the buttons aligned on the top of a

PDA might be extremely difficult to use by a user with only one hand.

• Visually impaired - as with different environmental conditions, User Inter-

faces with low contrast ratios might pose problems to users with visual

problems. The size of the visual elements is also of utmost importance.

• Heterogeneity - Age (small/large fingers), dexterity (left/right handed user),

non/knowledgeable with IT, profession, etc. are also important details.
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• Cultural background - As mobile devices can be used ubiquitously and

generally require little infrastructure (e.g., large scale networks that can

be accessed in isolated places) support, their use within remote locations

by users with little access to information technology, users’ cultural back-

grounds must be considered. The use of design metaphors and cultural

biased imagery, icons and language must be carefully assessed and regarded

as a necessary topic during design.

Although some of these details are also applicable to desktop or fixed en-

vironment applications, their mobile facets might have more serious and severe

implications and, consequentially, assume special relevance.

3.2.4 Guidelines for Gathering Data

In face of the drawbacks that affect ubiquitous data gathering, even at early

requirements’ gathering and analysis, already discussed in section 2.2.1.9, one

solution that can be applied, points out the possibility of relying on actual users to

gather information and requirements. As the the main actors within the work flow

and the ones that are most knowledgeable about the issues they face during their

activities and work, end-users are ideal candidates to gather data for requirement

assessment. Moreover, they are able to provide information about the real settings

in which situations occur, even when these are inaccessible to designers. However,

despite these advantages, users’ perspectives are generally biased towards what

they desire, are rarely focused on the issues that matter the most for interaction

designers and are frequently reluctant when added effort is required from them.

Accordingly, in order to allow users to gather data by themselves and to

overcome the biases and issues that might exist, specific techniques have to be

used and some precautions have to be taken.

The following sections offer suggestions on adjustments to existing techniques

that cope with the added needs of the ubiquity and pervasiveness that mobile

activities entail. Nevertheless, these techniques are adjustments or suggestions

and do not aim at replacing direct observation or contextual inquiry. Their

goal is to provide rich and useful data containing contextual information that is
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paramount for the design process whenever impossible to apply the former tech-

niques or whenever the aforementioned issues hinder the data gathering process.

Ideally, they can also be used in concert with other techniques.

3.2.4.1 Experience Sampling Method and Diary Studies

The Experience Sampling Method (ESM), described in section 2.2.4, is a tech-

nique inherited from the field of psychology, that relies on users to gather usage

information on natural settings during the day-to-day activities of their normal

life. It is commonly used for the treatment of disorders such as depression or

anxiety where patients annotate their feelings and experiences, at specific times

or events, for posterior discussion with their therapists.

So far, it has been experimented and successfully used for the evaluation of mo-

bile devices and mobile applications (Consolvo & Walker, 2003; de Sá & Carriço,

2007a). In summary, for evaluation purposes participants of evaluation sessions

are equipped with data collecting equipment (e.g., notebooks, paper and pencil,

PDAs) and register their thoughts, emotions, moods and issues that take place

during certain experiences or activities with their mobile devices/applications,

following the data required by the questionnaire’s structure. As a result, these

annotations and registries provide usability data (e.g., users’ thoughts, emotions,

attachment) that can be latter analysed and statistically evaluated. Further-

more, since designers are not present during the data collection procedure, bias

associated to observation is reduced.

In a very similar manner, the ESM technique can also be used to gather

data and requirements during the initial stages of the design process (de Sá &

Carriço, 2008b; de Sá et al., 2008b), before any system has been designed or even

imagined. If users are equipped with paper, notes, cell-phones, and if instructed to

collect data at specific times or during certain activities or scenarios, the resulting

data can also be extremely valuable for designers while assessing requirements

(de Sá & Carriço, 2008a). With the ESM designers can gather information about

users’ whereabouts, their expectations towards specific goals, on the settings and

activities that pertain to an ongoing task and location without following users.
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Diary studies are another technique that relies on user-collected data and is

mostly used for evaluation. However, here users are free to register and capture

data whenever needed or decided by them. As a result, data is much more focused

on the users’ needs and opinions since it is captured whenever they face a problem

or recall a specific issue at any given time and location, without following specific

questionnaires or paying attention to any predetermined detail.

Globally, both these techniques provide good alternatives to contextual in-

quiry or user observation, especially when taking into account the added effort

and amount of settings that mobile activities generally imply. Still, these require

users to be engaged on the process and their cooperation in order to be effective.

3.2.4.2 Contextual Questionnaires and Probing

As the ESM method is somewhat restrictive, focused on emotions, moods, etc.

and, on the other hand, diary studies provide the ability to annotate data freely,

results might become limited, in the first case, or diffuse and, at times, difficult

to analyse, for the second. A valid alternative can be offered by using contextual

questionnaires. If using the Scenario and Context Framework to select a specific

location or combination of settings to understand how a user acts to achieve a

specific goal, the questionnaire that the user will respond can be focused on the

issues and details in which designers are particularly interested (de Sá et al.,

2008a).

For instance, if a user is going to read a book while travelling by subway, and

designers are trying to design a digital book reader, a contextual questionnaire

might contain a question for the user to respond whether the noise is affecting

his/her comfort and if s/he could, for example, ear a certain sound or engage

on a conversation with another person without shouting. Accordingly, providing

users with adequate questionnaires, containing contextual questions and that can

be filled-in on specific situations might mitigate the problem of following users

to analyse their work on realistic settings. Here, the utilisation of the Scenario

Generation and Context Selection Framework can be particularly helpful as it will

also aid designers when selecting questions for particular settings and activities,
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matching the issues that the questionnaire focuses with the settings they select

to conduct evaluation.

The same principle can also be applied by utilising techniques such as probing.

For instance, designers can include thought provoking questions on some of the

questionnaires or request users to suggest possible solutions for the problems

that were detected on that specific context. Such technique will not only provide

the data that designers need to establish requirements but it also promotes user

participation and engagement on the design process, especially when framed by

relevant concerns and focused on issues that will most likely affect the resulting

system’s usability.

3.2.4.3 Equipment for ubiquitous data collection

Complementing the two previous techniques, equipment can also be used to aid

users while collecting data. To overcome problems such as biased information

and the lack of detail from questionnaire-based approaches, one can also take

advantage of the growing capabilities of currently used gadgets. For instance,

using small cameras or non-intrusive video equipment such as a cell-phone camera

or audio recording features is also a reasonable way to gather data and depict the

issues, locations and settings that are only witnessed in presence by the end-users.

3.3 Usage Example

As already shown, the Scenario and Context Framework aims at aiding designers

while specifying context, scenarios for design and storyboards or while represent-

ing possible usage settings. While figure 3.1 shows a scenario used for design,

defined with the framework, figures 3.5 and following depict how the framework

can be used to represent the experience shown in figure 3.4.

On the first contextual scenario, marked with 1, the user, Rui, a 28 year old

male, is communicating with a friend through an instant messaging application.

As he walks through the campus patio, he is using his smart phone with two

hands, one holding the device and the other holding the stylus, which he uses

to interact with the device, typing on a virtual keyboard. The patio is well lit
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Figure 3.4: Four different contextual scenarios with 8 transitions between them.

Figure 3.5: The first two contextual scenarios, their variables and the transition
between them.

with some people walking by and some obstacles on his path which occasionally

require his attention while walking, The same information can be represented

through the components that the framework offers, as shown in figure 3.5.

When he reaches the bar, he sits down at a table, he keeps the stylus away

and starts using both his hands to interact with the device’s physical keyboard
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Figure 3.6: Transition between contextual scenario 2 and 3, including the vari-
ables that compose both these scenarios.

(figure 3.5). Once again, he is surrounded by people. However, now his location

is noisy and has poor light conditions. He is often distracted by colleagues and

friends that pass by his table.

After a while, Rui gets ups and walks to the building where his office is located

and stops at a corridor to talk with a colleague (figure 3.6). In this setting, light

conditions are even worse but the environment is quiet. He keeps on chatting
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Figure 3.7: Scenarios 3 and 4 and correspondent transition.

with his friend through the mobile device, despite engaging on a conversation

with his colleague on the corridor.

As he finishes conversing with his colleague, he goes to his office, sits at his

desk and places the device on top of it, picks up the stylus and continues chatting

with his on-line friend using the virtual keyboard once again (figure 3.7). Here,

he is alone in a well lit and quiet location.

Finally, he looks at the time and realises he his late to a meeting on another

building. He, once again, leaves his office and picks his mobile device from the

desk and continues using it with both hands and the stylus while walking towards

the other building. Nevertheless, even during this disruption and posture and

environment transition, he maintains the same interaction modality (e.g., both

hands and stylus) and continues to chat with his friend.

Figure 3.9, represents the same situations and activity in a composed schematic

that encompasses all the previous modular representations. It introduces the

transitions between all the contexts, highlighting the variables that mutated when

the persona/user moved from one contextual scenario to another. Each main sit-

uation, shown in each of the four pictures and previous figures (3.5; 3.6; 3.7;

and 3.8), is represented by a contextual scenario, interconnected with another
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Figure 3.8: Scenarios 4 and 1 and correspondent transition.

contextual scenario by transitions. The variables are used to characterise and

describe the details within each image that can be relevant to the interaction and

the overall usage experience. Naturally, the scenarios above are only an example

and can be more detailed and may contain whatever information the designer

finds pertinent.

The data conveyed by these representations can be posteriorly used to trans-

mit designers what was relevant while the user moved through contexts, what
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affected his/her behaviour and how that affected the way the user reacted.

Figure 3.9: Example of a composed scenario.
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3.4 Evaluation

To assess the validity of the Scenario and Context framework and its usefulness

as a design instrument, an evaluation trial was planned and executed. The trial

compared the results of the design process of a mobile user interface with and

without the use of the framework. Additionally, the framework was used by

several designers on case studies and design projects, which provided a qualitative

evaluation. These case studies and their results are also presented in this section.

3.4.1 Comparative/Quantitative Evaluation

In order to assess the framework’s impact on the design process and how it affects

its results, an evaluation session was conducted. The main goal was to compare

the results and amount of identified problems with and without using the frame-

work and the involved designer’s opinion on the framework’s influence on the

design process, at a very early stage.

3.4.1.1 Setup and Participants

During the evaluation sessions, two design problems were defined and a total

of sixteen participants was involved. The participants were grouped in teams

of two, resulting in a total of of eight teams. Three of the teams worked on the

design problems without any aids. These were the control groups. The remaining

five teams worked on the same design problems and were given the Scenario and

Context Framework as an aid. As all the participants had previous experience

with this type of challenge and work, only three control groups were selected,

allowing a larger group of participants to use the guidelines, providing more solid

results on their impact on the experience.

All the participants were post-graduation students in Computer Engineering,

had a degree on the same area and were specialising in diverse areas (e.g., Net-

works and security; Artificial Intelligence; Data Bases and Information Systems,

Human Computer Interaction). They were aged between 21 and 32 years old,

proficient in User Centred Design and had worked on several design projects
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(mostly academic), gathering requirements, designing, prototyping and evaluat-

ing interactive systems. The design problems were assigned randomly and each

team worked on only one problem.

3.4.1.2 Design Problems/Challenges

Problem 1 - Mobile Bartender

The first design problem required the participants to conceive a mobile ap-

plication for a PDA or Smartphone that would allow end-users to order drinks

and food on their mobile devices. The application was to be used within bars,

discos, restaurants, beach bars, etc.. Using it, users would be able to request

and pay an item (e.g., drink) remotely from their device while dancing or sitting

comfortably on a café (within diverse locations and settings). The request and

the user’s location is automatically sent to the bar service and the requested item

is delivered to the client personally by a human bartender.

In particular, designers were requested to focus on two specific tasks:

• Browse the various drinks that the bar offers.

• Select a drink, the desired amount, place and confirm a request.

Problem 2 - Digital Personal Trainer

The second problem targeted a different domain and set of issues. Here,

designers were challenged to design a mobile application for a mobile device (e.g.,

PDA, Smartphone, CellPhone) for professional athletes to use as their digital

personal trainer while training for the Olympic Games. The event for which

they were training was new and consisted of a set of three exercises. For the

first one, athletes repeated as many push-ups during one minute as possible. For

the second one they had to run a cross-country track for 20 minutes and cover

as much distance as possible. For the third exercise, athletes had to cover an

extension of 20 kms, on a mountain bike, taking the least possible amount of

time.

The mobile application was to be used to assist athletes during their prepa-

ration for such an event.

Once again, participants were required to focus two specific tasks:
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• Register the amount of completed push-ups during one minute.

• Define a user interface to control and register times and distances during

cross-road race and bike races.

3.4.1.3 Procedure

Every team (composed by two participants each) was given forty five (45) minutes

to analyse the problem and define as many requirements as possible within this

time. Participants that used the framework had 5 minutes to read a short doc-

ument describing the framework’s goals and guidelines. Material such as paper,

pencils and pens was given to each designer. At the end of their tasks, par-

ticipants completed, individually an assessment questionnaire. The evaluation

session took place at a University class room. The schedule was as follows:

1. (0h00m) Working desks are organised so that each team has one desk. All

the material was already available at each desk.

2. (0h00m) A paper describing the Scenario Generation Framework is provided

to the first 5 design teams as they enter the evaluation room.

3. (0h05m) The 3 remaining teams enter the evaluation room.

4. (0h06m) The procedure and the goals of the evaluation session were ex-

plained to all the participants simultaneously.

5. (0h08m) The design challenges are distributed to all the 8 teams randomly.

6. (0h48m) *The resulting requirements for each team are collected.

7. (0h49m) Questionnaires about the overall process are filled-in by all the

participants of the teams that used the Scenario Framework.

8. (0h48m) The paper describing the Scenario Framework is handed to the 3

other teams. They are given 5 minutes to get familiar with the guidelines

and suggestions.
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9. (0h53m) The 3 design teams that remained are given another 15 minutes

to add additional requirements.

10. (0h55m) The 5 design teams that used the framework are dismissed.

11. (1h08m) The last 3 set of requirements are collected.

12. (1h09m) The designers of the 3 remaining teams fill-in the questionnaires.

13. (1h15m) The remaining teams are dismissed.

*It is noteworthy that by the end of the initial 40 minutes, all the design

teams stated that they had found all the requirements that they could imagine.

If more time was available, none would add new requirements.

3.4.1.4 Results

The resulting data of the evaluation trial was assessed in two different ways.

Firstly, the amount of requirements that resulted from the session, for each team

was analysed. Secondly, the type and quality of the resulting requirements was

also analysed.

Table 3.1: Amount of requirements gathered by the 3 teams that did not use the
framework for the first part of the evaluation session (40 minutes).

As table 3.1 shows, during the first 40 minutes of the evaluation session, when

not using the framework, the three teams found 4, 7 and 11 requirements re-

spectively. At the end of these initial 40 minutes, participants were questioned
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whether they wanted more time or if they would add new requirements if they had

more time and all responded negatively. Most requirements that were gathered

during this stage, besides the requested features, referred to confirmation noti-

fications, the availability of history features, and the ability to reset or change

options. Nevertheless, all the teams included a contrast/brightness adjustment

requirement for their interfaces/applications.

However, as can be seen in table 3.1 the three teams added several require-

ments during the extra 15 minutes they had with the framework. Moreover, in

less than half the amount of time that was available during the first part of the

experience, the participants added half or more of the requirements than they

initially found. One team in particular added more requirements during the 15

extra minutes that during the previous 40 minutes, which leads to the conclusion

that, when using the framework, participants gathered more requirements during

less time.

The quality of the new requirements was once again analysed. Now, require-

ments were much more detailed and focused multimodalities, input options, the

inclusion of shortcuts, the option of enlarging font size or adjusting colours and

themes, earcons, warnings and the management of incoming calls during the

placement of orders.

Table 3.2: Results from the five teams that used the framework during the expe-
rience (amount of gathered requirements).
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Overall, besides the larger amount of requirements that all the participants

were able to find in a shorter amount of time, they were also able to add require-

ments that they had previously completely neglected. Although all the partici-

pants were satisfied with their results without using the framework, after using it,

the teams added requirements to their specifications and designs. Moreover, these

new requirements were much more detailed, diverse and focused on usability and

interface issues rather than functional details. Still, it is noteworthy that some

of the participants had limited experience with mobile interaction design and

the majority’s experience with design was gained from academic projects. Nev-

ertheless, even considering the limited experience, all the participants improved

their design specifications and were able to gather more requirements (most in a

shorter amount of time). This clearly shows that the techniques can be used for

experienced designers who are starting to develop to mobile devices but are also

especially useful to inexperienced designers who need guidance while starting a

mobile design project.

Regarding the second set of teams, table 3.2 shows that the amount of gath-

ered requirements was significantly larger than the three previous teams during

the initial 40 minutes. While the teams that did not use the framework gathered

an average of 7 requirements, the teams that used the framework since the begin-

ning gathered an average of 13 requirements. Furthermore, requirements, once

again, were focused on the user interface and usability, mentioning large button

sizes, layouts, tags, shortcuts, search fields, multimodalities, application specific

keypads with large digits, different themes, contrast adjustment, etc., which sug-

gests that the framework helped them to focus their attention on details that

pertain directly to the user experience while contemplating the locations and

contexts in which interaction would most likely take place.

Overall, based on the comparative results shown in tables 3.1 and 3.2 and on

the type and quality of the requirements, it is possible to conclude that the frame-

work had a very positive role on this initial stage of the design process, clearly

aiding the participants while analysing and gathering usability and functional

requirements.
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Table 3.3: Results from the questionnaires that were completed by the partici-
pating designers.

3.4.1.5 Designers’ assessment of the framework

Once all the participants provided their answers to the questionnaire that was

handed to them after the evaluation session, results were carefully analysed. As

table 3.3 shows, from the 16 involved participants, every one of them considered

the framework helpful while more than half (63.5 percent) thought that it saved

time. In particular, 25 percent strongly concurred with the time saving question.

Moreover, although most participants stated that they would have probably re-

membered all the dimensions and categories that the framework details, the vast

majority agreed that the framework allowed them to have scenarios that were

much more realistic and that it provided a much more detailed vision of the

future system’s usage. Still, it is noteworthy that although most participants

believed they would have remembered all the details and variables presented by

the framework, when utilising it, as the previous results have shown, they used
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and recollected them much faster.

Finally, despite the average results regarding the inclusion of transitions and

their impact on error detection, the framework was also praised for its easiness

to understand and use and for its help while defining personas for the scenarios

that were envisioned.

In summary, the overall opinion from the participants was clearly positive,

confirming the results from the comparative evaluation and the amount and qual-

ity of the gathered requirements.

3.4.2 Case Studies

Several design teams have used the Scenario and Context Framework and the

data gathering suggestions, presented in this chapter, while developing mobile

solutions on various projects (e.g., personal trainer; botanical assistant), on dif-

ferent domains, with diverse goals and end-users. Over the course of these design

activities, over 15 students and computer engineers and approximately 40 users,

with varied ages and backgrounds, were involved, conducting experiments on real

world settings and locations (figure 3.10). The following sections present two of

these case studies and how the contributions described in this chapter affected

the overall process and its outcome.

Figure 3.10: Examples of scenarios and settings that emerged from the frame-
work’s utilisation.
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3.4.2.1 Mobile Learning Tool

The first project in which the framework was applied aimed at creating a mo-

bile educational application. The goal was to provide students with educational

content and tests that could be used and completed while at school, at home or

ubiquitously.

The framework was used to define and select some scenarios which included

a set of details, derived from it, which needed to be taken into account while

designing the envisioned applications, each including various contexts. For in-

stance, for the first sessions, some scenarios were selected including settings such

as class-rooms, outdoors, campus corridors, buses, etc., and transitions between

these. Users were observed within these and the Experience Sampling Method

(ESM) was used to gather data whenever students could not be observed. On

some settings and experiences,evaluators were also located at strategic points to

directly observe the user.

Afterwards, other scenarios were generated and used, together with some stu-

dents, to understand how they acted while away from their school and teacher.

The main goal was to assess the influence of personal, social, cultural, and co-

operation issues on each context without disregarding dimensions that relate di-

rectly to the user and his/her behaviour. Accordingly, scenarios varied through

multiple instances containing different user positions while working (e.g., walk-

ing, standing, seating, etc); different social/cultural events and distractions (e.g.,

conversation, school, work, meetings, on the bus), with special focus on those

that could increase cooperation and a deeper engagement on the learning activi-

ties. Additionally, designers wanted to understand the students’ familiarity with

mobile devices and how they used their personal equipment at school or during

educational activities. This also permitted the understanding of user’s reactions

to transitions and subtle changes within contexts providing information on how

the applications should adjust and correspond to these behaviours.

To gather data in these situations, where users could not be observed or

followed, contextual questionnaires were distributed to users to be filled in-situ.

Users were requested to complete the questionnaires while accomplishing their

activities using their traditional means and procedures and to provide information
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on how, at that moment and on that location, a technological solution could

be helpful. Moreover, these suggestions and answers had to be followed by a

short description of the location and context in which the user responded to that

questionnaire. Here, once again, details that were relevant were already included

in the questionnaire through multiple-choice questions. This allowed designers

to focus the details that mattered but still contextualising what users should

provide. Moreover, by requesting that information while the user was working or

during a certain activity, the information about problems and suggestions of new

features and solutions was much easier to recollect. Here, instead of using generic

questionnaires, that could be filled through the internet or on any given time, this

technique gathered answers and data in-situ, relying on users to characterise the

environment in which they were, requesting information that designers needed

but also stressing the details that seemed important to the user at that point.

ESM questionnaires were once again handed for students to complete at known

and disruptive transitions (e.g., leaving school and entering the bus; exiting the

bus and entering home). These were pre-determined and suggested by the design-

ers and were adjusted through the various sessions and iterations of the process,

taking into account the results from the first responses and suggestions from

participants as well.

These initial data gathering sessions led to the identification of very interesting

issues. For example, designers were able to see that a large portion of students

was deeply attached to personal devices and used them for a wide variety of

activities (e.g., communicating with other students, listening to music, sharing

photos, playing games). This suggested that the students’ mobile devices would

probably be the most suited platform to support the integration of a new mobile

learning application. Additionally, designers noticed that students were extremely

expedite and fast typists on the numeric keypads and that the envisioned user

interface should capitalise on this ability.

Cooperation was also frequent although the vast majority of the students

rarely shared their device.

The data gathered with the questionnaires also suggested that different aged

students preferred different types of content and interaction modalities. Younger

students were keen to access more pictorial content while older students preferred
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detailed and searchable content. Finally, questionnaires that were completed at

home showed that even while doing home work, students were frequently using

their cell-phones, especially to support communication between each other when-

ever they had doubts. In fact, one of the students annotated that he wished he

had the teacher’s number so he could call him.

Globally, these findings helped to shape the mobile learning application (de Sá

& Carriço, 2009c) that resulted from this process. The final version of the tool

includes features for the customisation of content (e.g., text, audio, images), a

strong support to collaborative activities, the sharing of content and emphasizes

the work away from school. Regarding the latter feature, and based on suggestions

from the students, the tool equips teachers with the ability to configure help and

warnings that aim at replacing his/her presence when away from the student.

3.4.2.2 E-White Cane

The goal on this case study was to design a digital white cane for visual im-

paired users. Besides replacing the traditional cane, the digital one should in-

clude features to allow users to get information of their context while moving

around different locations, replacing or complementing the tactile feedback with

other alternatives and modalities. A team of three computer engineering stu-

dents (attending a Human-Computer Interaction Design course), familiar with

user-centred methodologies, worked on the problem during a total of two weeks

(one week for the data gathering and requirements assessment stage). Before

starting, all the students attended a short (30 minutes) tutorial on the guidelines

(e.g., framework and data gathering techniques) and read a paper describing the

main procedures.

During the experience, they were requested to use what they learned during

the tutorial and to use, when necessary, the procedures described in the paper.

Accordingly, the process started with the data gathering stage which followed

the methods and procedures that were explained at the beginning. As a starting

point, a short amount of scenarios was defined in order to initially drive design

and establish the main requirements for the new solution. Since the scenarios
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were based on and included most of the dimensions and concerns that were tar-

geted by the Scenario Generation and Context Selection Framework described

in this chapter, they covered a wide range of situations and variations. In order

to actually use the scenarios and selected locations and scripts, 6 end-users also

participated in the design process. Participants were selected based on their ages

and sizes (e.g., height) in order to represent a wide and diverse set of potential

users. Locations that were included in the scenarios and were used on some of the

simulations included busy subway stations, corridors full of obstacles, supermar-

kets and open locations in order to assess users’ needs and the way they used the

traditional cane. Additionally, tests without any support (e.g., traditional cane)

also took place. This was necessary since the end-users were only simulating

visual impairments (at the time it was not possible to involve visually impaired

users on the process) (de Sá & Carriço, 2008a).

To gather data on the settings that were selected, the experience sampling

method and diary studies were used. As previously explained, these methods rely

on the users to gather data, requiring them to annotate and register situations

where they feel that a solution could be used by describing their experience, the

problems that their faced and, if possible, suggesting features and requesting

functionalities that could aid them. Since designers wanted to gather as much

data as possible, these methods allowed them to conduct this data gathering

process through several days. Some of the sessions/scenarios were also observed.

To support the two data gathering techniques without adding an extra burden

to the (simulated) visually impaired users, these registries were recorded on dig-

ital devices that users carried along with them (e.g., audio recorder, cell-phone

with recording capabilities, PDA). No writing was required at any time. This

allowed users to record and register specific events, also providing a description

of the settings and background of the experience in-situ, without the need to

write or interrupt their current activity to do so. Moreover, since the recorders

could gather data continuously and the user’s voice/thoughts, users were asked to

keep providing information while walking. Overall, besides the requested infor-

mation about the situation, the settings and encountered difficulties, this allowed

designers to gather some information regarding transition between settings and

on how users’ behaviour and feelings changed while transiting from context to
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context. Furthermore, given the audio medium that was used for the majority

of the experiences, details such as the amount of background noise, the number

of surrounding people and the tone of the user while recording his/her thought-

s/answers were also recorded.

As a result from this process, particularly based on the used scenarios and

settings, several usability and functional requirements were found. Since users

were required to provide detail on what modalities would better suit their needs

at each location, what type of hardware equipment would be easier to use and

what features were especially useful, designers were able to identify a diverse set

of needs. The following are a few examples:

• The majority of users responded that they wanted a smaller and more

portable cane that could provide the same haptic feedback but comple-

mented with other information. As a complement most suggested the in-

clusion of audio cues and warnings. Based on these suggestions, the students

that were designing the cane, initially envisioned a small cane with infra-

red sensors and RFIDs and which included different vibration levels on the

cane (simulating the proximity and size of the obstacles). Additionally,

audio warning were also made part of the cane.

• Based on the tests that included transitions between quiet and noisy loca-

tions, designers were also able to notice that on the latter locations, most

warnings would probably pass unnoticed or, in other cases, would be audi-

ble by other users, which could raise issues for final users. The requirement

that emerged from this fact suggested that users should be able to choose

and configure private and non-private warnings, adjust the used modality

(audio, vibration) and be able to listen to the warning without that infor-

mation being listened by other people.

• According to some of the comments that users recorded on crowded loca-

tions, and whenever entering public transportations, the use of the second

hand was very intense, and at times, they also needed both hands to aid

them. Once again this should result on the design of a small cane that could

be kept and stored inside a pocket very easily and that could be handled
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and interacted with (e.g., for the various configuration options) by using

just one hand.

• Since some of the scenarios included shopping centres and supermarkets,

and the used questionnaires could be freely filled-in by users and promoted

user participation or suggestions, one user requested that the cane infra-red

sensor’s functionality should be extended to support bar-code reading and

provide information about products.

3.4.2.3 Summary

Overall, these two experiences showed that the data gathering process within

mobile settings and during the design of mobile applications/tools is achievable,

with better results than when only traditional techniques are used, by using

simple yet effective methods. Moreover, the used techniques relied on inexpensive

material (e.g., paper and pencil) or even on material that was owned by the users

(e.g., cell-phone to record audio). Once again, scenarios played an important role

by raising awareness to specific issues and dimensions that are prone to affect

mobile usability.

3.5 Summary, overall design implications and

resulting guidelines

In this chapter, one main contribution and a secondary contribution were pre-

sented.

The first addressed the need to define and select contexts and scenarios for

the design and evaluation of mobile applications and user interfaces. As mobile

applications must be experimented within realistic settings, or when designed

must take in consideration the multiplicity of contexts and settings in which they

will be used, the Scenario Generation and Context Selection framework that was

presented represents an aiding tool for designers working on mobile interaction,

highlighting paramount details and concerns and minimizing the necessary effort
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in the two targeted stages. To support it, a notation approach was also intro-

duced, aiming at complementing existing User Centred-Design maps and models

by providing means to represent context and its impact on utilisation and user

experience, thus serving as basis for the initial conceptual framing that guides

design. Further reading on this topic can be found on the following papers (de Sá

& Carriço, 2008a,b; de Sá et al., 2009b).

As a secondary contribution, the chapter stressed the need to gather data and

assess requirements within the realistic settings and scenarios that can be defined

by the Framework presented as the first contribution. It acts as a complement,

suggesting the means and procedures that can aid designers while capturing and

collecting information on the ubiquitous settings where design and evaluation

should take place. These methods facilitate data collection by relying on users to

gather data according to their needs but also guided by the designer’s questions.

Advantages arise from the ability to collect data without following the users and

without the use of expensive equipment at very early design stages, without any

developed prototype. Moreover, as users are free to provide the information

by themselves, these methods can drive design, allowing user participation and

promoting imagination for concepts and ideas that emerge on the contexts were

problems are faced. Additionally, since users can take notes, and register events

immediately while they occur, data is generally collected at the time of the event

or whenever requested, without the need for the user to recollect it during, for

instance, a posterior interview.

Since a large part of the data that was gathered did not require the designer’s

presence and direct observation, the entire procedure required less effort and

posed fewer problems to users’ privacy also providing less biased results. Also, it

allowed data to be gathered by a larger number of users throughout the various

iterations of each experience as it requires little guidance and close to none inter-

vention by the designers. A much larger number of participants and evaluation

sessions can take place, which simultaneously copes with erroneous data that can

be provided by some less-cooperative participants. More details on these experi-

ences are available on the following papers (de Sá & Carriço, 2008b; de Sá et al.,

2008a).
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Finally, both contributions were applied on several case studies, of which two

examples were presented, providing details on the used procedures and results

from those experiences.

In summary, from this chapter, the two experiences that were presented, and

other case studies that took place, the following general guidelines can be pre-

sented:

• Taking real world settings and contexts into account during the initial design

stages is crucial for the success of the design. The process and initial design

stages should be focused on this concern and taken out of the lab whenever

possible.

• The definition and selection of scenarios that address details that can affect

the usability of the solution and the user’s behaviour should be done and is

paramount to the subsequent data gathering process, also facilitating the

selection of proper and rich settings for design and evaluation.

• To gather data whenever direct observation is unachievable and when mo-

bility and multiple settings are involved, contextual questionnaires can be

provided to users. These should include questions that take into account

the user’s location, the environmental conditions, social context, etc.

• When completed in-situ, contextual questionnaires can provide information

about the surrounding environment and facilitate recollection about prob-

lems and issues that emerge while performing specific activities, composing

great tools for ubiquitous data gathering.

• The experience sampling method, commonly applied to the evaluation of

mobile applications, can also be used successfully to the initial data gath-

ering stages along with diary studies which offer a looser and open-ended

structure and, thus, gather different types of information.

• When necessary, data can be gathered with the aid of digital equipment

(e.g., voice recorders, cell-phones) providing a less intrusive method. More-

over, since it is easier to talk than write, users generally provide richer data

and more details. This approach also allows users to continue recording data
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while on-the-move, providing information even during transitions between

contexts and settings.

• The use of equipment also provides additional data on the user’s context

and location. For instance, cell-phones that have cameras can be used to

record or take pictures of settings or can be used to record noise levels

within certain locations.
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Chapter 4

Prototyping Requirements and

Techniques

Conducting prototyping sessions and developing early stage mockups during the

design of a particular software application and its user interface is clearly recog-

nized as a highly effective way to test design ideas and share visions, especially

with final users. It provides means to show what designers envision and to get

feedback without the cost of developing actual working solutions. Moreover, with

the aid of techniques such as the Wizard-of-Oz they can be used at the initial

stages of design to simulate actual usage experiences, promoting error detection,

shorter and more cost effective design iterations.

Naturally, the same principle applies to mobile devices. However, as previ-

ously debated, their characteristics, features, and the new usage paradigms that

they support require attention to details that are usually disregarded on fixed

systems. Moreover, traditional techniques often fail to support mobile design or

can provide erroneous results and require added effort to accomplish.

This chapter addresses these issues and aims at providing advice and sug-

gestions on how to take advantage of low-fidelity prototypes for mobile devices

and applications. It starts by explaining procedures and providing guidelines

on how to create low-fidelity prototypes followed by the evaluation experiences

that validated those procedures. Afterwards, it introduces guidelines on how to

utilise the low-fidelity prototypes on real world settings and on how to conduct
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in-situ evaluation sessions. Finally, case studies in which both prototyping and

evaluation techniques were applied are presented and results are discussed.

4.1 Prototyping Techniques

Through several years, low-fidelity prototypes have been used to materialise de-

sign visions, define concepts and gather feedback from users without engaging on

costly developing processes. To support these endeavours, researchers and prac-

titioners have developed the techniques that were discussed in this thesis’ related

work.

However, as it as been shown through the previous chapters, mobile devices

possess unique characteristics which introduce new usage paradigms that are sub-

stantially different from common fixed technology. As such, given their unique

features, and the already shown issues that emerge when traditional techniques

are applied, special care has to be taken while creating mobile low-fidelity proto-

types.

The use of typical prototyping techniques during the design of mobile applica-

tions reflects these issues by usually misleading users, hiding errors from designers

and, most importantly, by hindering the consequent evaluation process. In fact,

without the ability to evaluate low-fidelity prototypes, their value would be far

less significant to the design process. With this in mind, and considering recent

literature and the claims and lessons that have been debated within this thesis

so far, the prototyping and consequent evaluation stages, when used to design

mobile applications and user interfaces, must be taken out of the lab taking into

account the usage context at all times.

Nevertheless, as their name clearly states, low-fidelity prototypes are not sup-

posed to characterise in detail the final version of the software or product’s user

interface. Moreover, they are intended to be easy to build, very low-cost, easy

to replace and adjust during initial design stages and, at the same time, offer

the adequate support to mobile evaluation. Considering the previous comments

and facts, low-fidelity prototypes for mobile devices should meet the following

requirements:
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• Although they do not need to emulate exactly the final application, they

should provide a close resemblance in order to offer a realistic usage ex-

perience that conveys the design ideas and allows users to understand the

interaction concepts and issues.

• They should follow the device’s characteristics and features, but should not

include functionality, visual elements, fonts, etc., that can not be available

on the final result.

• They must be equally easy to build, low cost and adjustable.

• Ideally, mobile low-fidelity prototypes should allow designers, and possibly

users, to discern the user interface issues with those that are intrinsic to the

underlying technology and form factor.

Figure 4.1: A prototype emulating a Palm Tungsten T3.

This section describes some techniques for low-fidelity prototyping which con-

sider the added requirements and characteristics of mobile devices. It presents

experiences that took place during the design of several mobile systems and the
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lessons that emerged from that process. It details the prototypes that were used

through several projects, discusses how they were built and their advantages over

traditional ones, followed by a summary of the guidelines that can be applied to

other projects and solutions.

4.1.1 Frames and Sketches

As mobile devices have small screens, new interaction modalities (when com-

pared to desktop computers) and many times, mixed-modalities, if traditional

techniques are used, using only paper, post-its, etc., a wide range of usability

issues might be disregarded while users test them. Moreover, even for designers,

issues can be neglected as dimensions, size, and other details can pass unnoticed

while working on the sketches and user interface designs (de Sá & Carriço, 2006b,

2008b).

Accordingly, the experiences that led to the identification of such problems (de Sá

& Carriço, 2006b; de Sá et al., 2008a) have indicated that a careful distinc-

tion between the device prototypes and the application/UI prototype has to be

made (de Sá & Carriço, 2007a). This separation will allow designers to focus on

the design of the sketches but still be aware of the limitations and restrictions

posed by the devices.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of a low-fidelity prototype used to design a

software application for a Palm Tungsten T3 device. The frame was built in

such a way that its weight, size and overall form factor are very similar to the

actual device. It includes the same extension capabilities, the same screen size

and interaction possibilities. Still, the used sketches are independent and can be

created separately from the frame and (re)used at will by the designer.

However, this procedure, and the distinction between device and sketches/-

cards has its most positive influence on the evaluation stage, since it allows users

to interact with the sketches in the same manner as they would interact with the

software counterpart, holding the device and having a tangible idea of the usage

experience (e.g., keeping the frame inside a pocket, touching it with a stylus).

To facilitate this, as depicted in figure 4.1, the frame includes a slot where cards

can be easily and quickly inserted and removed, facilitating card replacement
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whenever needed. Naturally, this is also intended to facilitate the Wizard-of-Oz

experimentation of the prototypes since users can hold the device while the wiz-

ard, facing the user, can exchange sketches without interfering with the user’s

interaction and space.

Following the same notions, the design sketches should also reflect the user

interface and the available interactive elements in a realistic way, especially when

testing usability requirements instead of features and functional requirements.

Accordingly, sketches should be drawn with the same size of the device’s screen

using similar components and fonts to those available for a real device. This

provides users with a realistic idea of the interaction and allows designers to detect

flaws on the design (e.g., location or size of a particular button or graphic element)

that can be corrected even before the development stage starts. Furthermore,

creating the sketches with particular care to such details can even allow designers

to probe users regarding aesthetics, icons, and other user interface elements.

4.1.2 Representing Interaction modalities

Taking the interaction type of the actual device into account (e.g., if the device has

touch/screen or navigational keypad) while creating the frame also brings added

value. Besides, once again, offering a richer usage experience during evaluation,

it allows designers to detect preferred interaction modalities, usage patterns and

related problems.

For instance, to emulate a stylus, a pen or a pencil can be used, whereas for

a joystick or keypad, a small coloured drawing ping or a thumb tack can do the

job.

4.1.3 Creating the Frames

Common techniques and material are difficult to apply directly while prototyping

most mobile devices/applications. As previous experiences have shown (de Sá &

Carriço, 2006b; de Sá et al., 2008a), using low-fidelity prototypes that closely

resemble actual devices provides better results as it avoids misleading users and

offers a richer and more realistic user experience. Nevertheless, as already dis-

cussed,they must maintain the low-cost and easiness to build. Additionally, as
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Figure 4.2: A frame that has the same dimensions and size than a Siemens
PocketLoox device, built with rubber erasers and duck tape.

stated, the distinction between device and user interface should be explicit. These

requirements can easily co-exist if material is well chosen and care is taken to cre-

ate the adequate prototypes.

As previously mentioned, traditional prototypes are generally composed by

paper, cards, post-its, glue, etc. which allow for the representation of several

graphical elements and widgets (e.g., post-it for drop-down menu or button) and

their easy adjustment during simulated usage scenarios. However, here, only the

user interface is being represented. Naturally, this leads to incomplete usage

experiences resulting in the issues previously debated.

To overcome these limitations that traditional techniques entail, and to main-

tain the easy to use, easy to build approach that low-fidelity prototyping requires,

alternative material can be used to mock-up the devices as well as the user inter-

face and respective screens.

For instance, the prototype shown in figure 4.2 is composed by rubber erasers

and duck tape. To build it, the designer weighed the device to which he was
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prototyping and used about 6 rubber erasers that had approximately the same

weight as actual device (right side of figure 4.2). The designer used scissors

to shape the erasers with the adequate thickness and glued them together with

duck tape. The prototype is shown still in its development stage. Nevertheless,

the resemblance with the device that it emulates is clear. It took less then 30

minutes to build and includes a slot at the top where cards/screens for the user

interface can be easily inserted and kept. It is also noteworthy that the same frame

was posteriorly used to prototype and and design several other applications and

respective user interfaces.

The prototype shown in figure 4.1 is composed by a wooden material and

paper glued to it. It took about 40 minutes to create and is very similar to the

real device. It also includes a small opening on the top to keep sketches and

a plastic protection to simulate the touch sensitive screen. This last detail was

particularly interesting since it reflected light and hindered users’ ability to read

the contents of the sketches, almost like an actual device when used within bright

settings.

Besides the advantages regarding error detection and the realistic usage ex-

perience, these prototypes have other benefits as well. For instance, during some

of these experiences, and convinced by the advantages of using this approach, a

designer suggested that the actual device could be used as support for the low-

fidelity sketches. The idea was to place the sketches on top of the device instead

of building and using the rigid frames and mock-ups. Indeed, this would provide

a similar or, probably better effect. However, the designer only had two actual

devices. Contrastingly, during the preparation for the evaluation sessions that

followed the prototyping stage, a team of 3 designers was able to build 12 frames

in less than two hours.

Accordingly, using these frames instead of actual devices allows designers to

test their design concepts with larger amounts of users still keeping the design

costs low (e.g., handing 10 wooden prototypes to users, instead of 10 real devices).

Moreover, using this type of prototype brings the possibility for users to take the

prototypes home and interact with them away from designers without the need

to use their own devices (if they have any) or to purchase extra hardware and

minimising the consequence when a frame is broken or lost.
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4.1.4 Evaluation

The prototyping techniques and suggestions presented in this chapter were vali-

dated and tested through an evaluation session that aimed at comparing the ben-

efits or drawbacks of their utilisation when compared to traditional techniques

(figure 4.3). To achieve so, a group of designers agreed to participate on this

evaluation trial by elaborating prototypes for two design challenges, both with

and without the prototyping techniques.

The following sections describe the procedures and results of this evaluation

trial.

Figure 4.3: Participants were paired and worked on a design challenge during the
first 60 minutes of the evaluation session.

4.1.4.1 Setup and Participants

Throughout this evaluation trial, a group of 12 participants, divided into 6 teams,

of two participants each, was involved. Two of these teams (4 participants)

worked on the problems and created their prototypes without using the tech-

niques and suggestions presented in this chapter. The four remaining teams (8

participants) used these techniques while creating their prototypes. All the par-

ticipants were Computer Engineering post-graduation students (specialised in ar-
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eas such as Human-Computer Interaction, Artificial Intelligence, and Information

Systems) attending a mobile computing course.

Every participant was familiar with prototyping techniques and user-centred

methodologies and had participated on the design of several software tools, in-

cluding applications for mobile devices. Once again, this fact motivated the

utilisation of two control groups and four experimental groups in order to better

assess the impact of the proposed techniques and guidelines. Participants’ ages

varied between 22 and 32 years and there were participants from both genders in

two of the design teams, each from one group.

Figure 4.4: Participants working on sketches while testing them on one of the
frames.

Besides the participants that were requested to work on the problems and

create low-fidelity prototypes, a group of 14 end-users was also involved on the

process for the posterior evaluation of the resulting prototypes.

All the necessary material and tools used during the evaluation trial were

provided to the participants. Some of this material can be seen in figure 4.4. De-

signers that did not use the techniques were equipped with double board paper,

plain white-paper sheets, coloured paper sheets, post-its, glue, coloured pencils,

coloured pens and duck tape. Scissors, razors, rulers and erasers were also pro-

vided.
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Figure 4.5: Detail of sketches and a frame for a cell-phone.

Designers that used the techniques were equipped with the same material.

However, as the evaluation trial’s goal was to assess the impact of using these tech-

niques on the resulting user-interfaces and not the effort of creating the frames,

these were also provided to these four teams. The frames were created using

paper-clay, costed less then a litter of milk each and took approximately 20 min-

utes to build. Their dimensions and weight were extremely close to the original

devices, as was their look and feel.

Three different types of frames were used. The first, shown in figure 4.4

emulated a Fujitsu-Siemens PocketPC (see figure 4.2 on the right for the actual

device). The second frame emulated a Nokia cellphone (figure 4.5) and the third

frame a Hewlett-Packard smart-phone. Each team had two identical frames, one

for each designer.

4.1.4.2 Design Problems/Challenges

The design problems and challenges used in this evaluation session were the same

challenges presented in section 3.4.1.2, page 94. However, for this test, different

participants were involved and were requested to design the user interface for the

selected tasks.
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Figure 4.6: Resulting Prototype for the first group that did not use the techniques.

4.1.4.3 Procedures

Teams, with and without the techniques and frames, had 60 minutes to work on

their prototypes. The teams that used the techniques read a short tutorial with

the guidelines and their goals during around 5 minutes before the test started.

All the material was already available at each desk.

After the initial 60 minutes, designers were given 10 minutes to duplicate

their prototypes so that two users could test each design simultaneously. After-

wards, the 14 end-users were invited into the evaluation room and were distributed

through the various design teams. Each designer provided a short introduction

of their tool and design to the end-user and afterwards, the end-user was re-

quested to complete the two tasks that each challenge focused (figure 4.8). Once

the end-user had completed the tasks, s/he could test another prototype from

another team. Every end-user interacted with all the prototypes. This short pro-

totype experimentation and evaluation took place at the same evaluation room

and lasted about 30 minutes. As the participants had little time available for the

entire evaluation trial (2 hours), evaluation tests had to be conducted within the
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Figure 4.7: Second prototype created without the techniques.

same location.

Before the evaluation session ended, designers and end-users completed, in-

dividually and anonymously, an assessment questionnaire on the process for the

former and on the resulting prototypes for the latter group. The evaluation ses-

sion took place at a University class room. Events occurred in the following

order:

1. (0h00m) Working desks are organised so that each team has one desk. All

the material was already available at each desk.

2. (0h00m) A paper describing the prototyping techniques is provided to the

first 4 design teams as they enter the evaluation room.

3. (0h05m) The 2 remaining teams enter the evaluation room.

4. (0h06m) The procedure and the goals of the evaluation session were ex-

plained to all the designers simultaneously.

5. (0h08m) The design challenges are distributed to all the 6 teams randomly

and they start to work.
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Figure 4.8: End-user interacting with one of the prototypes that was created
without the use of techniques. The designer, on the right, is annotating some of
the errors that were found.

6. (1h08m) The designers are instructed to stop working on their prototypes.

7. (1h09m) Designers are requested to duplicate their cards/screens/sketches.

8. (1h19m) After all the sketches are duplicated, 14 end-users are distributed

through the various design teams and start to interact with the prototypes.

9. (1h49m) Questionnaires about the resulting prototypes were handed to each

user, after all of them had finished interacting with the prototypes.

10. (1h49m) Questionnaires about the design process and the used guidelines

are given to each designer that used the prototyping techniques.

11. (1h59m) The end-user questionnaires are collected and the 14 end-users are

dismissed.

12. (1h59m) The designers’ questionnaires are gathered and they are dismissed.

The entire evaluation session was filmed for posterior analysis.
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4.1.4.4 Results

The results of this evaluation trial focused three main concerns. First, the quality

of the resulting prototypes and their adequateness to the following evaluation

procedures. Secondly, the designer’s assessment of the guidelines’ utility and

impact on the prototyping and design process . Finally, the end-users’ opinion on

the resulting prototypes, the evaluation and their participation on the process.

Resulting Prototypes

The prototypes that resulted from the evaluation were looked at in two dif-

ferent perspectives.

The first analysis aimed at assessing the overall design of the user interface,

its feasibility and usability, based on the resulting sketches. Here, results were

balanced, as sketches created with and without the techniques were relatively

well designed and were based on existing components and features for mobile

devices. Usability wise, most followed basic design and usability principles such as

providing only the necessary information to the user, limiting user input, offering

the option to undo a selection, etc..

These similar results between prototypes/sketches can be explained by the

design challenges, which focused only two tasks; by the amount of time that

was provided; and by the previous experience that all the designers had with

mobile devices and mobile application design. Also, within their mobile com-

puting course, design guidelines and usability principles for mobile devices were

discussed. Nevertheless, as seen in, for instance, figure 4.7, the size of the sketches

and used components of the control group (that did not follow the guidelines)

was significantly larger than what real devices can accommodate and significantly

larger than the sketches that were developed with the guidelines (see figure 4.4

for example). Additionally, regarding user preference, most end-users commented

that they preferred the designs and user interfaces created for the realistic proto-

types.

Regarding the second perspective, the sketch/prototypes’s adequateness to

the following evaluation sessions, results were somewhat different. As shown in

figures 4.6 and 4.7, the size of the prototypes is unrealistic and posed issues
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Figure 4.9: End-user testing a prototype of the virtual bartender on a smart-
phone frame.

to the evaluation and natural interaction with them, during evaluation with end-

users. For instance, as depicted in figure 4.8, and even though the first prototypes

(created without the techniques) had a relatively small design, users interacted

with it while it was placed on top of the working desk and were unable to use it

while standing or walking, since it was so fragile and difficult to manipulate and

hold with just one hand.

For the second prototype, problems were even more noticeable. As illustrated

by figure 4.7, usage simulation with the prototype occurred only when the proto-

type was placed on top of the desk and was controlled by the designer. Simulating

interaction with the prototype with only one hand was impossible. In fact, users

only pointed out their selections and it was the designer who handled and inter-

acted with the prototype.

Contrastingly, the sketches that were developed following the guidelines and

using the frames were much more realistic. As seen in figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.9 and 4.10,

the size of the cards created by the participants matched the size of the device’s
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Figure 4.10: User testing the digital personal trainer user interface on an HP
smartphone while the designer acts as the Wizard-of-Oz and changes the cards.

screen. Moreover, used components, font size and the amount of the information

presented in each screen was also in accordance with the device’s screen estate,

allowing users to comment on the readability of the content, the amount of content

per card, icon size, etcetera.

Additionally, as expected, as evaluation took place, users were able to interact

with the sketches and prototypes without restrictions, holding the frames and

using them as if they were actual devices. In fact, as shown in figure 4.10 the

user is actually using the device/prototype’s different interaction modalities (e.g.,

keyboard, touch-screen).

In comparison, and as depicted in figure 4.11, the prototypes that were created

with the techniques (on the left) were much closer to possible software solutions

than the ones that were created without the techniques (on the right). Just by

handing the frame to designers, their natural reaction was to design the sketches

and work on their problems with accurate details which conveyed a much better

image of the final solution, having spent the same amount of time. Finally, during

the entire design process, the amount of final sketches was much larger for the

teams that used the techniques. The teams that did not use the techniques had

to create several different sketches before deciding upon an actual solution and
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Figure 4.11: Detail of the various prototypes and sketches that were developed
by the designers with (on the left) and without (on the top right) the techniques.
On the bottom right, all the prototypes and sketches placed together.

working on it. This resulted in time loss and fewer final sketches with less detail.

This is particularly important since the final sketches were never better than

those created with the techniques.

However, one can argue that limiting the design to a screen size is a bad design

option and procedure. Still, taking into account that similar device classes (e.g.,

PDAs) albeit having different screens, their size if fairly similar and when it is not,

screen estate depends mostly on the screen’s resolution which is generally the same

on most devices from the same class. Furthermore, limiting the design choices

(e.g., amount of information per screen, font size) to the size of a smartphone and

posteriorly adjusting it to a PDA with a larger resolution is a simpler problem

to solve. Even the inverse situation, adjusting it to a smaller cellphone, is far

simpler than adjusting it from a full letter sized paper sheet prototype.

Designers’ Assessment

As the target audience for the prototyping techniques and guidelines, the de-

signers’ assessment of the benefits and usefulness of using such techniques was a
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major concern of this evaluation trial. In order to get their opinions, question-

naires were handed to them and completed at the end of the trial session.

As seen in table 4.1, the overall opinions were very positive. When inquired

if the guidelines and techniques facilitated the design of the User Interface and

the sketching process, 37.5 percent concurred and another 37.5 percent strongly

agreed that the guidelines were beneficial for the design and sketching process.

Only 2 of the 8 designers (25 percent) thought that the guidelines probably did

not facilitate the sketching process. These positive results are emphasized by the

amount and quality of sketches that the participants were able to create during

the same amount of time, when compared to the participants that did not use

the techniques.

Table 4.1: Results from the questionnaires completed by the 12 participating
designers.

Regarding the results of the prototypes, all the students that were designing

agreed that the techniques helped to convey a better image of the final system

as they envisioned it. In particular, once again, 37.5 percent of the designers

strongly agreed with this fact.

Similarly, from the 8 designers, 4 of them (50 percent) had a strong conviction

that the techniques facilitated the evaluation of the prototypes. On this topic,

37.5 percent were also convinced of the positive influence of the techniques on

the evaluation of the prototypes and only one designer (12.5 percent) disagreed
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with the it. This shows that almost ninety percent of the participants believed

that evaluation was easier using these prototypes.

Finally, 37.5 percent of the participants thought that the guidelines were very

easy to understand, the same percentage thought they were easy to understand

while 25 percent were indifferent. In total, 75 percent had no trouble in under-

standing the techniques and guidelines.

Globally, on all the questions, the majority of the participants felt that the

techniques had a positive impact on the prototyping process and brought advan-

tages to the evaluation of the same prototypes. In fact, in all the questions, a

large percentage was very pleased with the guidelines’ usefulness and the results

that emerged while utilising them. These results are particularly interesting since

all the participants had previous experience (although limited) with user centred

design methodologies and with designing mobile applications and yet, still felt

that the guidelines helped them during the process.

End-users’ Assessment

To understand whether the prototypes created with the guidelines and using

the frames were also preferred by final users, and since all the end-users interacted

with all the prototypes, questionnaires were also responded by the fourteen end-

users.

From these questionnaires, and as presented in table 4.2, it was possible to

conclude that 57 percent of the end-users felt that the separation between the

device (emulated by the frames) and the user interfaces (sketched on the cards)

was positive. Additionally, 21 percent thought that this separation was very

useful while only one user (7 percent) did not agree. Two users (14 percent) were

undecided. Besides the previous comments on the ability to freely interact with

the prototypes and on the richer usage experience, these results, 78.5 percent of

positive answers, clearly show that end-users also feel that the distinction between

the user interface and the device brings added benefits to the evaluation process.

The majority of the involved end-users (64 percent) also responded that when

compared to traditional prototypes, the prototypes built with the techniques,

provided a better perspective of the designer’s vision. From this percentage, 14

percent, equivalent to two end-users, strongly agreed with this fact. However,

the same percentage did not concur that the realistic prototypes allowed them
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Table 4.2: Responses from the end-users regarding their assessment of the proto-
types and evaluation session.

to see more clearly the designers vision, while three end-users, a still significant

percentage (21 percent) felt indifferent. Nevertheless, globally, results were, once

again positive.

Contrastingly, all the end-users thought that the techniques and used pro-

totypes, when compared to traditional ones, made it much easier to understand

and to imagine the working system. One possible explanation for the discrepancy

between the results for these two questions is the short amount of time that each

designer had to describe his/her vision of the system before end-users started

to complete their tasks. Regarding the impact on the evaluation process, 78.5

percent of the end-users thought that the used techniques and the prototypes

facilitated the evaluation session while only one end-user (7 percent) thought

otherwise. Two of the end-users had no opinion.

The final question, inquired end-users whether the used techniques and result-

ing prototypes promoted their participation (e.g., questioning the designer, sug-

gesting new features and other design alternatives) during the evaluation process.
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Interestingly, once again, every end-user responded positively (78.5 percent) or

had no opinion (22.5 percent). In fact, during the analysis of the footage that was

gathered throughout the evaluation trial, it was noticeable that during some of the

short evaluation sessions, some end-users also tried to create their own sketches,

showing designers their alternatives to the design they were testing.

4.2 Ubiquitous Evaluation Techniques

Complementing the aforementioned procedures to create low-fidelity prototypes,

the corresponding evaluation procedures must also be updated in order to take

advantage of them. Particularly, it is essential to emphasize the importance of

context and location while evaluating mobile applications (de Sá & Carriço,

2008b). In fact, as already discussed, prototypes of various fidelities are usually

tested on controlled settings and fictitious scenarios retracting from the evalua-

tions sessions and preventing the detection of some usage errors. This lab-based

testing is generally a consequence of the difficulties in finding adequate locations

(already addressed on Chapter 2) and most importantly, on the demanding ac-

tivities and lack of guidelines on how to perform and use prototyping techniques

while on the field. Having a designer carrying post-its, paper sheets and cards

while testing a solution, simulating the system and observing the user out of the

lab can become cumbersome and is hardly a realistic test. Additionally, much

alike the data gathering stage, following users around and applying techniques

such of the Wizard-of-Oz besides requiring added efforts, often poses problems

regarding privacy settings and user agreement. Naturally, these last issues are

also noticeable during posterior evaluation stages, when evaluating software-based

prototypes or even final solutions.

The following sections introduce a set of techniques and recommendations

on how to engage on the evaluation process on mobile settings, coping with the

challenges that affect data gathering at early stages, with low-fidelity prototypes,

and final stages, with software-based prototypes.
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4.2.1 Using Low-Fidelity Prototypes

As already shown, the introduction of new low-fidelity prototyping techniques,

utilising rigid materials and closely resembling actual devices has a positive in-

fluence on the evaluation as well. Besides providing a richer image of the final

solution and allowing users to grasp the concept and have a tangible experience,

these realistic prototypes also facilitate in-situ, field evaluation sessions. As they

can be carried along by users, kept inside pockets and used as actual devices, they

endow designers and users to conduct evaluation out of the lab, which has been

clearly demonstrated to provide better results than lab-based evaluation (de Sá

& Carriço, 2006b; Duh et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2006). The rigid structure

offers support to writing on the sketches, taking annotations, and using the ESM

technique. With this in mind, requesting users to interact with prototypes within

natural settings and realistic scenarios has strong advantages over controlled test-

ing and can be applied if the proper prototypes and used techniques are adjusted

accordingly.

However, unlike during the requirement assessment stage, where designers

observe or talk with users, here, their presence is usually required to act as the

system, besides gathering usage information or detecting usability issues, which

introduces even more issues that those that affect data gathering even before the

prototyping stage.

4.2.1.1 Self Wizard-of-Oz

To overcome the need to follow end-users, these must play an active role and act

and simulate the system by themselves. Although far from a perfect solution,

this approach has been used successfully in several studies (de Sá & Carriço,

2008b; de Sá et al., 2008a) and is far better than avoiding mobile evaluation at

all. In those situations, when compared to carrying letter sized cards to simulate

a mobile device, realistic prototypes, which can be handled with one hand, have

clear advantages as they can even be used and tested without a second person to

act as the system, ergo without the designer’s presence.

Since the user can interact with the device while exchanging the cards and

screen by him/herself, designers can, when necessary, rely on users to test the
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low-fidelity prototypes even while away. To facilitate this, cards and screens can

be tagged or numbered, providing hints on how to order them and a sequence for

end-users to follow when simulating the system while alone. Naturally, the goals

and typical Wizard-of-Oz procedures have to be explained. This procedure, once

again, will naturally depend on the user’s ability to engage on the process and

on the veracity of the provided data. However, this problem is also present on

several other evaluation techniques which are widely used (e.g., questionnaires,

user surveys).

Moreover, as the previous studies showed, realistic prototypes, which can be

used in the field, promote user participation and engagement on the evaluation

process. When used in concert with numbered screens and procedures such as

the self Wizard-of-Oz, they can also be used for contextual card-sorting.

Far from being a ideal solution, the self Wizard-of-Oz is, nevertheless, a valid

attempt to gather information and to allow users to freely interact with low-

fidelity prototypes out of the labs. This can sometimes be the only option as

some situations are inaccessible to designers.

4.2.1.2 Contextual Card-Sorting

Contextual card-sorting builds on some of the results from the previous section.

As users interact with the prototypes on realistic settings and within the context

where they will most likely use the final application; and taking into consider-

ation that usage and navigation patterns change according to specific contexts,

requesting users to sort cards and screens according to their preference on realistic

locations is also a way to gather usability requirements, detect issues or under-

stand what type of adaptations or customising options are adequate for the user

interface and software. Navigational constraints or work flows can be adjusted

to specific scenarios or at least arranged in order to mitigate the requirements of

most scenarios.

To achieve so, if cards are numbered, designers can request users to annotate

the sequence that they follow to achieve a particular goal, registering the set-

tings in which that sequence was used. Alternatively, if equipped with different

coloured pens or pencils, the sequences can be annotated with different colours

depending on the settings or activities that they target, composing usage logs.
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4.2.1.3 Analog usage logs

Besides using colours to annotate sequences and for contextual card-sorting, these

techniques can also be used to create more detailed usage logs. For instance, if

users are instructed to accomplish a particular task using only a red pen and

another colour to accomplish a second task, actually tapping the screen/card

(e.g., for touch screen devices), designers will be able to see the user’s usage

behaviour while completing both tasks. The same procedure can be applied to

trace users’ accuracy while in different postures. For example, the user might

interact with the sketches using a green pen while seated and a orange pen while

walking. Just by reviewing the sketches and locations of the taps and points on

the sketches, or the quality of the writing, designers can detect if the user had

difficulty while pressing a button or selecting an entry from the list.

With well defined scripts and properly selected settings (which can be com-

posed with the help of the Scenario and Context Framework), these procedures

can be used for different locations, users, situations or any other context vari-

able that designers want to study, without having to follow the user or actually

witnessing interaction take place.

4.2.1.4 Participatory Design and Probing

As shown by the results of the evaluation tests with the rigid prototypes, users

feel more engaged and enthusiastic when the usage experience is more realistic.

During real-world evaluation sessions, designers can also capitalise on this fact.

As suggested for the data gathering and requirement analysis stage, users can also

provide crucial data and extremely valuable solutions when faced with problems

and issues during their interactive experience with the prototypes. Accordingly,

instead of providing suggestions and their opinions, while using low-fidelity pro-

totypes, and because of their low-cost, users can actually draw, adjust and create

their own sketches on-the-spot and on-the-fly, testing them immediately as they

emerge.

The rigid frames and realistic prototypes have, once again, strong advantages

when compared to traditional paper-only low-fidelity prototypes. As they are

composed by a rigid structure, where cards are placed and stored, and which
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users can grab and use as an actual device, they offer a better support to editing,

annotating and all the above mentioned procedures when done outside the lab.

In summary, all the described techniques, although limited and at times awk-

ward, can be used at very early stages, without any costs and often even without

the designers presence and still provide useful results and information. Under-

standing accuracy levels, icon locations, usage patterns and other essential details

at such an early stage, with such elementary techniques, is possible and will nec-

essarily provide benefits to designers working on mobile interaction design and

usability.

Still, this information is confined to some details as it does not show users’

reactions, and the detail about context is limited to what users provide. Also,

it requires added effort from end-users which is a difficult issue to overcome.

Accordingly, alternative or complementing means and techniques should focus on

providing richer data that can be collected with less effort. The following section

addresses some of these issues and introduces possible solutions.

4.2.2 Mobile Video Kit

In order to capture richer data while conducting evaluation on the field, and to

overcome the issues that affect such endeavours (e.g., following users, privacy

issues, available techniques), new alternatives have to be used. Still, at early

stages, with low-fidelity prototypes, expensive material can rarely be used and

automatic logging mechanisms require working software and can not be used.

This problem was felt throughout several design projects that were conducted

during the studies that led to this thesis. Even with the techniques described in

the previous sections, in some situations, more data was required which provided

a richer image of what users did and how they reacted to specific details, especially

when moving from one context to another.

Accordingly, and given the limited budget, it was necessary to use material

commonly available at home or at the lab (see figure 4.12). The solution that

emerged was a mobile video capturing kit, composed by a common backpack,

a small laptop, a common web camera and a cap. Figure 4.12 depicts the used
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Figure 4.12: Mobile Video Kit composed by a backpack, a laptop, a web camera
and a cap.

material on several experiences where even software prototypes were tested; hence

the PDA.

On the first kit that was used (figure 4.13), the laptop was stored inside the

backpack and the web cam was connected to the laptop. As shown in figure 4.13

the camera was placed on the user’s shoulder. It pointed at the average height to

which users’ held their device while using it. This position was established after

several tries with different users on various positions/postures. Placed in that lo-

cation, it also followed the user’s movement, providing information regarding the

direction to which the user was moving and the objects that were in his/her way.

However, experiences showed that, although the kit captured a lot of information

regarding context, most of the video failed to show how the user interacted with

the device, especially on outdoor settings, where users tend to put the devices

closer to their eyes because of the light and reflections on the screen or when sat

down, as posture changes drastically. Because of this problem, on the following
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experiences, a second arrangement was tried.

Figure 4.13: First version of the video kit with the camera mounted on the user’s
shoulder.

The second kit used the same material. However, now, the camera was placed

on the user’s head, attached to the user’s cap and pointing directly at his/her

hands (figure 4.14). With this new kit, the camera followed the direction of the

user’s gaze even when s/he looked elsewhere (figure 4.15). Accordingly, besides

capturing most of the user’s interaction with the device (whenever the user looked

at the device while using it) the kit also captured information about the context

such as interruptions for conversations or obstacles. It also allowed to see when-

ever the user interacted with the device without looking at it or what his/her

attention was focused on.

Overall, using material widely available at most labs or even at home, one can

capture extremely rich and relevant usage information during ubiquitous activities

and outdoor settings without following users.
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Figure 4.14: Second version of the video kit with head mounted camera.

4.2.2.1 Audio and Think Aloud

Besides allowing designers to actually see what the user is doing without following

him/her, and since the used web cam also captures sound, the kit also allowed

designers to hear what surrounded the user. Naturally, this information is also

essential since it provides information on whether audio-based modalities (e.g.,

audio warnings, speech recognition) can be used in a variety of settings. The

audio can also show whether the user is surrounded by people, engaging on a

conversation, etcetera.

These audio capturing capabilities entail yet another set of advantages. In or-

der to mitigate the users’ effort in providing data by completing contextual ques-

tionnaires or writing down their thoughts and problems on diary studies forms

and ESM, users can now use the same methods but providing the information

orally. Moreover, methods such as think aloud can also be used, providing de-
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Figure 4.15: Images captured by the second mobile video kit.

signers information on the user’s goals and the actions that s/he takes to achieve

those same goals. Furthermore, as users can speak instead of writing, less inter-

ruptions are required and their activities assume a more natural flow, marking

once again, another step towards a more realistic usage experience.

4.2.2.2 Remote Monitoring

When using the mobile video kit within locations with available wireless networks

(e.g., university campus, museums, schools), remote monitoring is also possible. If

the used laptop, stored inside the backpack, is Wi-Fi enabled, and has a messaging

application installed, it can be used to send, in real time, the footage that is being

captured. For instance, figure 4.16 shows footage captured remotely. Here, the

user was interacting with a low-fidelity prototype while walking around a building

and annotating the number of fire extinguishers (for a fire fighters inspection

tool) and the designer was remotely monitoring the user through a messenger
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application.

Figure 4.16: Remote monitoring with the mobile video kit and a messaging ap-
plication.

With recent advances, laptops and the less expensive netbooks are increas-

ingly being equipped with GSM and other communication capabilities which will

further extend the ability to remotely monitor users while they interact with

the prototypes in real settings, without any expensive equipment or any paid

software.

4.3 Case Studies

To further validate the prototyping techniques and test the evaluation guidelines

proposed in the previous section, these were used on the design of several ap-

plications for mobile devices by three teams of students and designers. Each

team received a tutorial on the techniques (around 1 hour) and a short document
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(5 pages) with the main guidelines and some examples. The following sections

present three examples of these case studies.

4.3.1 Case Study 1 - Digital White-Cane

The first prototyping experience took place during the design of the digital white

cane mentioned in the previous data gathering chapter. In this project, in order

to show final users the design concept and to support in-situ evaluation, a low-

fidelity prototype of the digital cane was built. A final version of this prototype

can be seen in figure 4.18. The primary goal was to allow users to interact with it

and to offer a hands-on experience that could provide user feedback regarding the

envisioned tool as well as the software and functionalities that would be included

on it. The prototype was created using paper, glue, a lighter’s wheel to strike the

spark (i.e., ferrocerium) and a strap. To support the audio warnings that were

issued to the user and to meet the privacy requirements that were established

during the data gathering stages a Bluetooth headset was also created (figure

4.17).

The low-fidelity cane was then handed to several end-users that tried to re-

enact their usual behaviour while walking within a furnished room and a corridor.

Moreover, to test the prototype on realistic settings, end-users tried to use it on

the same scenarios that were used for the data gathering stages. Accordingly,

the prototype was used on a busy subway station, on a supermarket and several

other locations.

The combined use of the rigid prototype and the realistic scenarios allowed the

design team and end-users to detect several problems that needed to be solved.

The size of the cane was adjusted in order to easily fit in users’ pockets. This

was noticed while entering the subway, where users needed to grab themselves in

order to maintain balance and needed to quickly store the cane. Moreover, it was

noticed that using the cane on busy settings, where bumps occurred occasionally,

the cane’s strap needed to be adjustable so it could be tightened and it would

not fall.

New functionalities also emerged from these experiences on the field. For

instance, while walking within noisy locations or when talking with friends, users
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Figure 4.17: Low-fidelity prototype for the digital cane and bluetooth earpiece.

did not want to be disturbed by auditory warnings through the Bluetooth headset.

Accordingly, the cane was updated in order to also vibrate whenever a warning

or new information was available.

Globally, the entire experience was greatly appreciated by end-users which

became very excited with the possibility of using such a tool.

The design team was also very pleased with the ability to see how their concept

would be used and to correct errors in such a early stages without costs involved.

4.3.2 Case Study 2 - Personal Assistant for the Elderly

The main goal for this tool was to develop a personal assistant and friendly

companion to support the elderly while at home on various tasks. The tool

should be mobile, allowing users to carry it with them when walking around their

houses but should also be usable while fixed on a specific location.

The initial stages followed the updated data gathering techniques that were
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Figure 4.18: Final Low-Fidelity prototype of a digital white cane. The strap is
adjustable and the tip includes an infra-red sensor that detects distance and reads
bar-codes. The wheel on the centre allows users to select different options and to
control the cane.

addressed on the previous section. Once that data was analysed and design ideas

started to be developed, the prototyping stage took place. While prototyping

the application, and in order to provide users with a realistic experience and

overview of the various design ideas, overcoming the problems mentioned in the

related work, a frame was created using double board paper and staples and had

about the same weight and size of a small PDA (figure 4.19). This prototype is

an updated version of the initial one which was larger and heavier and caused

problems for older users while holding it, as initial tests demonstrated. The screen

was also smaller on the first version.
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Figure 4.19: Prototype for the mobile companion on the left and dock/charging
station on the right.

The frame had a small opening on the top, which allowed the sketched cards

(screens) to be switched very easily. It took about forty minutes to build. Even

so, it allowed users to have an accurate notion on the device and interaction

techniques that they would use. By providing an actual solid artefact/prototype

instead of only a set of cards, users were able to have a tangible experience,

grasping details that would not have been visible with a traditional approach.

Furthermore, it was quickly noticeable that this procedure and the resulting frame

allowed the detection, and consequent correction, of a set of UI problems that

would not have been found using just cards. For instance, buttons on the top

of the screen had to be moved to the bottom for easier access during one hand

operation. Also, buttons and lists that extended to, or were placed near, the

borders of the screen were difficult to read and interact with, especially by older

users. These problems would probably pass unnoticed if designers had used only

paper and post-its as prototypes. Moreover, it was noticeable that users had

problems while reading some of the information. Accordingly, an avatar that was

able to speak was included on the final prototype, as shown in figure 4.20.

This rigid frame and the realistic prototyping techniques also provided addi-

tional benefits. Using it, users were able to test the applications while walking
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Figure 4.20: The prototype has an opening on the top where cards/sketches can
be inserted.

from one place to another, switching screens at will. This showed that the size

of some components that were used when the user was walking, which was a

common situation in some tasks (e.g., taking notes or checking the agenda while

walking from one room to another), needed to be larger because of the lower

accuracy in this position. Additionally, the stand shown in figure 4.19 was also

created so that the device could be charged but still remain easily readable and

usable for emergency situations. It allowed users to understand that the charging

process would be simple and easy to accomplish, which was a major concern from

some users as they were not used to handle mobile technology. This also showed

that an emergency icon, and a list of large sized numbers should be always easily

available.

Overall, the use of the rigid frame allowed users to have a realistic idea of

the design concept which, consequentially, provided the design team with much

richer information regarding their satisfaction towards the solution that was being

developed and facilitated the detection of usability issues at very early stages.
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4.3.3 Case Study 3 - Mobile GPS

During the early evaluation of various applications, including the previously men-

tioned digital white cane, the context and settings of use proved to be of extreme

importance. With the developed prototypes, users were able to carry the design

concept with them to simulated and real situations. These findings led to the

experimentation of another evaluation session but using different prototypes in

more adverse situations. These procedures were applied to the design of a GPS

application that was being developed targeting mobile devices. The application

was directed to users that needed to carry a mobile device along with them during

their daily lives (e.g., traditional use of the GPS) with particular focus to highly

physical activities (e.g., jogging, cycling, driving).

Figure 4.21: Prototyping frame and sketches for the mobile GPS.

To test the GPS application users carried the sketches and prototype with sim-

ulated applications (figures 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23) from one place to another, using

them and exchanging them as needed during their activities. Besides evidenc-
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ing some design problems that could occur, the ubiquitous evaluation sessions

promoted participatory design, allowing users to engage actively on the process.

In fact, most of the innovations appeared when testing the prototypes on real

situations and scenarios. Since the frameworks were handed to users and they

were free to use the prototypes whenever desired, most of the users involved in

the process stated that whenever awkward design choices were found or whenever

they thought there was a better solution, it was easier to immediately draw and

annotate their idea. Here, the rigid frame that was used was also helpful, allow-

ing users to easily write or draw on the cards or even create new ones without

compromising the overall feeling of the prototype and experience.

Figure 4.22: The used frame closely resembles the actual device.

To gather information regarding user activities while using the prototypes in-

situ and to avoid following users around, end-users were also requested to use

different colours for different tasks that they tried to accomplish while using the

prototype (coloured pens were used in replacement of the usual stylus and/or

fingers). The same procedure was suggested for different contexts and locations.

By using specific colours for specific tasks or contexts, the design team was able

to detect problems that occurred in each of those contexts or activities. For

instance, users were asked to use the red and blue colours for activities that were
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accomplished while walking. The sketches that were later returned to designers

and that were marked with red paint clearly showed that users had lower accuracy

towards buttons and that these needed to be enlarged (figure 4.24 on the left).

Furthermore, users were asked to organise or “card-sort” the sketches when in

specific contexts. This also allowed the design team to notice that the same

activities should have different sequences for different contexts, suggesting the

need for a wider set of customisation options on the application’s user interface.

Figure 4.23: The prototype is composed by the frame and the exchangeable cards.

To complement the evaluation information that was captured by the low-

fidelity prototypes used according to the procedures that were introduced, the

mobile video kit was also used. The aim was to gather reliable information

without requiring a large amount of evaluators following each user around while

filming. The kit’s camera weighed about 150 grams and was connected to a

light (1.1 kg) laptop computer with battery lasting for about 6 hours. Overall,

according to the participating end-users, the entire set of equipment was not very

intrusive and required little effort to carry. The main concern regarding this kit

was the embarrassment that it could cause while using it.

After the initial experiences, users were questioned about the procedure. The

general opinion was that the kit was less intrusive than being followed by design-

er/evaluator during the day. Moreover, as most of the users stated, they were
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Figure 4.24: Sketches marked by users while testing them in different locations.

aware and uncomfortable with the kit on the initial minutes but got used to it

very quickly and almost did not notice it on the final stages of the evaluation

sessions. This was particularly true when capturing video while users were riding

bikes or accomplishing other activities that required their concentration.

In addition to the kit, and in order to gather unbiased qualitative data, col-

lected when using the application while all the problems and flaws are easily to

recollect, user satisfaction questionnaires were provided to the users once again.

However, taking advantage of the video and audio capturing capabilities of the

kit, users could express their opinions orally and even during interaction with the

prototypes/devices (e.g., think-aloud). Moreover, since the context and environ-

ment in which the user was navigating was automatically captured by the kit, it

was no longer necessary to request the user to provide this information.

The use of the kit allowed designers to detect other interaction details that

were unnoticed when using only the previous techniques. For instance, users’

behaviour when interacting or cooperating with other users (e.g., team orientation

event, jogging) or even different postures and behaviours towards obstacles and

paraphernalia that was used in concert with the prototypes were easily analysed

by the design team and taken into account into the following prototypes. These
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positive results also propelled the use of the video kit even in later stages of

evaluation with actual devices and software prototypes.

4.3.4 Summary

Globally, through the three presented case studies, the use of the realistic pro-

totypes and the evaluation techniques had very positive outcomes. Besides the

better perception that users had of the final system and the richer usage ex-

perience that the techniques provided, the type and amount of detected issues

during the in-situ evaluation sessions also validated the positive impact that the

techniques have on the design process.

4.4 Summary, overall design implications and

resulting guidelines

This chapter addressed the need to adjust existing prototyping techniques in or-

der to accommodate the added requirements and challenges that mobile devices

introduce to the design process. Accordingly, several techniques that aim at cre-

ating realistic low-fidelity prototypes but still maintaining a low-cost and easy to

use procedure were presented. These were tested and, given the positive results,

used for several case studies which once again, validated their benefits as instru-

ments to support mobile design. Extended descriptions and further details are

available on the following papers (de Sá & Carriço, 2006b, 2007a).

In order to enhance the utilisation of the adjusted prototyping techniques

and resulting realistic prototypes, new means to evaluate them, always taking

into account different and volatile scenarios, were also presented. These aimed

especially at overcoming the difficulties that following users while observing them

interacting with the prototypes usually bring to the process. All the techniques

are low-cost and capitalise on the prototypes that can be developed with the

techniques that were previously described. Nevertheless, the mobile video kit can

also be used with any other technique and even at later evaluation stages, using

actual software applications. In either case, it is a low-cost solution that provides

extremely valuable information on how users interact with the prototypes and
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the usability issues that might emerge during that utilisation. These experiments

and results are also discussed on the following papers (de Sá & Carriço, 2008b;

de Sá et al., 2007c).

Finally, all the involved designers were very satisfied with the techniques as

they enhanced the design process without adding effort or costs to it. End-

users validated these beliefs as the results from their questionnaires confirmed

that the prototypes provided better results and facilitated evaluation and their

participation on the process.

From the experiences that were conducted while creating and evaluating sev-

eral prototypes, even during later design stages, the following guidelines were

encountered:

• Using rigid materials on the prototypes allows users to carry them, keep

them in their pockets, take them home and participate on the sketches’

design directly on the device, conducting evaluation on relevant locations.

• The use of adequate material allows users to participate on the sketching

process during contextual sessions, further promoting innovation and ade-

quate ideas that cope with the contextual requirements.

• Context of use is essential for effective usability testing and, similarly to the

initial data gathering stages, evaluation should be done in several possible

scenarios that are sufficiently detailed to range a wide scope of settings and

use contexts.

• Tasks should be defined previously (e.g. using scripts), but the possibility

of creating new features and test them on the spot should be provided.

• Colour schemes can be used to trace users’ activities during and after the

evaluation sessions. Moreover, if tasks/locations/screen arrangements are

matched with specific colours or notations, evaluators can trace the users’

behaviours without direct observation.

• Questionnaires can also be given to users together with the low-fidelity pro-

totypes, so that they can complete them during out of the lab sessions. Here,

the rigid prototyping frames also facilitate questionnaire filling. Moreover,
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using similar colour schemes to those previously mentioned, questionnaires

can be filled with different colours according to specific locations or situa-

tions (e.g., around other users, at home, walking), eliciting problems that

pertain to those using contexts.

• Mobile video capturing kits can be quickly arranged without using expensive

material. Yet, these provide rich data and do not require designers to fol-

low users constantly. Furthermore, despite their awkwardness and the fact

that they might become cumbersome when used in certain situations, the

evolution of technology, especially web cams, will certainly provide means

to use smaller equipment that can be less intrusive and easier to conceal.

• The use of video and audio equipment also supports a multimedia expe-

rience sampling method, relieving users from questionnaire answering and

thought registering tasks. With the media hardware, users can simply think

aloud about the current experience or video footage, capturing the interac-

tion and the surroundings, can be used.
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Chapter 5

MobPro

On the two previous chapters, techniques and methods to define scenarios, gather

requirements, prototype and evaluate mobile user interfaces and mobile interac-

tion were presented. Globally, these aimed at facilitating the design of mobile

applications and user interfaces. Results and conclusions of experiences that

tested these techniques confirm the need and benefits of: (1) taking the design

process out of the lab, especially the evaluation sessions and trials; and (2) the

need for realistic prototypes and means to gather data without the designer’s

presence.

This chapter presents MobPro, a framework which takes all the discussed

results, lessons and techniques into account and aims at integrating the various

requirements which emerge from these stages, and those that are consequence

from their entanglement, providing a unified and comprehensive support to the

design process and its evolution, minimizing effort and time while accomplishing

it.

It starts by describing MobPro’s main goals and the theory and techniques

behind it, followed by the various tools that it integrates. Afterwards, usage

examples are provided, evaluation trials and results are discussed and case studies

presented. The chapter ends with some conclusions and resulting guidelines.
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5.1 Concept and Goals

To cope with early design stage difficulties, which pertain both to prototyping and

consequent evaluation, MobPro’s features cover both these stages, supporting an

iterative and participatory design that facilitates the transition between them.

Its umbrella goal is to support the early design stages of applications for

mobile devices. Like some of the frameworks mentioned in Chapter 2 it provides

designers with tools to quickly create prototypes and evaluate them, focusing

specifically mobile and hand-held devices. It supports in-situ and participatory

design and enables designers to use both passive and active evaluation methods.

The framework allows the construction of low, mid and high-fidelity proto-

types and extends its automatic Wizard-of-Oz usage through their evaluation,

also providing means to analyse the gathered data. More concisely, on the proto-

typing stages it aims at: (a) supporting a visual, quick and easy design of realistic

mobile prototypes, with flexibility regarding their fidelity (b) offering expert users

or users without any programming knowledge the possibility of building or ad-

justing their prototypes; (c) allowing and promoting participatory design and

prototyping during outdoor evaluation sessions within realistic settings.

For the evaluation stage its goals are: (a) retrieving reliable usage information

without intrusive equipment, without the designer or usability engineer’s presence

and using seamless/passive techniques; (b) supporting the analysis of usage pat-

terns and usability concerns through the visualization of the user’s activities and

(c) the integration of methods such as probing, the Experience Sampling Method

and diary studies extending the scope of the evaluation process.

MobPro’s main contributions over previous work are the convergence of pro-

totyping and evaluation techniques into one end-user tool, supporting several

degrees of fidelity, allowing the comparison of design alternatives, and suggesting

new ones if available, facilitating the detection of usability problems or design

flaws on early design stages. This coverage is extended to their evaluation on

various stages of design within the context in which they are most likely to be

used (e.g., device, location, environment), always centring its procedures on the

user. However, most importantly, within these, the framework supports in-situ
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participatory design and the utilisation of the prototypes directly on the targeted

devices. Globally, this can be achieved through the following features:

1. Prototyping with mixed-fidelities (thus analysing different usability dimen-

sions). Hand drawn sketches or interactive visual pre-programmed com-

ponents can compose different prototypes with varied levels of visual re-

finement, depth of functionality and richness of interactivity, comparing

different design alternatives, evaluating button sizes, screen arrangements,

element placement, interaction types, navigation schemes, audio icons, and

interaction modalities, among others.

2. Direct prototyping on the mobile devices. Users are able to update pro-

totypes on mobile devices, re-arranging simple details and improving the

prototypes during evaluation sessions on real settings, out of the lab. The

overall building mechanism is simple, visual or wizard based allowing expe-

rienced designers or inexperienced final users to adjust their own prototypes.

This enables its usage for probing purposes, participatory design, and pro-

moting experimentation and on-the-fly design of new solutions for and on

the context in which the user is interacting with the tool.

3. Integrated usability guidelines for mobile devices on mid-fidelity prototypes.

When prototypes are created using the visual primitives and components,

usability guidelines can be automatically enforced, if chosen by the design-

er/user. For instance, the location of each component, the actual size of

the component or even the amount of information per screen can be auto-

matically arranged. These guidelines are configurable and can be domain

oriented (e.g., e-health, education, media players). The framework is also

able to provide alternative versions of the created prototypes (e.g., display-

ing a similar prototype that uses radio buttons instead of a combobox).

Besides the advantage of improving the resulting prototypes, these inte-

grated guidelines overcome problems such as the low-adoption of UI design

guidelines.

4. Improve the usage experience and evaluation session. By using actual de-

vices, problems regarding the device’s characteristics (e.g., size, weight,
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screen resolution, shape) emulation are solved, allowing their utilization on

realistic settings. This provides users a much more tangible and realistic

usage experience.

5. Automatically support the Wizard-of-Oz technique. By adding behaviour

to the digitalized sketches or by using visual components, users can navigate

through the prototype without having to explicitly replace the screens by

hand or without the presence of a designer to do so. All the navigational

constraints are automatically simulated by the underlying software.

6. Gather data through passive and active techniques. On the former, every

action that the user takes is automatically logged with customized gran-

ularities. On the latter, the use of contextual questionnaires, ESM and

diary studies, integrated within the tool, provides another source of data

and usability information. Integrated questionnaires can be popped during

or immediately after using the prototype, or even automatically during the

day according to specific settings (e.g., if the user is unable to achieve a

specific goal or is continuously failing to press a small button).

7. Card tagging and sorting. Each screen/card can be tagged and numbered

in-situ, defining a sequence that fits the user’s needs in a particular set-

ting/context. This allows designers to select optimal configuration and ar-

rangements for the applications or user interfaces that are being designed.

Furthermore, it also provides basis for the creation and understanding of

adaptive conditions and dimensions when designing this type of application.

8. Analysis functionalities - The analysis of gathered data is paramount dur-

ing the design and evaluation process. Accordingly, MobPro includes data

analysis features on the desktop editor and on a mobile version for in-situ

evaluation/analysis. It includes a result browser for the active data gather-

ing techniques and a log player which re-enacts (through a video-like mode)

all the users’ activities with accurate timing and interaction details, atten-

uating the need for direct observation.
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9. Extensibility and modular architecture. MobPro is designed in order to

evolve and grow. The available elements, which can be used to create the

user interface prototypes (e.g., labels, drop-boxes, gauges, radio-buttons,

image-boxes) can be customised and created by other developers and easily

integrated within MobPro’s prototype editors. For instance, the inclusion

of a library of multimodal elements, already existent, developed by another

researcher has been added to MobPro (Reis et al., 2008a,c). Multimodali-

ties are a key factor on mobile devices, providing redundant output/input

channels that cope with the adversities of the usage context or offer sup-

port for disabled users. When integrated with MobPro, these multimodal

elements are able to support prototyping of multimodal applications (e.g.,

including voice recognition, audio and video elements) (de Sá et al., 2009b;

Reis et al., 2008b). However, these can also play a paramount role for

evaluation purposes, augmenting the ESM and used questionnaires while

gathering qualitative or contextual data.

5.1.1 Architecture/Implementation

In order to support the aforementioned functionalities, the prototyping framework

is divided into several tools. Each tool has its own purpose and supports a specific

activity. All the tools included in MobPro were developed with Visual Studio

C#. The underlying information system is supported by SQL Server Express

and XML. All the files such as prototype specifications, results and logs are

also stored in XML files. These files support the information exchanges between

platforms (e.g., Desktop Computer to Mobile Device and vice-versa) and tools.

Figure 5.1 depicts MobPro’s overall architecture. Prototypes can be designed

and created using MobPro’s prototyping tools. Once they are finished, their

specification is saved to an XML file which can be materialized and used on the

Runtime Environment or edited on the mobile editor. While using the prototypes

in the Runtime Environment, results and log files are generated. These can be

analysed directly on the XML file or through the analysis tools (e.g., log player)

on both platforms.
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Figure 5.1: MobPro’s Global Architecture.

5.1.2 Prototypes and Elements

MobPro’s prototypes emulate the traditional paper-based counterparts and are

composed by a set of screens that represent the cards. Each screen can be, in

its turn, composed by a set of elements. Elements are divided into three main

categories: output elements, input elements and composed elements. For all

prototypes interactive output elements (e.g., labels, images and audio files) can

be used together with input elements (e.g., text data entries, sound recorder, and

video recorder). These elements are used to create mid to high-fidelity prototypes.

For each component, different configurations are also available (e.g., multiple-

choices through radio buttons or combo-boxes).

• Interactive output elements (e.g., labels, images, audio and video files) are

those that only display data and can not, without the use of rules, be
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interacted with. Each component assumes its usual behaviour (e.g., text

label shows a short text; an audio clips plays the corresponding sound)

unless otherwise indicated by the designer and configured through the use

of rules.

• Input elements (e.g., text data entries, sound recorders, video recorders,

buttons) are also available. Once again, these assume their usual behaviour

(e.g., textbox allows the user to write text; gauge allows user to select a

value) and support the collection of data through the various modalities

that they refer to, or the navigation between different parts (e.g., screens)

of the prototype.

• Composed elements can also be created. In general, these combine text and

audio modalities, video and text, images and audio or any other set that the

user wishes to use. The use and combination of these components enables

users to create mid to high-fidelity or even mixed prototypes. By arranging

them within a screen and adding new actions to their usual behaviour, users

are able to define complex animations that function as a final application

would and simulate multimodal output presentations through the concerted

use of different multimedia elements.

For low-fidelity prototypes, sketches (hand-drawn and scanned or digital draw-

ings) can be easily imported (usually using an image output element) and their

behaviour adjusted (figures 5.5 and 5.6). For example, transparent clickable areas

can be placed on top of sketches and images and used as buttons. This allows

designers to animate and augment the low-fidelity sketches with actual behaviour

and some degree of functionality. Figure 5.12, screenshots 6 and 7, shows an ex-

ample of a sketch-based prototype with some click areas, and the corresponding

editing interface (screenshot 5).

5.1.2.1 Domain oriented and other elements

Domain and device specific elements, which depend on prototype’s goal and do-

main of the application that is being designed or on the used hardware, are also

available. For instance, if the device has a touch screen, images or other elements
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can also be used as input elements. For example, an image divided into different

areas can be used as a choice-list where the user selects, directly on the image,

the correct choice. On the other hand, if using a normal cellphone, the element

can be composed by the image and a corresponding drop-box with the avail-

able selections. Other examples provide navigation features over audio or video

elements. The framework can also be easily extended with domain oriented ele-

ments that include specific behaviours, limitations or icons that suit the demands

of that particular domain (e.g., emergency button, 5 column text entry element).

Overall, elements can be used in concert with each other composing fairly elab-

orated screens and highly interactive prototypes for different applications (e.g.,

form-based interfaces, manuals, browsers, games, etc).

Finally, as it supports multimedia elements, the framework also allows the cre-

ation of prototypes that do not use any visual components. The same building

mechanisms and architecture (based on pages and elements) is used but naviga-

tion mechanisms are adjusted during interaction so that elements can be nav-

igated sequentially without the need to change screens and without any visual

aids. On these settings, while building the prototype, each element that contains

a textual description or textual content is automatically recreated in an audio

counterpart, making use of text-to-speech libraries (see figure 5.4, right).

Each prototype is specified in XML and stored within a file that contains its

specification which can be transferred and updated even without using any spe-

cific tool. The tool’s modularity allows different components to run on different

devices and systems.

5.1.2.2 Integrated Usability Guidelines and Suggestions

The usage of design guidelines and suggestions is paramount during the design

process, especially taking into account that designers often forget or neglect ex-

isting suggestions and UI design guidelines or might even be unaware of these.

Accordingly, MobPro includes integrated design guidelines that can be enforced

while users are creating the prototypes. These guidelines were gathered from the

existing literature and suggestions from hardware and software manufacturers as

well as from the experiences discussed during the two previous chapters. The

guidelines are focused on the following areas:
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• Screen Orientation - screen orientation (e.g., portrait and landscape) affects

the usability and the location of the various graphical elements within the

screen. Furthermore, taking into account the common usage of virtual

keyboards, that occupy a considerable portion of the screen estate, the

arrangement of the interactive and visual elements should be configured

automatically according to the screen layout. MobPro includes guidelines

that arrange the existing elements within a screen taking into account the

screen’s layout.

• Screen Size/Resolution - Elements and the various components within the

artefact can also be arranged according to the screen size and resolution.

For instance, images can be reduced in order to properly fit the screen.

• Element Location - Some of the experiences that were discussed through

the previous chapter demonstrated that elements placed too close to the

edges of the device’s screen are difficult to interact with. To solve this, a

guideline automatically adjusts an element’s location when placed near the

edges of the screen.

• Element Amount - The amount of elements can also be automatically con-

figured. Although the two previous guidelines can also resolve cluttering

issues caused by a large amount of elements within one screen, if not acti-

vated and regardless of the screen’s orientation and resolution, the amount

of elements can be adjusted to better arrange the amount of information per

screen. Here, the size of each element is calculated, adjusting the number

of elements according to the available space and to the minimum space and

arrangements that are defined within the guideline database.

• Element Organisation - When enabled, this guideline automatically docks

the elements according to the order in which they were placed within the

screen. This is particularly important to prototypes where the elements

are editable and cannot be placed over each other. Elements are also au-

tomatically anchored so that they can be adjusted once moved within the

screen. Finally, the organisation of multimodal elements can also be man-

aged. For instance, guidelines are being created so that if audio clips and
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video clips are placed within one screen and are overlapped, the sequence

between these two elements is forced, preventing users from playing both

items at the same time.

• Special Users/Scenarios - The final guidelines are able to adjust colours,

contrast, font size, and audio volume of some elements according to users

with special needs (e.g., visual impaired users) or specific usage scenarios

(e.g., the user is driving a car and cannot use is hands). As an example,

for users with mild visual impairment, fonts can be enlarged. However, for

blind users, all the textual elements can be replaced by audio elements and

earcons. Naturally, these have to be configured given the details provided

by the designer.

These guidelines can be activated or deactivated during the design process

and can be combined or used individually. As a complement for these guidelines,

when available, the system is also able to provide suggestions and alternative

approaches to the current design. For instance, combo-boxes can be automatically

replaced by radio buttons whenever options are longer than 25 characters or vice-

versa when the list contains more than 5 items.

Additional guidelines can also be included by importing new guidelines li-

braries, which can be stored in a XML file with a set of conditions.

5.1.3 Bringing the Prototypes to Life

In order to support interaction with the prototypes and their usage on the mo-

bile devices, without the designer’s intervention (working, for instance, as the

Wizard-of-Oz, by replacing the human that acts as the system with a mecha-

nism that supports navigation through the prototype’s user interface and cards),

the framework provides an integrated rule engine that facilitates the definition

of rules, composed by a combination of conditions, triggers and correspondent

actions that bring the prototype to life and facilitate the evaluation process (see

figure 5.11).

The prototype’s behaviour can be defined within three levels: element, screen

and global behaviour. On the first users can define the behaviour when using
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an individual component (e.g., a button press displays a warning). The second

defines the behaviour for the entire screen (e.g., the user missed two of the screen’s

components and these are highlighted) and the third for the entire prototype (e.g.,

a questionnaire is popped once the user reaches the end of the prototype).

All the elements, screens and prototypes obey to an interface which specifies

the list of supported triggers, actions and conditions that each one of these objects

offers. As figure 5.2 shows, each object (e.g., element, screen or prototype) is

able to trigger an event, which carries its identification (e.g., click), the set of

conditions (e.g., within a specific area), the target (e.g., id of the screen to jump

to) of that event and additional data (e.g., audio file that needs to be played).

The event is processed by the event manager which, depending on the type of

the event, applies the action automatically (e.g., well-known events such as next

screen/card; exit) or forwards it to the rule engine. The rule engine is then

responsible for invoking the specified action on the target object.

Available triggers focus time, interaction and content:

• Time-based triggers: can be configured to prompt warnings or change ele-

ments according to the time the user is taking to review/complete/interact

with it. For instance, take a specific action if the user stays on the same

screen for more than 1 minute. These can also be used to simulate multi-

modal output generation, by creating timelines with different multimedia

components (e.g., simulating text synchronisation with audio).

• Interaction triggers: analyse the user’s interaction with the device by count-

ing clicks, detecting where on the screen the user has interacted or which

input modalities have been used in specific scenarios. Click areas are defined

with interaction triggers. For instance, if the area from coordinate (x,y) to

(x2,y2) - the conditions - is clicked, then some action will take place.

• Content based triggers: activate actions depending on the content of the

items. For example, if the user chooses a correct value or a specific option

from a list or a value within a defined threshold, a certain action can be

triggered.
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Figure 5.2: High level diagram of the rule mechanism.

In concert with the triggers and conditions that are defined for each prototype,

three different types of available actions can be selected:

• The first available action prompts a message/warning (e.g., audio, video,

or text) that is composed by the designer.

• The second action jumps from the current element or screen to another

element/screen within the prototype (e.g., the user taps a button or element

the following screen is shown - thus supporting navigation within the various

sketches/screens).

• The third action hides or shows an element/screen.

New triggers and actions can be added and coded within all new objects. New

objects and element libraries, defined by developers interested in using MobPro

to design new prototypes and screens can be easily included within MobPro,

imported as new software libraries.
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5.2 Environment and Tools

MobPro’s first and main component, the prototype environment is divided into

two tools. The first is a wizard-based user interface that guides users while

creating a prototype screen by screen. The second one is the advanced mode,

which supports prototype and element customisation and card sorting, offering

a global perspective on the prototype and supporting direct manipulation of the

user interface design. The third tool is a mobile editor, which also supports

prototype construction directly on the mobile devices.

The fourth tool is the runtime environment which allows users to interact with

the prototypes on actual devices.

Finally, for analysis purposes, MobPro includes a log player, the fifth tool,

which supports the revision of the data that is gathered passively, while users

interact with the prototypes.

5.2.1 Wizard Editor

The wizard mode supports the definition of the prototypes’ fidelity, degree of func-

tionality and behaviour through a guided, step-by-step procedure. It guides users

on the design process by supporting the creation of each screen/page individually,

organising them sequentially but also allowing the configuration of different ar-

rangements and sequences as needed, much alike pages within a book. Figure 5.3

depicts the overall user interface (large figure shows a mid-fidelity prototype and

the smaller figure - right bottom - a low-fidelity, sketch-based, prototype). On

the left, users can select the various available elements. Elements can be added to

the current screen by pressing the respective button. Once an element is added,

an element editing configuration interface is displayed (figure 5.4, right), allowing

the user to edit that component. After finishing the element’s configuration, the

element is automatically docked to the screen beneath other elements that the

card/screen might already have.

The canvas at the middle displays the current screen and allows users to

interact and edit each element and their organisation within the screen. To edit

an element, users only need to click on the “edit” button on top of the element.

Alternatively, they can right click on top of the element. Both these options
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will display the element editing interface. Elements can also be moved inside the

screen/card just by dragging and dropping them at the desired position. Once

dropped they will dock to that location and adjust to the screen.

Figure 5.3: Prototype building tool - Wizard Mode.

Above the canvas, users are able to type the name for the prototype that is

being designed and to edit the prototype’s properties (e.g., screen size, layout).

Figure 5.4 on the left shows some of these options.

The navigational buttons beneath the canvas allow users to browse the various

screens. The first button jumps to the first screen, the second to the previous

screen. The third and fourth to the next and final, respectively.

On the right, the direct navigation pane allows users to jump directly to a

particular screen. This navigation pane also supports the re-organisation of the

screen’s sequence. Dragging and dropping one screen within this pane will place

it at the desired position.
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Figure 5.4: Configuration options on the left and element creation interface on
the right.

5.2.2 Advanced Editor

MobPro’s advanced mode includes all the framework’s editing features and sup-

ports prototype editing and design through a visual, interactive mode. It allows

users to create each screen individually, organizing them sequentially and cus-

tomising them according to their needs. Here, designers can easily drag and drop

the selected components, use hand drawn sketches, pictures or images for multiple

screens, also arranging the “prototype’s wire frame” or storyboard (figure 5.5).

As shown in figure 5.5, the advanced interface is composed by three main areas.

On the left, the toolbox contains the various elements, grouped by libraries (e.g.,

input elements, output elements, multimedia elements). The “add screen” button

and the prototype’s name editing textbox are also placed within the toolbox.

On the middle, the work area, is where all the screens can be designed and

the prototype can be created. To add screens/cards to the work area, users press

the “add screen” button and a screen will be added next to the prototype’s last

screen. Screens can be moved within the work area just by being dragged. Double

clicking a screen will display the screen’s position within the prototype. Screens

are automatically numbered according to their position. The first screen of the

prototype is the closest to the top and left side of the work area while the last

will always be the one farthest from this location. For instance, in figure 5.5,

the first screen is the one on the far left, the second is on the middle and the

third is on the bottom right corner. If screens are moved, and their position

changed, their sequence number will be automatically adjusted. This supports

an automatic card sorting procedure as it configures the prototype’s sequence to
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Figure 5.5: Prototype building tool - Advanced Mode.

match the visual sequence defined by the designer. This option can be disabled.

Connecting lines can be displayed or removed in order to facilitate users while

defining the card sequence.

Screens can be edited and designed by dragging and dropping the available

elements inside them. Alternatively, elements can be double clicked and will be

added to the selected screen. Elements can be moved inside each screen, similarly

to screens within the work area. Once any element is dropped inside a screen or

whenever clicked, a properties bar is shown on the right side of the work area (the

third main area on the advanced mode). Here, every customisation option for

that element will be displayed. As users edit the various options, elements will

be automatically updated. Following the same algorithm used for the screens,

elements within a screen are numbered according to their position within the
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screen.

Besides the properties bar, elements can also be resized and edited directly on

the work area. To resize an element, users can drag its left or bottom side or its

left, bottom corner. A full screen option is also available and automatically ad-

justs the element to occupy the entire screen/card. To edit additional properties

directly on the elements, users can right click on top of the desired element and

a small contextual menu will be displayed (see figure 5.12, top middle). Once an

option is selected an interface with simple editing options will be shown next to

the element.

Using the buttons placed above the work area, users can zoom in or out and

arrange the screens. The first two options allow users to shrink or enlarge the

screens, which is needed for prototypes composed by a large amount of screens.

Figure 5.6 shows a zoomed out work area (one level). There are three zoom levels.

Finally, the “arrange screens” button automatically organises all the screens,

placing them next to each other according to their position.

5.2.3 Mobile Editor

MobPro also includes a mobile editor. This in-situ prototyping tool allows users

to create low-fidelity prototypes composed by digital versions of the traditionally

used cards directly on the mobile device and to adjust existing prototypes by

including or removing elements.

The mobile editor is necessarily, a stripped down simplified version of the

desktop advanced editor. Nevertheless, it includes the following options:

• Element property edition (e.g., change size, location) as shown in figure

5.8.

• Adding or removing elements from a screen/card.

• Configure element and screen behaviour.

• Add new sketches (e.g., drawn on the spot and captured by the device’s

camera).

• Edit screen/card sequence.
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Figure 5.6: Prototype building tool - Advanced Mode - Zoomed out.

Figure 5.7 depicts a low-fidelity prototype editing interface running on a

PocketPc. The user is augmenting a sketch with an interactive ”clickable area”.

Click areas are also marked with a tab number which allows users to navigate

through them by using a keypad or a joystick. Interactive areas can also be

highlighted when being used.

Given the platform restrictions and aims of the tool, the zoom functionalities,

complex rule editing or multimedia element composition (e.g., text-to-speech) are

not available on the mobile editor.

Globally, the included features aim at supporting a quick adjustment of pro-

totypes while testing them within real world scenarios and situations. It in-

cludes means to re-arrange navigation arrangements or edit the prototypes in a

straightforward way which is also accessible to end-users, thus supporting their

participation on the design process.
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Figure 5.7: ClickArea Definition on the mobile editor.

5.2.4 Runtime Environment and Logging Module

The counterpart of the prototype building tools is the runtime environment. This

tool is responsible for materializing the prototypes on the targeted device. Cur-

rently there are runtime environments for Windows Mobile, Windows XP/Vista

and a simpler version for PalmOS.

The runtime environment is composed by a straightforward user interface that

displays a list of the available prototypes for users to select. Once a prototype is

chosen, it will be displayed and users can interact with.

The runtime environment also offers options to edit the prototype, save usage
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Figure 5.8: Editing an item on the mobile editor.

information at any given point or to define the granularity of the saved data. On

the editing mode, the mobile editor tool is instantiated and every component’s

location, size and some content can be updated or changed. Screens and com-

ponents can be deleted or their sequence arranged (e.g., card/screen-sorting and

in-situ design).

Integrated within this runtime environment there is also the logging engine

which stores every event. Events range from each tap on the screen, each button

press or even each character that was typed by the user. Events are saved with a

time stamp, allowing its reproduction for the re-enactment of the usage behaviour.

Other details such as the type of interaction, location of the screen tap, etc., are

also stored for filtering purposes.

5.2.5 Log Player

In order to evaluate the users’ behaviour on real scenarios, the goals is to replace,

as far as possible, direct observation with a similar mechanism. To achieve so,

a log player was designed. The log player resembles a “movie player” which

re-enacts every action that took place while the user was interacting with the

prototype (figure 5.10). To facilitate analysis, it includes the following features:
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Figure 5.9: MobPro Runtime Environment.

• Adjusting the speed in which events are (re)played (e.g., fast-forward; dou-

ble speed).

• Search and navigation by event, screen change (i.e., browsing every “next

screen” event), etcetera.

• Events can be played sequentially and according to the time-stamps that

were recorded or they can be aggregated (e.g., heat maps that show all the

taps in one screen).

Although these logs are limited to the direct interaction that the user has with

the device, they still present enough detail to indicate whether a button needs to

be enlarged or if the screen arrangement should be changed or even what type of

element or modality is preferable in certain situations.
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Figure 5.10: Log Player - Revision of a mid-fidelity prototype interaction log.

5.2.5.1 On-line Analysis/Remote Monitoring

The log-player tool also includes a communication module that allows the player

to be connected to another mobile device while a user is interacting with a proto-

type. Here, the logging mechanism forwards every event to the monitoring device,

allowing the designer to remotely review, in real-time, the user’s interaction with

the prototype. For instance, if the prototype is running on a SmartPhone within

the range of a Wi-Fi network, the designer is able to monitor and gather data on

the user’s interaction with the prototype directly on his/her desktop computer

or even another mobile device.
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5.3 Usage Example and Other Features

5.3.1 Creating a Prototype

As mentioned, following the traditional approach of low-fidelity prototyping, each

prototype is composed by a set of screens/cards (e.g., traditionally composed by

paper cards) and can be created with the Wizard and Advanced Mode of the

prototype building tool. Each screen can be composed by a sketch, hand drawn

and scanned to the computer or drawn using specific software. These are the

lowest-fidelity prototypes where the screen is based solely on a digital version of a

hand drawing made by the designer. Alternatively, the framework includes visual

components (e.g., drop-boxes, buttons, text-fields, track-bars, images, videos,

sounds) that can be used to create a screen, alike the commonly used post-its.

Screens are added as necessary and arranged on a storyboard to define their

sequence, as already explained.

Figure 5.11: Prototyping sequence with MobPro support.

At this stage, the degree and depth of functionality of the prototype can

also be configured. If using a hand-drawn sketch for a low-fidelity prototype,

“clickable” areas can be configured, generally over a drawn button or list. To

do so, the designer visually drags a resizeable rectangular area to the element

s/he wants to make “clickable”. Afterwards, these areas can be agumented with

behaviour (e.g., once they are clicked something happens). Generally, actions
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associated with low-fidelity prototypes are triggered by interaction triggers and

are “jump to” actions, simulating the card replacement.

On a higher fidelity prototype, the elements of the screen can be activated

(e.g., drop-box contains a number of items, text-field receives an amount of char-

acters) or de-activated (e.g., used solely for screen arrangement purposes). This

allows to test several dimensions. For instance, drop-boxes can be compared to

lists or to text-fields or the location of each of these elements can be evaluated.

Thus, it is possible to add or remove functionality to some degree or simply use

the prototype for screen navigation, colour, or button size tests.

5.3.1.1 Step-by-step procedure

Figure 5.12 details the step-by-step construction process of a screen for a sketch

based low-fidelity prototype, on the advanced editor.

1. To start creating a prototype, the user clicks on the “add screen” button on

the top left corner. The screen is added to the working area. Afterwards,

a picture box is dragged from the available elements’ list, below the “add

screen” button, and dropped inside the screen.

2. Since the user wants to create a sketch-based card, the next step is to set

the picture box to full screen so that the sketch image occupies the entire

card.

3. To select the image/drawing/sketch, the user click on the “Browse” button

on the properties pane, on the right side of the work area.

4. After selecting the file that contains the image, the card is automatically

updated.

5. To add behaviour and navigation to the card, the user uses the behaviour

options (also located on the properties pane) and selects the event (“Click”)

that s/he wants to use from the list of that element’s supported events.

Afterwards, the user selects the action (“Jump To”) and the target’s type

and id/sequence number (e.g., 2 if the user wants to show the second card

once that event is triggered). A list of existing elements and screens is
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provided once the target’s type is selected. To add a click area to the sketch,

the user interface includes a short-cut which allows the user to drop the click

area directly on the sketch (instead of manually defining the conditions).

6. Once the click area is dropped and its size adjusted, the conditions for this

rule are automatically set (e.g., within the click area’s left top and bottom

right corner’s coordinates). Each click area can be posteriorly selected and

edited at any time.

7. After finishing defining the behaviour of the first sketch/card, the user add

new cards to the work area and continues to create the prototype.

Figure 5.12: Creating a low-fidelity screen with the advanced editor (organised
following a clockwise orientation).
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5.3.2 Transferring and Using the Prototypes

Once a prototype is created, its files can be dragged directly into the device

or can be transferred automatically through the building tool, if a connected

device is detected. Once on the device they can be directly used on the runtime

environment.

5.3.3 Gathering Data for Evaluation

In order to evaluate the usability of the mobile prototype, data has to be gathered

while users interact with the prototype on natural usage scenarios. To achieve

this MobPro includes means to gather qualitative and quantitative data through

two different approaches, namely passive and active. Both these approaches are

integrated within the runtime environment and can be configured on the editing

tools (both wizard and advanced mode).

5.3.3.1 Passive Data Gathering

As briefly mentioned, integrated within the runtime environment there is the

logging engine which is responsible for the passive data gathering (i.e., without

the user’s explicit intervention). The logging engine stores every event that is

triggered by the user’s interaction with the prototype and device or by the time

constraints associated to each element/screen. Events range from each tap on the

screen, each button press or even each character that was typed by the user. Each

event is saved with a time stamp, allowing its reproduction for the re-enactment

of the usage behaviour. Other details such as the type of interaction, location of

the screen tap, etc., are also stored for every event.

However, taking into consideration mobile devices’ limited memory and bat-

tery, the granularity of the logged events can be easily configured both during

usage and during the prototype’s construction. Limiting the amount of logged

events reduces the size of logs and the processing that logging requires.

Moreover, the adjustment of the logging granularity also serves analysis and

evaluation purposes. For instance, if the evaluator is particularly interested in

understanding how the user navigates between the existing screens that compose
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Figure 5.13: Log player replaying an interaction log for a low-fidelity prototype.

the prototype, but has no interest in collecting data regarding the locations of

taps on the screen, the latter event can be ignored, creating logs that are fo-

cused to particular events. If no adjustment is made, by default all events are

automatically logged.

The definition of the log granularity is also important when taking into con-

sideration the several modalities that are available within a particular applica-

tion/prototype. Here, the selection of specific events, which pertain to specific

modalities (e.g., play, pause of an audio track or video, voice commands) is also

paramount in order to facilitate analysis and evaluation of usage logs (e.g., if the

application is to be used by a visually impaired user, the designer might select to

log only the audio modality and the user’s voice commands).

Overall, the logging engine and mechanism support a configurable data gath-

ering tool that can be adjusted to the evaluation purposes and goals.

For the analysis, the interaction logs that are automatically stored can be

consulted directly on the mobile device. All the results and logs are stored in

XML-like files and can be reviewed and searched in any text editor. Alternatively,
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the log player provides the most adequate tool to review the gathered data by

showing the data either sequentially or agglomerated, depending on the analysis

purpose.

5.3.3.2 Active Data Gathering

To support active data gathering, users that interact with the prototypes assume

an active role and are responsible for providing usage or context information. This

type of data gathering is usually based on thechniques such as the Experience

Sampling Method (Consolvo & Walker, 2003) or Diary Studies (Sohn et al., 2008)

techniques. As detailed in Chapter 4, the main medium to gather information

with these techniques is questionnaires. At particular times or events, users are

required to fill-in a questionnaire, responding to questions that pertain to the

action that they are performing, their location or any other relevant detail. This

provides a qualitative opinion and data regarding the usability of the system that

is being used. However, users are usually required to carry paper questionnaires

along with them while performing their activity, which often leads to users not

remembering to complete the questionnaires or hinders the activity at hands

(de Sá et al., 2008c). Here, the digital support plays a key role since questionnaires

can be prompted automatically when necessary (de Sá et al., 2008b).

Intelligent Experience Sampling Method

Taking advantage of the rule/behaviour engine and respective triggers, condi-

tions and actions, MobPro provides means for users to define specific conditions

or settings in which these questionnaires can or should be presented to users.

This technique, if well used, provides support for intelligent active data gather-

ing since usability questionnaires can be prompted according to time, location

or behaviour triggers. For instance, if the user misses a specific screen location

or button within a screen several times, or is taking more than 1 minute to re-

spond to a question, a questionnaire can be automatically popped up. Here users

can be requested to explain the reason behind the low accuracy or describe the

setting in which they were working (e.g., while jogging, seating on the sofa at

home). Also, if targeting navigational issues or the application/user interface’s
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structure, questionnaires can be configured to appear when certain cards/screens

are reached.

Multimodal ESM and Data Gathering

The various input and output modalities that prototypes can include allow

users to gather data in diverse formats. Accordingly, and following the lessons

from the experiences with the frames and adjusted evaluation techniques, dis-

cussed in Chapter 4, MobPro also uses these possibilities.

For instance, when a questionnaire is popped, and in order to allow the user

to continue with his/her activity while responding to the questions, these can be

answered using voice or text, depending on the user’s activity. This increases

the flexibility and ease of responding to usability questionnaires and provides

richer data. Moreover, it also allows designers to have an idea of the environment

in which the user is interacting with the prototype (e.g., quiet/noisy, alone or

accompanied by other users). For instance, if the user completes the questionnaire

by recording his/her answers with an audio recording element, the surrounding

noises can or might also be recorded.

Figure 5.14: Active data gathering - Contextual Questionnaires on the Runtime
Environment. Questionnaires can be composed with the same elements that are
used to create the software/high-fidelity prototypes. Once completed, they can
be browsed directly on the mobile device.

Furthermore, if needed, users are also able to film or take pictures (if the device

includes a camera) of the environment in which the activity is taking place or
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where the usability issue was detected.

This contextual information is extremely valuable, providing information on

the user’s location and the environment and can be used in a posterior analysis

relating it with the data that is gathered passively through the logging engine.

All the data that is gathered by end-users, through ESM, diary studies, anno-

tations and questionnaires can be directly reviewed and browsed on the runtime

environment. As seen in figure 5.14, results of completed questionnaires are stored

on the mobile device and can be loaded together with the questionnaires.

Screen/Card Annotation and Tagging

Text, audio or video (if the device has a microphone or camera) annotations

can be added to every screen while using the prototypes. Annotations can store

thoughts, opinions or user’s impressions, pictures of the usage context, or any

other information that the user wishes to collect. The aim is to compensate

for the absence of ESM questionnaires that focused a detected issue while the

user interacted with the prototype and to allow users to freely provide evaluation

data about the usage experience, even if not requested to do so, much alike diary

studies or thought registries.

Screens can also be tagged with sequence numbers in-situ and their sequence

can be easily modified. This allows users to sort cards/screens within the con-

text in which they are interacting with the prototype, adjusting the navigation

sequence or desired workflow to the requirements of particular situations. More-

over, since screens can be tagged as being used and sequences changed, contextual

card-sorting is also supported.

5.4 Evaluation

MobPro was successfully used to design several tools for different purposes and

has been derived into domain specific tools (de Sá & Carriço, 2007b; de Sá et al.,

2007a, 2008d, 2009a). Still, and in order to compare it to existing tools that

designers use daily while creating their mobile applications, a comparative eval-

uation also took place. Its main goal was to assess the benefits of using MobPro

to quickly create prototypes and to compare the difficulty and time spent us-

ing MobPro against other common prototyping tools. The focus of these tests
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was directed towards the prototyping process only and, in particular, MobPro’s

advanced prototyping mode.

The posterior evaluation and data gathering features could not be compared to

other tools since most of the available ones do not offer such features or required

extensive periods of time and programming efforts in order to accomplish so.

Furthermore, it was assumed, and later proved by the questionnaire responses,

that testing an interactive prototype on an actual device, opposed to a paper

sketch on a wooden frame or a paper card, offers a much more realistic usage

experience. Naturally, the tradeoff between the realistic usage experience/quality

of the prototypes and the time they take to create has to be estimated and

analysed.

The following sections describe how this evaluation was planned, executed

and discuss its results.

5.4.1 Setup and Participants

The evaluation sessions took place during the course of three days. A total of

6 designers, 4 of them male and 2 female, participated on the tests. Designers’

age ranged from 24 to 45 and their background was related to software engineer-

ing and interaction design (e.g., Software developers/analysts, Human-Computer

specialists, Interaction Researchers and Web-Designers). In particular 4 were re-

searchers in HCI design related areas (some with industry experience), one was a

free-lancer web-designer and another an industry software engineer with previous

experience on mobile design.

Every participant was proficient in, at least, one programming/developing tool

or one design tool which they used to prototype and create their solutions and

work tasks as well. Four of the participants had strong programming skills and

two had limited programming experience. Four of the participants had created

low-fidelity prototypes previously to this experience, five had created high-fidelity

prototypes and finally, four of them had done so for mobile devices. All of them

used mobile devices (e.g., cell-phones, MP3 players) during their daily life. Two

of the designers also participated on the tests described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.15: End-users during evaluation sessions.

During the three days, all the designers, 2 per each day, were requested to

use MobPro to develop a prototype and to use another tool of their preference

to create the same prototype. Both prototypes had to be designed to work on a

PocketPC mobile device. Designers had one hour to create both prototypes and

were free to manage the time at their own will.

A laptop was provided to each participant and it included a wide sort of

software (e.g., PowerPoint, Visual Studio, Dreamweaver, FrontPage, Visio, Flash)

(see figure 5.15). Drawing and image editing software was also installed on the

laptop. A screen capturing software was used to capture user’s interaction with

the device.

All the participants were interviewed at the beginning of each session. At the

end, a questionnaire about MobPro and the experience was also responded where

participants could also provide suggestions for new features or improvements.

Informal follow-up conversations and interviews also took place.

5.4.2 Design Challenge

The design challenge that was presented to participants required them to create

a simple prototype to test the the main menu for the iPhone device (Apple,

2007). More precisely, designers were requested to create a prototype based on

the iPhone user interface which could allow users to navigate into two different

applications (e.g., Weather, Safari, Contacts). Overall, the entire prototype would
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be composed by four or five screens/cards, one displaying the main menu, two to

display each application’s interface and one or two other screens with the usability

questions. Gesture recognition was not considered in this test.

The two usability questions that needed to be included could be accessed by

a third menu icon (the Settings icon) from the iPhone interface. The usability

questions were the following:

• Were you able to complete your task goals?

• How would you rate the main menu regarding ease of use? (1 to 10, 1 worst,

10 best).

5.4.3 Procedures

Each participant had to complete both tasks individually. These individual eval-

uation sessions had a time limit of 60 minutes. At the end of the 60 minutes, an

assessment questionnaire was handed to the designer.

Participants were interviewed, before each session started, followed by a 5

minute tutorial on MobPro’s features. After these 5 initial minutes, the challenge

was explained and participants started to create their prototypes.

The following schedule details the events’ order:

1. (0h00m) Interview with the participant/designer.

2. (0h10m) The participant sits in front of the laptop.

3. (0h11m) A short tutorial on MobPro’s features and tools is given.

4. (0h16m) The challenges is explained to the participant.

5. (0h18m) The participant starts to work on the prototypes.

6. (1h18m) The session is paused and the participant stops working on the

prototypes.

7. (1h19m) Both prototypes are presented and explained by the participant.

8. (1h24m) An assessment questionnaire is completed by the participant.
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9. (1h29m) The participant is briefly interviewed about the process and results.

10. (1h34m) The participant is dismissed.

The evaluation sessions were filmed for posterior analysis.

5.4.4 Results

The results from the evaluation sessions were analysed from three different per-

spectives. Firstly, as it was the sessions’ aim to understand whether MobPro

supported a quick prototyping cycle for designers with different backgrounds, the

time to create the same prototype using different tools was registered. Secondly,

the quality of the developed prototypes for evaluation purposes and the ability

to include the needed features to conduct real world testing was also considered.

Finally, as a tool directed to support designers while creating user interface and

applications for mobile devices, a end-user assessment was also conducted in order

to survey participants’ opinions on the tool.

5.4.4.1 Time measurements

As previously mentioned, the evaluation sessions were filmed, screen clips were

captured and time was registered. The first two sets of data served for analysis

purposes and allowed for the improvement of some features and to tweak some of

the usability issues that were found. The latter data, the time results, were used

to compare performance when using MobPro and other prototyping tools.

From the available tools, two designers selected PowerPoint as their preferred

prototyping tool, three other designers selected DreamWeaver and HTML and an-

other one selected Visual Studio 2008. During the evaluation sessions only four of

the designers tried to use an alternative to MobPro. One of these four designers

used two alternatives - first PowerPoint and after being unable to complete the

prototype the designer requested to use Dreamweaver. The two remaining design-

ers stated that they could not create a similar prototype using any of the available

tools (including their preferred prototyping tools) in the available amount of time.

They were kindly requested to reconsider and try but maintained their position.
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Table 5.1: Time spent using the various tools.

Table 5.1 shows the results for the time registers of the six participants. These

represent either the time the designer took to complete the prototype or the time

it took for the designer to stop the test whenever s/he felt that would not be

able to do any more in the available amount of time. The average time spent

to create the requested prototype with MobPro was 13 minutes. The designer

that required more time spent 16 minutes to create the prototype. With the

alternative tools, every designer took more time to create the same prototype.

In some cases (see users 2 and 6), designers took double and triple the time to

create the same prototype.

Overall, these results show that all the designers were able to create their

prototypes quicker with MobPro than with any other tool. This results are fur-

ther emphasized considering the quality and included features on the various

prototypes. Moreover, for all the four designers that utilised an alternative tool,

MobPro was the first tool to be used, which means that the second prototype
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could be easier to build since the designer had already created a similar one.

More detail on the created prototypes is provided on the following section.

Finally, when compared with traditional techniques, even without taking into

account the creation of the prototyping frames (e.g., 40 minutes), the time spent

(using the experiences described in Chapter 4 as basis for comparison) was similar

or even shorter.

5.4.4.2 Developed prototypes

MobPro

Figure 5.16 shows the screen capture of one designer creating the requested

prototype only 3 minutes after the start of the session. As the image shows,

the prototype already included three cards, one with the user interface already

defined.

Figure 5.16: Screenshot of end-user creating the prototype with MobPro.

Figure 5.17 shows the prototype also depicted in figure 5.16 at its final stage

(11 minutes after). The final prototype is composed by three screens that cor-

respond to the selected features (iPhone main menu; weather application and

calendar) plus an additional screen that contains the two usability assessment
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questions. The click areas (marked as red rectangles over the three menu items

and the weather application) support navigation between the different screens.

When tapped upon, they trigger the navigation between the screen, simulating

the actual functionality and navigation of the iPhone.

Figure 5.17: Completed prototype.

All the screens have the same resolution as the iPhone and the designed user

interfaces are an accurate copy of the real iPhone user interface (downloaded

images from the iPhone website), maintaining the same size and icon location.

As an integrated MobPro feature, all the answers provided for the two usabil-

ity questions are automatically stored and can be reviewed on the mobile device

(browsing the used prototype), on the XML results’ file or on the log player.

Moreover, as previously explained all the events (taps on the click areas, out-

side the click areas, change screen and so on) are seamlessly stored for posterior

analysis.

To include the two usability questions the designer selected a label element

(containing the first question) and a textbox element, for the end-user to type

his/her answer. For the second question, once again, a label element was used to
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present the question and a track-bar was used to allow the end-user to respond

to the question.

Alternative tools

Apart from the prototype designed with Visual Studio 2008 (figure 5.19), all

the other prototypes had one thing in common. They were not designed with

any consideration for the targeted platform and its characteristics. Even though

designers were aware that they were creating prototypes for mobile devices, for

the iPhone in particular, and were acquainted with the actual device and its

interface, they created they prototypes without any particular attention on its

size or resolution.

Figure 5.18: Prototype created with Microsoft PowerPoint 2007.

Figure 5.18 shows one of the prototypes created with Microsoft PowerPoint.

The prototype is composed by four slides. The three first slides contain the iPhone

menu and applications while the fourth contains the two usability questions.

However, the prototypes do not occupy the entirety of the slides nor these slides

have a resolution/size adequate to be viewed or interacted with on a mobile

device. Nevertheless, the designer was able to include click areas that support

navigation between the screens. However, once more, the end-user needs to click
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the border of the click area and not the click area per se, retracting from the

prototype and its adequacy to be used for evaluation. Moreover, although the

two usability questions were included on the prototype, these can only save the

results if the prototype file is explicitly saved with a different name (in order to

allow the original one to be used by other end-users).

The second prototype created with PowerPoint was composed by the four

slides but did not support navigation.

Figure 5.19: Prototype created with Microsoft Visual Studio 9.

The prototypes created with Dreamweaver in HTML were composed by four

html files linked between each other. The designers included hot spots on top of

the iPhone screen shots which contained links for the correspondent files, thus

supporting navigation. Additionally, the two usability questions were also added

to html files with a small form. However, these forms were non-functional since

they did not store any of the provided answers. The two prototypes, for the two

designers that selected this tool, were created using the same Dreamweaver and

HTML features.

Finally, the prototype created with Visual Studio, shown in figure 5.19 was

the only one that was adequate, screen and resolution wise, to be used on a mo-
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bile device. Naturally, as with MobPro, this is a consequence of the automatic

template that the tool offers for this type of device. However, and although

the designer was able to include all the iPhone user interface images and the

two usability questions, navigation between the screens was not achieved on the

available amount of time. Furthermore, the ability to store the results for the

usability questions was also absent from the final prototype. Still, it is worth

mentioning that the designer that used Visual Studio stated that he would prob-

ably be able to include all the features if he had more time. When asked for an

estimate for the time required for the navigation options the designer responded

that he would require about 20 more minutes. For the storage of the usability

answers, the designer was not able to provide an estimate but commented that

it would take a substantial amount of time.

Table 5.2: Used prototyping tools and resulting prototypes’ features.

Table 5.2 shows an summary of the included features on the various prototypes

that were developed during the evaluation sessions. As can be seen, none of

the prototypes developed with the alternative tools included all of the required

features (requested for the challenge that was presented at the beginning of the

session). In fact, some did not even support navigation between the various

cards/screens and none could store the users’ responses to the usability questions.

However, more importantly, only one of the prototypes was designed in a realistic

way, concerning size/resolution and its adequacy to be used and tested on a mobile

device.
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5.4.4.3 Designer’s assessment

The questionnaires that were given to every participating designer aimed at un-

derstanding the designers’ opinion of MobPro’s features, ease of use, usefulness

and benefits over alternative prototyping tools or even low-fidelity traditional

prototypes. Results from these questionnaires, summarised in table 5.3 clearly

show that the overall opinion was very positive.

Five of the six participants strongly agreed that MobPro was easy to use

and one agreed with this statement. The same amount of participants (5) also

agreed that MobPro was easier to use then the tools that they normally used

to prototype. The remaining participant strongly agreed with this fact, which

demonstrates that all the participants thought that the prototyping features and

tool were very easy to use. This is particularly important since none of the

participants had any previous contact with MobPro and had no trial period, also

pointing out that the learning curve is extremely short.

Regarding the resulting prototypes, once again, all the participants had a pos-

itive opinion. Half of the designers thought they were able to create the prototype

that they wanted while the other half strongly agreed with this fact. These results

are in concert with the following question which inquired whether the outcome of

their utilisation was exactly what they expect. Two of the participants strongly

agreed with this and the remaining four agreed.

When asked if using another tool they would be able to include the same

features (e.g., navigation between screens, usability questions and data collection

features), two of the designers strongly disagreed, two were neutral while the other

two thought it was possible to do so. However, as the previous section discussed,

none of the prototypes created with the alternative tools included these features.

Moreover, during a posterior interview with some of the designers, all stated that

even if possible to include the same features, this would require a lot of time

and effort as well as programming skills, which would certainly hinder the rapid

prototyping process at early stage concept testing.

The following question inquired the participating designers on whether they

would prefer to use MobPro and its prototypes or the traditional paper-based

approach. Here, all the four designers that had created low-fidelity prototypes
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Table 5.3: Results from the questionnaires completed by the participant designers.

concurred that MobPro would be the preferred alternative (two designers strongly

agreed).

Finally, when asked if they would use MobPro if they needed to design an

application for mobile devices, all the participants responded positively and two

of them strongly agreed with this possibility.

Overall, the results show that all the involved designers were very pleased

with the usage experience and agreed that MobPro was easier to use than the

tools that they had previously used to prototype, also stating that, given the

chance, they would continue to use MobPro while designing for mobile devices.

In particular, some of the participants mentioned that, having such a tool, they

would prototype more frequently than they had done so far. These opinions are

corroborated by the time performance of every participant and the quality and

features included in their prototypes.
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5.4.4.4 Suggestions and improvements

Based on the suggestions field present on the questionnaires and on the follow-

up interviews, some modifications and enhancements for MobPro’s user interface

and usability were mentioned and some issues were commented. For instance, the

interactive bars (on top of each element) have matching colours for elements and

screens confusing users when an element is set to full screen. These have been

modified and now they have different colours and can be clearly distinguished.

Another suggestion, which also reduces the amount of clicks to configure an el-

ement, was to immediately display that element’s options once dropped, rather

than having to click on it. The padding area that allows users to resize elements

was also considered to be very small and has already been increased. Finally,

when setting the click area properties, it was noticed that some users forgot to

press the apply button, losing their configurations once they changed their click

area. This was also corrected and settings are automatically saved as they are

set, without the need to explicitly press a button and store them.

5.5 Case Studies

MobPro has also been used to design and evaluate several prototypes on various

domains (e.g., psychotherapy, physiotherapy, personal training, education, rich

digital books) with particular emphasis on paper-based activities. Throughout

this process, both designers and users created and used their own prototypes on

various locations, gathering data through the various techniques that are sup-

ported by the framework. Experiments took place during the initial stages and

first iterations of design.

In order to assess the benefits of using MobPro, on all of the above men-

tioned experiences, end-users and designers were interviewed after each session.

When using the framework, end-users were also requested to use the included

annotation features (and some questionnaires that were included in each proto-

type) to provide their opinion of the overall experience. Designers responded to

questionnaires only after analysing the resulting data from the tests that were

conducted.
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A total of 5 designers and around 50 end-users with diverse ages, profes-

sions and backgrounds were involved in these experiences. Evaluation sessions

took place in several settings. Different mobile devices were also used for each

experience (e.g., TabletPCs, PDAs, SmartPhones with and without physical key-

boards). The following case studies present two of these experiences. These

particular examples were selected since they were the initial motivation for this

thesis and work and portray the advantages that can be found when compared

to the initial design approach.

5.5.1 Psychotherapy - SCOPE v2

The first case study involved a team of mobile interaction designers and a team

composed by a group of cognitive behavioural researchers and practising psy-

chotherapists. The main goal was to continue the on-going project which aimed

at the support of cognitive behavioural therapy through the use of mobile e-

artefacts described in Chapter 1. Given the highly ubiquitous tasks that are

encompassed within such type of therapies and the critical domain of health-

care in which designers and therapists were working, the introduction of MobPro

and its functionalities aimed at facilitating the expert team (i.e., therapists) to

participate on the process and the quick construction of prototypes that could

be easily evaluated and tested by therapists and patients. Moreover, as previ-

ously mentioned, initial tests with paper prototypes were misleading therapists

regarding usage possibilities resulting on a constant rejection of most of the de-

sign team’s ideas. Therapists had difficulties imagining and materializing the end

result based on sketches and paper-based prototypes, even with some of the first

attempts with initial versions of the techniques presented in Chapter 4.

Accordingly, when MobPro became available for designers and domain ex-

pert users, several iterations of low-fidelity prototypes, that had been previously

drawn were digitalized and used by the designers on the framework (figure 5.20,

left). ”Click Areas” were defined and their behaviour configured. These sketch-

based prototypes were tested by therapists and some psychotherapy students on

smartphones (figure 5.20) and later evolved to higher-fidelity ones, that allowed

user input and reacted to usage behaviour (figure 5.20, right).
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Figure 5.20: Low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototype for a psychotherapy tool.

At this stage, therapists and researchers from the psychotherapy team started

to use the framework as well, mainly to adjust the already developed prototypes

(e.g., changing some interaction types depending on the type of answer they re-

quired from their patients). As the prototypes started to refine, the therapists

handed the new versions to some psychology students and used them on experi-

mental therapy sessions within the research laboratory. Throughout this process,

tools for anxiety, depression, pain therapy and associated disorders, were created

and thoroughly evaluated.

Once most of the created prototypes had been used and experimented by

both therapists and researchers and on some experimental sessions, all the logs

were carefully reviewed by both teams. Whereas the design team was focused on

interaction details and on usability assessment, the therapists started to detect

hesitations and symptomatic behaviours while users interacted with the proto-

types. For instance, using the log player, therapists were able to detect questions

where patients spent more time or thoughts that were constantly written and

deleted. Some of these behaviours led to the identification of critical subjects

and to the detection of underlying problems that patients faced but did not men-

tion during their face-to-face therapeutic sessions.
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Overall, the prototypes were very well accepted and the tested versions, with

some adjustments, served as basis for applications in other therapy areas as

well (de Sá & Carriço, 2009b). These and newer prototypes were also used to

design a group version of SCOPE (Carriço et al., 2007; Duarte et al., 2007).

5.5.2 Mobile Learning Tool - Test-It v2

The second domain in which the framework was used was education. In this case,

the main goal was to design and evaluate a possible application for students to

use, while at school or at home, to complete tests, homework, to review content

provided by their teachers in various formats. A team of 3 designers and one

composed by 4 teachers were involved on the entire process as well as students

for the final evaluation sessions.

Teachers aimed at creating an easy to use tool that could convey the possi-

bilities of assessment and task completion by students of various ages, as well as

the access to relevant content that would be provided to students as necessary.

The tool was an update to Test-It, described in Chapter 1, targeting PocketPCs

instead of PalmOS devices.

The design process started with a set of meetings where requirements were

established and ideas started to emerge, especially from the teachers’ side. Given

the successful experience with the previous case study, teachers were provided

with MobPro since the beginning, and a short tutorial (1 hour - wizard mode)

was given to all the involved teachers. The functionalities were explained and

the results gathered from the previous experience were described. Accordingly,

teachers were given the framework and created a set of prototypes for applications

that would allow students to achieve various different activities (e.g., watch a

short movie, read a short book, complete tests or homework).

Given the functionalities that were explained, teachers started by creating low-

fidelity prototypes for all the tools and were concerned mainly with the aesthetics,

content organization, vocabulary and features of each tool. Once the prototypes

were created, the design team conducted a series of evaluation sessions, with the

teachers, in order to assess each of the low-fi prototypes for the targeted tasks.
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Figure 5.21: High-fidelity prototype of a mobile tool for 4th grade students.

The evaluation sessions were carefully planned, including a detailed descrip-

tion of the goals, the tasks that had to be performed, the student profiles that

would be used and the locations and settings in which all the sessions would take

place. In this last aspect, particular care was taken to select scenarios and set-

tings with different conditions, regarding light, noise, user posture (e.g., walking,

seating, etc) and the introduction of casual distractions (e.g., interrupting the

user to ask a question, requesting the user to walk on a busy corridor, and so

on). Overall, evaluation sessions followed the suggestions provided in Chapter 3

and took place on the most realistic settings possible. On some of the evalua-

tion sessions, the students that tested these low-fidelity prototypes even took the

devices and prototypes home with some pre-determined tasks to complete. In

these situations, in order to have a glimpse of the context of use, specific ques-

tionnaires were included on the prototypes and automatically shown while using

the prototype (de Sá & Carriço, 2007b).

Once all the initial evaluation sessions, with the low-fidelity prototypes were

complete, both teachers and designers started to look at the logs (figure 5.13).

Results from this process were naturally taken into account on the higher-fidelity

versions of the prototypes. Figure 5.21 shows two examples of resulting proto-
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types.

On the following design cycle, teachers and designers continued to collaborate

and began to create high-fidelity prototypes for the same tools. Based on the low-

fidelity prototypes and using the available components, teachers replaced sketches

with pictorial based tools for younger children and more textual (e.g., track-bars,

textboxes) prototypes for teenagers or adults. Again, after a set of prototypes

for each tool was created, evaluation sessions were conducted.

Half of the total of 6 tests, involving 36 students, took place at the university

campus while the rest was done at various locations, including students’ homes.

The campus tests were filmed using the low-cost mobile kit described in Chapter

4. Various mobile devices (e.g., with and without keyboards were handed to the

students). On one of the selected tasks, students were required to complete a test

at school and another at home. Students used the prototypes to respond to tests

and were free to use the devices to whatever they wished. After the tests were

completed and usability questionnaires responded, students returned the devices

to teachers and logs started to be analysed, together with all the footage that

was captured (de Sá & Carriço, 2007b).

The design team quickly detected some problems with the prototypes, partic-

ularly referring to the selected interaction modalities and the locations in which

the prototypes were used. For instance, track-bars and text-boxes were difficult to

use while walking or on the bus/subway whereas lists and multiple-choices (e.g.,

radio buttons) were easily handled. While for text-boxes this was already ex-

pected since keyboards, either physical or virtual, have to be used, for track-bars

this came as a surprise.

From an educational point of view, and based on the suggestions made by

the designers, teachers also tried to detect student difficulties while using the

prototypes. To achieve so, and to isolate difficulties that could pertain to the

components, or to the user interface itself, teachers connected three different

aspects to detect learning issues.

Accordingly, to identify possible problems, it was necessary to search for ques-

tions that were often revisited, that took a long time to respond and where values

were frequently changed/updated. These three aspects together excluded situa-

tions where the student could have left the device unattended or questions where
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students had to write instead of selecting an option. It also excluded questions

that were only revised instead of edited and so on. This process allowed teachers

to identify difficult subjects, preferred content and component adequacy to each

age level or provided material.

Overall, both teachers and students were very pleased with the prototypes

suggesting new case studies and features. Teachers appreciated the possibility

of monitoring students’ activities while away from classes, on a deferred mode,

with the ability to define their own tools and with the inclusion of behaviour and

hints on content that was previously passive. Students were excited with their

inclusion in the process and the hands-on experimental approach of a tool that

was being destined to them. According to some students, the ability to provide

opinions and suggestions was also very rewarding.

5.5.3 Summary

Throughout the tests that took place while evaluating MobPro, the main concern

was to understand the differences and advantages, for designers and end-users, be-

tween the construction and use of traditional low-fidelity and software prototypes

and data gathering techniques and the evaluation framework. During previous

experiences, when traditional techniques were used, paper cards/sketches were

changed by a designer, using the WOz technique or by the user, when trying out

the prototypes by him/herself. ESM, end-users’ and designers’ questionnaires

and registries were supported by paper and pen.

Globally, designers’ reactions to the MobPro during the case studies were very

positive. The ability to run their prototypes on actual devices (sometimes on the

users’ devices) was particularly appreciated. As stated by one of the designers:

“Mobile prototypes, especially phones, are very personal devices

and users interact with their own phones differently than when using

an unknown device, so seeing and getting usage information of users

interacting with their own devices was very positive. And its a lot

easier as well.”

ESM questionnaires that could be triggered and configured to request users

for information at specific times were also very useful. However, the definition
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of the triggers and conditions took some time to be easily manipulated by the

involved designers. Moreover, the construction of the questionnaires, especially

when using audio and video recorders was somewhat difficult to understand and

use. When asked about the active data gathering techniques, one of the designers

said:

“It’s a bit difficult to test sounds and videos on top of the sketches.

I also had trouble when trying to create questionnaires that did not

use text-boxes. For me, the best feature was being able to add ques-

tionnaires to each screen and define when and if they should pop up.”

Nevertheless, the analysis of the resulting data was stated to be very easy

and natural since it followed the same mechanisms used to interact with the

prototypes. In particular, the captured videos and photos (albeit very few) gave

designers a very clear idea of the context in which users were while using the

prototypes.

Experiences with the log-player also led to interesting findings. Usage pat-

terns and the adequacy of some modalities were noticeable while reviewing the

logs. For instance, track-bars, although not requiring text input, raised some

difficulties mainly given the small size of the interactive counter. Moreover, when

completing a task, if users were seated, they usually used the device’s QWERTY

keyboard (when available). However, once walking they preferred to use the vir-

tual keyboard, using one hand to hold the device and the other to tap on the

virtual keyboard, alternating with any other activity that required their hand.

Curiously, once seated again, they would not return to the physical keyboard.

Also, while walking, accuracy towards buttons was much lower.

Figure 5.20 shows two screen shots of the log player being used to evaluate

a low-fidelity prototype for a movie player designed by a teacher during a brain-

storming/evaluation session that took place at a public university. The images

show the two prototypes being analysed on the log player. Since all the logs have

time-stamps and are catalogued by date, it was simple to correlate the logs and

the locations/settings from which they resulted. Moreover, even specific portions

of each evaluation session could be identified (e.g., at the beginning of the test,

the user was seated; at the end of the evaluation test, the user was walking to
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another class). These situations were mapped to parts of the log where different

accuracies regarding button selection and interaction were noticed, which allowed

to see that most of the missed taps on the screen referred to the situations where

users were walking. As expected, while they were seated, accuracy was much

higher. However, the log analysis provided a fairly precise idea of the necessary

size and location for each button. On the first prototype, the log shows that

users had difficulties while using the video controls. On the second version of the

same prototype, with larger buttons, accuracy was much higher. As in previous

experiences, results also confirmed that components placed too close to screen

edges raised usage difficulties, especially when users interacted with their fin-

gers instead of the device’s stylus and, those in the bottom of the screen, were

frequently covered by the virtual keyboard.

All the involved designers considered the revision of users’ behaviour, without

the need for direct observation, extremely useful. In fact, when combined with the

questionnaire results this allowed the detection of several issues which translated

directly into UI improvements. Results were particularly interesting since they

focused not only a wide variety of contexts but also allowed the detection of

problems that emerged while transiting between contexts.

However, interestingly, the most noticeable and positive results were found

when interviewing and reviewing users’ opinions. The use of actual devices and

prototypes that could be interacted with and used was very appealing to users and

provided a much more tangible and realistic experience, especially when compared

to the traditional paper-based low-fidelity prototypes that were experimented

during the first experiences and even the updated ones that were also momentarily

used.

“I only really understood what they were showing us when I was

able to use the PDA and the buttons started to actually do some-

thing.”

Moreover the ability to participate on the prototyping process, even during

field tests, was one of the favourite features.
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“It was really nice to be able to propose ideas to them and show

what would be a better fit for me by drawing it on the mobile device

and bringing it to life right there. It made me want to become a

designer.”

Finally, when designers were able to create questionnaires with video and

audio recorders, users provided much more and much richer data. As commented

by most users, this was a reflection of the easiness to speak or take a picture

while using the prototype instead of stopping and annotating/writing down their

thoughts or detected problems.

“Compared with the paper version, it was much easier to record

what I had in mind or photograph what was going around.”

5.6 Summary, overall design implications and

resulting guidelines

This chapter presented MobPro, a prototyping and evaluation environment com-

posed by several tools, each supporting a set of activities that target in-situ design

of mobile user interfaces. It described the tools, how they can be used and how

they were validated through comparative evaluation and real world case studies.

The results of the experiments and users’ opinions validated the positive in-

fluence of MobPro’s prototyping and evaluation features on the design process.

Some of the findings that emerged when using the evaluation and analysis fea-

tures resulted in modifications that were specific to the domains of each case

study while others confirmed generic guidelines that can apply to most mobile

devices when used ubiquitously (e.g., location of interactive elements, amount of

content in each screen, preferred modalities). Both the comparative evaluation

sessions and the case studies highlighted the positive impact that MobPro can

have on the design process, speeding it and supporting richer usage experiences

and usability data collection right from the start. More information on MobPro

prototyping features can be found in the following papers (de Sá et al., 2008c,

2009a) and on the following for the evaluation options (de Sá & Carriço, 2009a;

de Sá et al., 2008b).
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Overall, the use of MobPro’s prototyping and evaluation features can support

and enhance the design of mobile applications and user interfaces. The main

reasons and discussion topics that resulted from the case studies and evaluation

sessions indicate that:

• MobPro is easier and quicker to use than commonly used prototyping tools.

Furthermore, it is preferred by designers over the traditional paper-based

prototyping approach.

• By supporting evaluation in-situ MobPro provides shorter design cycles.

By gathering data, analysing and adjusting prototypes on the field, while

conducting evaluation experiments, designers are able to redefine, adjust

and create new concepts or approaches and test them very quickly and

directly on the used prototypes.

• Users grasp ideas and concepts better. The use of actual devices and inter-

active prototypes, that do not depend on the designer to work or change

cards, provide a better usage experience for end-users and allows them to

understand what designers are trying to convey more quickly.

• Data gathering works better when using the different and complementary

modalities and multimedia elements that MobPro includes. Video and voice

recording allowed users to quickly register their thoughts, opinions or answer

ESM questionnaires without requiring them to stop what they were doing.

• Since with MobPro data gathering is easier, users provide richer data. When

compared with the initial experiences using low-fidelity prototypes, users

collected much more data.

• The ability to film/photograph brings great benefits. Capturing a video or

taking a photo of the surrounding environment is much easier than writing

down a description of the user’s context and provides much more detail.

• MobPro’s Intelligent ESM provides means to focus different or specific de-

tails. The ability to detect the user’s activities and define questionnaires

that can be displayed according to the user’s behaviour allows designers to
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focus key issues (e.g., user takes too long when viewing a screen or frequently

misses a button).

• The automatic Wizard-of-Oz features facilitate designer’s work and reduce

the need to follow or ask users to change the screens/cards by themselves,

facilitating the process and, once again, providing better and more realistic

usage experiences.

• MobPro’s logging mechanism provides information on various details for

low and high-fidelity prototypes. Furthermore, the ability to review how

users interact with a prototype provides paramount information regarding

usability issues.

• Overall, since it requires no programming knowledge and the construction

of prototypes is visual-based, MobPro allowed users to actively participate

on the evaluation, creating and adjusting their own applications, providing

a softer and sounder transition between design fidelities and iterations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis addressed the issues that affect the design of user interfaces for mobile

devices, focusing, in particular, the problems that emerge during the initial stages

of this process. This goal was set and motivated by problems that were felt while

using common user centred design methodologies on the development of a set of

ubiquitous systems, setting the moto for the work hereby presented.

In summary, the main goals, established at the beginning of this work, were to

facilitate mobile interaction design by introducing updated techniques and tools

to support designers during the design process.

As a result, this thesis presented four main contributions spread through the

following two main areas: design techniques and design tools.

6.1.1 Design Techniques and Guidelines

6.1.1.1 Scenarios for design and requirements analysis

The thesis’ first contribution targets the selection and definition of scenarios for

requirements’ analysis and identification and the selection of contexts for in-situ

mobile evaluation (both early and final). To support these activities, a conceptual

framework was defined, identifying key concerns that must be considered while

designing user interfaces for mobile utilisation. In particular, the framework

covers the transitions between contexts and settings which were never considered
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in the available literature. It combines guidelines which suggest what to look for

when designing for mobile devices and what to include in scenarios for design.

To support the systematic definition and structured representation of the

scenarios and contexts, a modular notation was also defined, introducing three

main concepts which can be used and combined to create complex scenarios and

settings that include a multitude of dimensions which highlight potential usability

errors affecting mobile activities.

The framework and complementing notations were validated through a com-

parative evaluation session and through real-world design case studies. Results

showed that it allowed participants to identify more, and more important, usabil-

ity requirements, more quickly during initial design stages. Although most par-

ticipants were students and had limited design experience, results demonstrated

that the guidelines and the framework were particularly effective in helping de-

signers during initial stages and regardless of their experience, provided better

results than when they were not used. Moreover, when applied to the evaluation

of low-fidelity and software prototypes, the framework provided crucial aid while

selecting richer settings and managing the complexity of contexts in which to test

the design concepts. As a result, designers and participating end-users were able

to identify more design issues and to prevent usability problems at very early

stages.

As a complement, suggestions on how to gather data within these mobile

scenarios were also provided. These offer guidelines on how to utilise alternatives

to existing techniques or extensions to those techniques in order to overcome

problems that affect data gathering in mobile settings. The case studies in which

they were applied also demonstrated that they are valuable options.

In general, these results provided answers to the initial questions of where

and what to look at when designing mobile user interfaces, how to represent

paramount information on realistic usage settings and scenarios and on how do

engage on mobile data gathering.

6.1.1.2 Prototyping Techniques

The second main contribution from this work addresses the need to properly

create low-fidelity prototypes for mobile devices. In general, the techniques de-
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veloped during this thesis’ work were able to overcome most issues that hindered

the design processes and which served as motivation for this thesis. The tech-

niques promote the separation between physical prototypes (e.g., the devices) and

sketches (e.g., the graphical user interface), thus overcoming problems related to

posterior evaluation stages and framing the designers’ work into a realistic graph-

ical user interface. When compared with traditional paper-based only prototypes

and unrealistic sketches, the prototypes developed with the techniques presented

in chapter 4 provided better results and conveyed, for end-users, a better picture

of the prototype, the user experience and the designer’s vision. They were also

better suited for mobile evaluation within real-world settings as the results from

the case studies, in which the techniques were used, demonstrated.

Accordingly, the experiments and respective results provided the answers to

the initial questions of how to design and create adequate prototypes for the

demanding settings of real world usage experiences.

6.1.1.3 Data Gathering and Evaluation Procedures

The data gathering and evaluation procedures that complement the previous

prototyping techniques compose the third main contribution. Overall, they are

constituted by guidelines that suggest best practices and equipment for the evalu-

ation of both low-fidelity and software prototypes. For the former, data gathering

techniques that rely on the end-users’ intervention were defined and used in con-

cert with paper-based low-fidelity prototypes. On the latter, low-cost equipment

was used to collect data without following users while interacting with the pro-

totypes. Here, different suggestions on how to make end-users engage on the

process and on how to facilitate data collection were also provided.

These techniques were used, together with the prototyping techniques, through

several case studies, allowing participants to gather data within ubiquitous set-

tings, with and without the involved end-users participation, without great in-

trusiveness or costs. Overall, initial issues and questions regarding how to use

prototypes in efficient ways, collecting data in realistic situations were addressed

and answered by the contributions made for data gathering and evaluation tech-

niques. It is expected that, by introducing such techniques, the amount of mobile

evaluation practices and the adoption of such procedures might increase.
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6.1.2 Tools for Mobile Design

The fourth and final contribution resulting from this thesis is MobPro, a software

framework which builds on the previous contributions and combines them into

a integrated environment for prototyping and evaluation of user interfaces for

mobile devices during different stages of design.

MobPro supports low and mid fidelity prototyping of user interfaces for mobile

devices and the usage of the resulting prototypes in actual devices. Moreover, it

includes mechanisms for configurable data collection both passively and actively.

Throughout its development and utilisation it has proved to enhance the de-

sign process by allowing designers to quickly share their visions with end-users,

offering a much more realistic usage experience and supporting user participation.

As a consequence, error detection and the ability to improve the design of the

user interfaces was increased and greatly appreciated by the participating design-

ers. Moreover, when compared to other traditionally used prototyping tools, it

allowed designers to add features that were unavailable on those tools and still

do so in a much shorter amount of time. MobPro was also always preferred to

the paper-based approach.

6.1.3 Summary

As a final note, throughout the experiences that supported this thesis, the tech-

niques and tools that were discussed and presented have been applied to the

design of mobile applications that target different domains and goals, providing

positive results and smoother design processes. The students that experimented

and worked with the resulting techniques and tools from this thesis remained

very pleased with the familiar user-centred approach and the specific focus that

is given to the requirements that relate to mobility and the device’s characteris-

tics. Even when allowed to select their own preferred tools for comparison, results

showed that the proposed tools were selected.

All the techniques and tools were applied and validated through real-world

case studies, including new iterations of those projects that motivated this work,

strengthening the validity of the results.
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Finally, and in conclusion, the lessons learnt and the work developed through

this thesis met the initial goals and provided answers to all the questions defined

in Chapter 1. Overall, they can be applied for most mobile design procedures

and have already been experimented within various domains and for various ap-

plications/devices (e.g., multi-modalities, different devices, goals and settings),

highlighting their contribution to the mobile interaction design field.

6.2 Future Work

The scope of this thesis’ work extends itself through techniques and tools that

can apply to a wide set of domains. Accordingly, future work directions are also

diverse and targeting two main distinct areas, the design techniques and their

materialisation and application through MobPro.

6.2.1 Design Techniques

The combination of the various techniques that were experimented, updated and

developed during this thesis compose a major part of commonly used user-centred

design approaches. Although this thesis’ contributions are focused on particular

stages, future work will address the transition between these stages and their

connection as means to achieve a better overall design process. In particular,

future research efforts will focus:

• A new approach to mobile interaction design, combining the techniques

that were described during this thesis. Extensions will include the re-

utilisation of some of the existing notation and specification aspects from

other methodologies which can be combined with those presented in chap-

ter 3 and utilised to complement the definition of maps and diagrams for

ubiquitous usage scenarios. The evaluation techniques will also be extended

in order to further support the later stages of design and evaluation. Fi-

nally, the integration of UI design guidelines and updated evaluation metrics

will complement the design approach by covering both the initial and later

stages of design.
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• An updated Mobile Video Kit with less intrusive hardware and supporting

additional data gathering/collection. Given the results that the mobile

video kit provided and considering the rapid evolution of video capturing

devices, it is estimated that better and less intrusive video kits can be

composed still maintaining the low cost that the kit described in chapter 4

offers. Moreover, small sensors (e.g., E.C.G, pressure) might also provide

valuable data for mobile usability evaluation and can be integrated into

the kit. Longer experiences and further research will also try to assess the

implications of such kits on end-users’ behaviour.

• Given the lack of comparison of the updated and used data gathering tech-

niques, described in this thesis, with traditional ones, new tests and eval-

uation experiments are also envisioned. Despite the fact that some of the

proposed techniques are adjustments of approaches used during other stages

of design or are extensions to previously used techniques, and their adequacy

to mobile design has been proved by the successful case studies, further as-

sessment is planned. In particular, and given that most of the participants

on the tests described in this thesis were students, new experiences with

designers from the industry will be conducted.

• With the application of both the mobile design approach and techniques,

combined with the case studies in which MobPro has been and will be used,

especially making use of its analysis capabilities, more UI design guidelines

will necessarily emerge. These will provide aid for designers when conceiv-

ing and designing user interfaces for mobile devices and will simultaneously

serve as input for the MobPro suggestion and support mechanism. The

assessment and publication of these guidelines will compose a major re-

search topic during the following and continuous application of this thesis’

contributions.

• The scenario generation and context selection framework will also continue

to be extended and particular focus will be directed towards the inclusion of

variables and guidelines for critical scenarios (e.g., healthcare - physiother-

apy, aphasia therapy). Additionally, experiences and new developments will
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tackle the highly volatile and susceptible modalities that are increasingly

being used with mobile devices, adjusting contexts and their variables to

better suit the requirement analysis and evaluation of multimodal applica-

tions.

• It is also a future research goal to study the implications of mobile devices

within mobile cooperative environments and extend the scenario generation

framework and respective guidelines in order to cope with the added dimen-

sions brought by cooperation and collaboration within ubiquitous settings.

6.2.2 MobPro

The outcome from the experiences with MobPro and the results that it has pro-

vided in different domains for prototyping and design purposes have opened doors

for various new directions. The following are the main goals for the near future:

• Scenarios and MobPro - One of the future directions aimed for MobPro

is the integration of the scenario generation framework into the prototyp-

ing tool. Overall this will be based on the ability to visually configure

and specify different settings and scenarios directly on the prototyping tool

and associating particular design alternatives to each setting. In addition,

once a screen/prototype is associated to a specific scenario (e.g., a set of

contextual scenarios) or persona/user, adequate guidelines and suggestions

can be offered, adjusting navigation or layout options to the requirements

established for those settings (e.g., user: blind - requires: text-to-speech).

• GPS and MobPro - In order to automatise and support the combina-

tion of the scenario definition mechanism and requirement mapping to the

developed prototypes, it is also a future goal to include GPS data collec-

tion on the runtime environment and prototyping environment. This will

endow designers with the opportunity to identify specific locations (e.g.,

tagged locations with a set of know variables) and routes (e.g., transitions

between various contextual scenario) for end-users to move through and

collect location data from those settings, relating it to the remaining logged

data.
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• MobPro and new devices - MobPro’s usefulness goes only as far as its

ability to be used on different devices. To further extend the application

of the developed prototypes and to test them on different platforms, new

runtime environments are already being envisioned for the main emerging

operating systems (e.g., Google Android, iPhone MacOS and new Symbian

versions) which cover a wide range of mobile devices.

• MobPro to HTML - As a complement to the previous point, the expor-

tation of the prototypes’ specifications into a standard format like HTML

would allow end-users to interact with the prototypes in any device with a

standard web-browser. Naturally, some limitations would exist, mainly for

the data collection features, but nevertheless, there are plug-ins for browsers

which allow data collection and logging also focusing some of MobPro’s con-

cerns to some extent.

• Integration of new design guidelines into MobPro - One of MobPro’s

main advantages over existing prototyping and evaluation tools resides on

its ability to provide design guidelines for non-experienced designers. As

current guidelines are restricted to some limited layout adjustments and au-

tomatic docking and anchoring mechanisms, a major part of future research

and work will focus the inclusion of new design guidelines which will result

from the previously mentioned experiences and methodological advances.

• Development of domain oriented elements/screen libraries for sup-

port of end-user development - In concert with the design guidelines

and building on the results from the case studies in which MobPro was used

(e.g., psychotherapy, education), new element and screen libraries will be

developed. These will focus particular domains (e.g., healthcare) as well as

different interaction or media dimensions (e.g., gesture recognition, multi-

media).

• Accessibility design and evaluation - The development of new element

and screen libraries containing different characteristics will also enable and

extend MobPro’s prototyping capabilities for accessibility design and eval-

uation. In particular, it will support designers while creating non-visual
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prototypes including different modalities (e.g., gesture and speech recogni-

tion) permitting the evaluation of user interfaces for impaired users with a

diverse set of disabilities.

• MobPro vs. other approaches - Even though MobPro’s features were

compared to traditional low-fidelity prototyping techniques and the ability

to gather data without any added effort to the involved parties is assumed

to always be an advantage, other experiments will take place in the near

future. In particular, the assessment for MobPro’s evaluation features, only

validated through case studies, because of the amount of time that would

be required to create similar prototypes (to those created with MobPro)

using other tools, and because most of the tools described in Chapter 2

do not include a large portion of MobPro’s features or are not available

for download, are planned. These will complement the experiments where

MobPro’s prototyping features were compared to designers’ preferred tools

by following a similar approach but now targeting the data gathering and

evaluation features.
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